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Re: 10 CFR 50.90 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attention: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3 
Modification of Proposed Revision to Technical Specification - Spent 

Fuel Pool ReOack SCR k22-98) 

In a letter dated March 19, 1999,0) Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) 
submitted proposed changes to selected Technical Specifications (TS) in support of a 
planned modification of the Millstone Unit No. 3 spent fuel pool. The proposed 
changes modify the TS to allow for the installation and use of additional storage racks 
in the Millstone Unit No. 3 spent fuel pool. Included in this submittal were proposed 
changes to TS 3.9.1.2 and 4.9.1.2 which would have revised the specification as 
follows; 

1. The APPLICABILITY of this specification would be changed to require surveillance 
of spent fuel pool Boron concentration only during times of fuel movement within the 
spent fuel pool, 

2. The required Boron concentration would be changed to 800 parts per million (ppm), 
and 

3. The measurement of Boron concentration would be performed every seven days 
only during fuel movement.  

On February 9, 2000, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, in a prehearing 
conference order,m granted a request for hearing on this proposed change based on 
the admissibility of certain (proposed) contentions filed by the petitioners for 
intervention - the Connecticut Coalition Against Millstone and the Long Island Coalition 
Against Millstone. After careful evaluation of the contentions, it is NNECO's opinion 

) R. P. Necci letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit No. 3, Proposed Revision to Technical Specification, Spent Fuel Pool Rerack 
(TSCR 3-22-98)," dated March 19, 1999.  

SLBP-OD-02, Atomic Safety and .i-cnving Dow-d, Prehearing Oonference Order (13rantung 
Request for Hearing),.dated February 9, 2000.
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that the proposed change in the APPLICABILITY of TS 3.9.1.2 is central to each of the three contentions admitted. Consequently, NNECO believes that a modification of the proposed revision to TS 3.9.1.2 is in the. best interest of all Millstone Unit No. 3 stakeholders, The modified proposal would retain the existing Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approved APPLICABILITY requirement of TS 3.9.1.2, thereby requiring that the proposed Boron concentration of 800 ppm be maintained whenever fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool. Conforming changes are also required for the proposed wording of Surveillance Requirement 4.9.1.2 to reflect this change in applicability. All other changes proposed under TSCR 3-22-98 are unaffected.  

Description of Proposed Modification to TSCR 3-22-98 

TSCR 3-22-98 is modified to retain the existing NRC approved APPLICABILITY statement for TS 3.9.1.2. Conforming changes are also made to the wording of the proposed revision to Surveillance Requirement 4.9.1.2. The balance of TSCR 3-22-98 
is unaffected by this change.  

Markup of Proposed Modifications to TSCR 3-22-98 

A copy of the page affected by the proposed modification to TSCR 3-22-98 is provided as Attachment 1. The modified markup is meant to be a complete replacement for the markup of TS 3.9.1.2 and the associated INSERT C as presented in the March 1999 submittal. The balance of TSCR 3-22-98 is unaffected by this change. To present the difference as clearly as possible, the modified proposal has been identified by the pen and ink changes noted on INSERT C. Other pending TS Amendments are not reflected 
in the enclosed markup.  

Retype of Proposed Modifications to TSCR 3-22-98 

A copy of the retyped TS page affected by the proposed modification to TSCR 3-22-98 is provided as Attachment 2. The retyped page reflects the incorporation of the * modified change to the TS 3.9.1.2, and is meant to be a complete replacernent for the original retyped page presented in the March 1999 submittal. The balance of TSCR 3-22-98 is unaffected by this change. Other pending TS Amendments are not reflected 
in the enclosed retype.  

Safety Summary, Sionificant Hazards Consideration and Environmental Considerations 

The proposed modification to TSCR 3-22-98 reduces the scope of the change previously justified by retaining the APPLICABILITY requirement currently incorporated into the NRC approved version of TS 3.9.1.2. On this basis, NNECO concludes that the modified proposal doesr: not affect the conclusions of the Safety Summary, Significant Hazards Consideration, or Environmental Considerations assessments as presented in the March 1999 submittal. The Background, Safety Summary,. Significant Ha=zrds Considaration, and Environmental Conoiderations fo- the balar,,e of changes proposed in TSCR 3-22-98 are bounded by those presented in the March 1999 
submittal.
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Plant -Operations Review Committee and Nuclear Safety Assessment Board Review 
The proposed modification to TSCR 3-22-98 has been reviewed by the Plant Operations Review Committee and the Nuclear Safety Assessment Board. These committees concur with the conclusions relative to safety presented in the rationale for the proposed change.  

State Notification 

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91(b), we are providing the State of Connecticut with a copy of the modified proposal.  

Schedule 

NNECO requests review and approval of the initial March 1999 submittal and this proposed revision by June 2000.  

There are no regulatory commitments contained within this letter.  
If the NRC Staff should have any questions or comments regarding this submittal, 
please contact Mr. D. W. Dodson at (860) 447-1791, extension 2346.  

Very truly yours, 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY 

Raymond P. Necci 
Vice President - Nuclear Technical Services 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this...J 7 day of 0-.D.,; 2000 

SNotary Public 

Date Commission Expires: Qnp._

cc: See next page
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Attachments (2) 

cc: H. J. Miller, Region I Administrator 
V. Nerses, NRC Senior Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 3 
A.C. Ceme, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit No. 3 

Director 
Bureau of Air Management 
Monitoring and Radiation Division 
Department of Environmental Protection 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106-5127 

Ms. Nancy Burton, Esq.  
147 Cross Highway 
Redding Ridge, CT 06876
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.9.1.2 The soluble boron concentration of the Spent Fuel Pool shall be 
maintained uniform, and greater than or equal to 800 ppm.  

Applicability 

Whenever fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool.  

Action 

With the spent fuel pool soluble boron concentration less than 800 ppm, 
suspend the movement of all fuel assemblies within the spent fuel pool.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.9.1.2 Verify that the soluble boron concentration is greater than or equal 
to 800 ppm every 7 days.

Amendment No. 77, 71 ,MILLSTONE - UNIT 3 
0028

3/4 9-1a
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Re:10 CFR 50.90 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attention: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3 

Response to Requests for Additional Information 
Spent Fuel Pool Rerack (TAC No. MA5137) 

In a letter dated March 19, 1999,1) Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) 

submitted a proposed revision to the Millstone Unit No. 3 Technical Specifications for 

Spent Fuel Pool Rerack. The proposed changes modify the Technical Specifications to 

allow for additional racks to be installed in the Millstone Unit No. 3 spent fuel pool 

(SFP) in order to maintain full core reserve capability.  

In response to this submittal, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requested 

additional information in the form of two sets of questions. An NRC memorandum 

dated March 14, 2000,(2) proposed a set of five questions related to SFP procedures in 

a revised draft request for additional information. The answers to those questions are 

presented in Attachment 1 to this letter. An NRC memorandum dated 

February 25, 2000,(3) proposed a separate set of four questions related to SFP design 

and structure. The answers to those questions are presented in Attachment 2.  

(1) R. P. Necci letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone Nuclear Power Station, 

Unit No. 3, Proposed Revision to Technical Specification, Spent Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 

3-22-98)," dated March 19, 1999.  
(2) Memorandum from Victor Nerses to James Clifford, "Millstone, Unit 3, Draft Request for 

Additional Information, Spent Fuel Pool Rerack (TAC No. MA5137)," dated March 14, 2000.  

(3) Memorandum from Victor Nerses to James Clifford, "Millstone, Unit 3, Draft Request for 

Additional Information, Spent Fuel Pool Rerack (TAC No. MA5137)," dated 

February 25, 2000.  
0-::422-5 HEX. 12-0.5
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Subsequently, in a letter dated April 17, 2000,(4) NNECO submitted a modification of the 
proposed revision to the Millstone Unit No. 3 Technical Specifications for Spent Fuel 
Pool Rerack. The modified proposal would retain the existing applicability requirement 
for boron concentration, thereby requiring that the proposed boron concentration of 800 
ppm be maintained whenever fuel is stored in the SFP.  

There are no regulatory commitments contained within this letter.  

If the NRC Staff should have any questions or comments regarding this submittal, 
please contact Mr. David Dodson at (860) 447-1791, extension 2346.  

Very truly yours, 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY 

Raymond P. Necci 

Vice President - Nuclear Technical Services 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this L day of /T,, 2000 

-(otary Public 

Date Commission Expires: •,zc -30, 1OO 

Attachments (2) 

cc: H. J. Miller, Region I Administrator 
V. Nerses, NRC Senior Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 3 
A. C. Cerne, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit No. 3 

Director 
Bureau of Air Management 
Monitoring and Radiation Division 
Department of Environmental Protection 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106-5127 

(4) R. P. Necci letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit No. 3, Modification of Proposed Revision to Technical Specification - Spent 
Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 3-22-98)," dated April 17, 2000.
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Responses to Revised Draft RAI dated March 14, 2000 

1. What will be the minimum and maximum boron concentrations in the spent 
fuel pool specified by chemical procedures if your submitted amendment is 
approved? 

Response 

NNECO will maintain the spent fuel pool (SFP) soluble boron concentration _ 2600 
ppm at all times in accordance with chemistry procedures. This is done as a matter of 
operational convenience since the SFP boron concentration must be _ 2600 ppm 
during refuelings (per Technical Specification 3.9.1.1) when the SFP and refueling 
cavity are connected. A value of _ 2600 ppm is bounding on all Technical Specification 
(TS) requirements, including the proposed TS 3.9.1.2 as modified on April 17, 2000(1).  

There is no specified maximum SFP boron concentration.  

NNECO has historically maintained the SFP boron concentration at high values. The 
administrative limit of 2! 2600 ppm was instituted in 1997. Shown below is a plot of 
Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP boron concentration measurements since the SFP water was 
initially borated in 1987: 

MP3 SFP Boron Concentration 

3 0 0 0. .................. ...................  

2500 

2000.....  

%......%.......'~iiiiiiii~ ...................... .... ..............  
0 • :':':':{':':~~~~.... ....... . .."================= 

S1500 

Dale 

() R. P. Necci letter to US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Millstone Nuclear Power 

Station, Unit No. 3, Modification of Proposed Revision to Technical Specification - Spent 
Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 3-22-98)," dated April 17, 2000.
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2. What is the frequency for surveillance and what are the procedures for 
surveillance of these boron concentrations? 

Response 

The present TS 3.9.1.2 requires a minimum SFP soluble boron concentration of 1750 
ppm whenever fuel is stored in the SFP. Surveillance of the boron concentration is 
performed at least once per 72 hours as required by surveillance procedure SP 3866, 
"Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration." The proposed TS 3.9.1.2, as modified on April 
17, 2000, requires a minimum SFP soluble boron concentration of 800 ppm whenever 
fuel is stored in the SFP. Upon implementation of the proposed TS, the surveillance 
frequency in SP 3866 will be revised to every 7 days. The 800 ppm concentration is 
based on the licensing basis criticality analysis, with substantial margin applied.  

SP 3866 also requires that the Shift Manager, Reactor Engineering, and Chemistry be 
notified if boron concentration is less than 2600 ppm. This requirement will be 
retained.  

The weekly surveillance frequency is appropriate because no major replenishment of 
SFP water or significant change in boron concentration is expected to take place over 
such a short period of time, a basis that is consistent with Standard Technical 
Specifications. During the period between weekly SFP boron surveillances, it would 
take approximately 500,000 to 1,000,000 gallons, depending on the method of dilution, 
of unborated water to dilute the SFP boron concentration from 2600 ppm to 800 ppm.  
The volume of the SFP is about 450,000 gallons. An unintentional dilution of this 
magnitude would be quickly detected either at the source of the unborated water, or by 
its effect on SFP water level.  

The proposed modifications do not affect existing TS 3.9.1.1, which effectively requires 
that the SFP soluble boron concentration be __ 2600 ppm when the SFP and refueling 
cavity are connected during Mode 6 operation. Surveillance procedure SP 3863, 
"Reactor Coolant and Reactor Vessel Refueling Cavity Analysis for Boron," implements 
the boron monitoring requirements of TS 3.9.1.1, and this procedure is unaffected by 
the proposed changes.  

3. Please describe the administrative procedure used to determine that fuel 
assemblies have attained proper burn-up for storage in the burn-up dependent 
racks.  

Response 

Surveillance procedure,%SP 31022, "Spent Fuel Pool Criticality Requirements," controls 
the process of ensuring that fuel assemblies have attained proper burnup for storage in 
the burnup-dependent fuel storage region. Currently, Region 2 is the only region of the 
SFP that has a fuel burnup restriction.
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The proposed TS changes will result in a total of three burnup-dependent fuel storage 
regions in the SFP. SP 31022 will be revised for use with the proposed SFP 
modifications by expanding the process used to evaluate fuel assemblies for any of the 
three burnup-dependent fuel storage regions. Provisions to incorporate fuel decay time 
in the evaluation will also be covered in this procedure so that fuel assemblies may be 
subsequently relocated based on their actual fuel decay time.  

NNECO will perform 10 CFR 50 Appendix B (QA) calculations to determine measured 
fuel burnups as follows. This aspect of spent fuel management is unaffected by the 
proposed TS changes.  

" The Westinghouse INCORE (or future equivalent) QA computer code will be used 
to generate measured core power distribution maps. The accuracy of plant power 
distribution measurements is discussed in WCAP-7308-L-P-A.  

" The Westinghouse TOTE (or future equivalent) QA computer code will be used to 
generate measured individual fuel assembly burnups, using the INCORE measured 
core power distribution maps. Analytical inputs to TOTE will be determined using 
QA calculations. An independent review of the INCORE maps will also be 
documented in these QA calculations. The resulting measured fuel assembly 
burnups will be documented in QA calculations.  

Each fuel assembly to be placed in a burnup-dependent fuel storage region is 
evaluated per SP 31022, which includes a requirement for independent review. Fuel 
assemblies may be qualified either individually, or as a group provided the combination 
of highest initial enrichment and lowest burnup is used in the batch qualification 
process. Fuel enrichments used in this process can be either the design enrichment 
value, which is documented by the fuel vendor under their QA program, or the as-built 
enrichments which are also reported by the vendor per their QA program. It should be 
noted that the as-built enrichment is bounded by the design enrichment which is limited 
to the licensed enrichment value for Millstone Unit No. 3. The measured fuel burnup 
value is documented and then reduced by an appropriate uncertainty value. The result 
is then checked against the regional TS limits. If the fuel burnup is greater than that 
required by a regional TS limit, the fuel is qualified for storage in that SFP region.  
When a fuel assembly or group of assemblies is determined to be qualified for storage 
in a particular burnup-dependent region, the fuel assembly ID or fuel group ID is 
entered on a controlled Qualified Fuel Assemblies form which lists all fuel assemblies 
qualified for storage in each burnup-dependent region.  

As a future alternative to qualifying each fuel assembly per SP 31022, QA calculations 
may be performed to qualify fuel assemblies for each storage region. In either -case, 
whether SP 31022 or a QA calculation is used, an independent reviewer will be used to 
ensure that each fuel assembly is correctly qualified for regional storage.
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4. Is there any procedure for verifying that fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool 
are in the correct locations after fuel movements have ceased? 

Response 

NNECO believes that the existing controls for proper fuel assembly placement in the 
SFP are sufficient, and coupled with the requirement for 800 ppm boron concentration 
in the SFP whenever fuel is stored in the SFP, reduce the probability of an inadvertent 
criticality to an appropriately low value.  

Verification of correct fuel assembly location in the SFP after fuel movements is 
currently accomplished by a combination of several proceduralized inspection and 
tracking processes. These practices provide reasonable assurance that each fuel 
assembly in the Millstone Unit No. 3 inventory, whether in the core or in the SFP, 
resides in its specified location. The processes and procedures used for the current 
SFP design will be revised for use with the proposed SFP modifications by expanding 
their application to three burnup-dependent fuel storage regions.  

All fuel assembly movements are controlled as Special Nuclear Material (SNM) under 
the direct supervision of qualified Reactor Engineering or licensed Operations 
personnel. Procedural controls and physical equipment constraints limit fuel assembly 
movements in the SFP to only one fuel assembly at a time.  

Fuel assembly movements into and out of the SFP are controlled in accordance with 
engineering procedure EN 31001, "Supplemental SNM Inventory and Control," which 
requires two personnel, the SNM Executor and the SNM Checker, for all fuel assembly 
movements. The following description illustrates the methodology that confirms the 
correct placement of fuel assemblies in the SFP.  

From initial core fuel load to the present, the serial number of any new fuel assembly is 
verified prior to moving the fuel assembly to its assigned SFP storage rack location.  
When moved into the SFP, there is a second verification that each fuel assembly is 
being placed into its specified fuel storage location. This provides an initial baseline 
location for every fuel assembly brought into Millstone Unit No. 3.  

For fuel assemblies loaded or reloaded into the reactor core, a serial number 
verification is again performed, in accordance with plant procedures EN 31001, 
"Supplemental SNM Inventory and Control," and EN 31007, "Refueling Operations," to 
ensure that each fuel assembly has been placed into its proper reactor core location.  
In the SFP, after the core load is complete, a verification by piece-count is performed.  
This piece-count verification in the SFP does not check fuel assembly serial numbers, 
but confirmss that there is a fuel assembly in each designated fuel storage location, and 
that no fuel assembly is present in fuel storage locations that should be empty. This is 
a double verification process in that it is performed by two qualified personnel who 
survey the SFP and prepare survey sheets as verifier and reviewer.
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During core offload, fuel removal is observed and supervised by a licensed Senior 

Reactor Operator who has no other concurrent responsibilities during this core 
alteration operation. As the spent fuel is being removed from the core and moved to 
the transfer canal, the person moving the fuel in containment (the SNM Executor) has a 
set of move sheets (currently called the Refueling Worklist Form) specifying the core 
location from which to remove each spent fuel assembly. There is a second person 
(the SNM Checker) performing a verification of the removal of each fuel assembly from 
the proper reactor core location. Therefore, there is a second verification that each fuel 
assembly is being removed from the specified reactor core location. The requirements 
for second verification are contained in procedures MC-5, "Special Nuclear Material 
Inventory and Control," EN 31001, and EN 31007.  

Also during core offload, as the spent fuel is being removed from the transfer canal and 
placed in the SFP, the person moving the fuel in the SFP (the SNM Executor) has a set 
of move sheets (currently called the Refueling Worklist Form) specifying the SFP 
storage rack location in which to place each spent fuel assembly. There is also 
another person (the SNM Checker) with an identical set of move sheets performing a 
verification of the placement of each fuel assembly into the proper SFP storage 
location. Therefore, there is a second verification that each fuel assembly is being 
placed into the specified fuel storage location. The requirements for second verification 
are contained in procedures MC-5, EN 31001, and EN 31007.  

Additional Information 

NNECO is aware of the fact that fuel handling is a multi-faceted process that on an 
industry-wide basis has been subject to various errors. To preclude the occurrence of 
similar conditions at Millstone Station, NNECO utilizes an industry Operating 
Experience (OE) Program that is administered by the independent Nuclear Safety 
Engineering Group. This OE Program is the process by which Millstone Unit No. 3 
identifies and assimilates the lessons learned from events, including fuel handling, 
which occur within the nuclear industry into the procedures and practices specific to 
Millstone.  

The following information provides additional insight regarding the likelihood and 
probable consequences of a misloading event.  

The proposed SFP is made up of three new Regions, designated Region 1, 2, and 3.  
Each is discussed separately below.  

Once the core is reloaded, and fuel movement has been completed, the remaining fuel 
in the SFP is typically of low reactivity (i.e., highest measured burnup). In this case, 

there would not be any fuel left in the SFP that could cause a violation of either the 
proposed Region 1 or Region 2 TS burnup requirements. All of the fuel-assemblies 
(approximately 500 assemblies) currently in the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP meet the
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proposed TS requirements for storage in either the proposed Region 1 or Region 2 

racks. That is to say, every fuel assembly currently in the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP is 

qualified to be stored in any of the proposed Region 1 or Region 2 SFP storage 

locations. Therefore, after refueling fuel movement is complete, to violate the proposed 

Region 1 or Region 2 TS burnup requirements, there would have to be: (1) a premature 

permanent discharge of a "very reactive fuel assembly" (such a fuel assembly currently 
does not exist in the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP), and (2) that particular "very reactive fuel 
assembly" would have to be misloaded into Region 1 or 2, despite the double 

verification that each moved fuel assembly is loaded into the proper SFP location.  

The proposed Region 3 racks are the existing spent fuel racks which will still contain 

boraflex as an active neutron absorber, but boraflex will no longer be credited for 

reactivity control. The proposed Region 3 is the region most likely to encounter an 

accidental misloading event, since fuel would normally be present in the SFP which is 

not qualified for this region. However, there is expected to be very little fuel movement 

into or out of the Region 3 racks since their primary intended purpose is for long term 

fuel storage. Furthermore, for a misloading event to occur, double verification that the 
fuel assembly is being properly located would have to fail. In addition, for a misloading 
event to have any impact on the SFP Kf., a fuel assembly must be misloaded such that 
the fuel assembly is placed in a region for which it is not qualified. Given the minimal 

fuel movement activity associated with these racks, and the double verification 
requirements described above, the probability of a fuel misloading event having an 
impact on SFP Kff is very low.  

Even in the unlikely event that a single fuel assembly was misloaded in any region of 
the SFP, with no credit for soluble boron, criticality would not result, although the SFP 
Kf limit of .95 could be exceeded. In the limiting case, where a single fresh (nominal 
enrichment of 5.00 w/o) fuel assembly is postulated to be misplaced or accidentally 

dropped in Region 3, the presence of >425 ppm soluble boron in the water ensures that 

K., is maintained <0.95. (Note: 425 ppm is a calculated value; a value of 800 ppm has 
been selected for conservatism in the proposed TS.) Furthermore, as described in the 

response to Question 1, NNECO maintains the SFP at Ž 2600 ppm soluble boron at all 
times.  

In summary, the following conditions will exist following completion of fuel movement 
during a refueling: 

(1) The proposed Region 1 and Region 2 TS burnup limits are low enough that the fuel 

typically remaining in the SFP following fuel movement could be placed in any 
Region 1 or Region 2 storage location. Therefore, under normal conditions there 
should be no possible fuel misloading event that could impact the SFP Kff for 
Region 1 or Region 2.  

(2) The proposed Region 3 racks will have very little fuel movement into or out of these 

racks since their primary intended purpose is long term storage of spent fuel. To
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have an impact on SFP Ka., the misloading event must be such that a fuel assembly 
placed in a Region 3 storage location is not qualified for Region 3 storage. Given 
the minimal fuel movement activity associated with Region 3 racks, and the double 
verification requirements described above, the probability of a fuel misloading event 
having an impact on SFP K,, is very low for Region 3.  

(3) Even if a single fuel misload event should occur such that it impacted SFP K.6 , 
maintaining the SFP soluble boron concentration per the proposed TS as modified 
at a minimum of 800 ppm will preclude a criticality event. 800 ppm is almost double 
the concentration that is necessary to maintain the SFP K,. <0.95 with a single fuel 
misloading. Per the proposed TS as modified, the SFP soluble boron concentration 
will be surveilled on a weekly basis.  

5. Where are these procedures documented? 

The controls discussed in responses to Questions 1 through 4 are maintained in 
approved plant procedures. The specific procedure numbers are included within the 
applicable responses.
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Responses to Draft RAI dated February 25, 2000 

Reference: 

Letter, dated March 19, 1999 from R. P. Necci, to U.S. NRC, "Millstone Nuclear 

Power Station, Unit No. 3 - Proposed Revision to Technical Specification - Spent 

Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 3-22-98)," Attachment 5 titled "Licensing Report for 

Spent Fuel Rack Installation at Millstone Nuclear Station Unit 3." 

1. You indicated in Chapter 6 of the Reference cited [above] that the structural 

analyses of the spent fuel racks for the required loading conditions were 

performed in compliance with the US NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP) and 

the former US NRC Office of Technology (OT) position paper related to spent 

fuel storage. With respect to your structural analyses using the DYNARACK 
computer code: 

(a) Explain how the target (design basis) response spectra (referred to in 

Section 6.4 of the Reference) was obtained.  

(b) You state in Section 6.9.1 of the Reference that the low value (i.e., 1.03 

inches) of the maximum rack displacement (shown in the Table titled 

"Rack Displacement Results") indicates that rack overturning is not a 
concern. Justify this statement by providing the results of the rack 

overturning analyses that identify that the design criteria related to 

kinematic stability (i.e., minimum safety factors against rack overturning 

of 1.5 for OBE and 1.1 for SSE specified in SRP 3.8.5) are satisfied.  

Response to 1.(a) 

The target response spectra referred to in Section 6.4 of the referenced Licensing 

Report were obtained by broadening and smoothing the plant response spectra for the 

fuel pool floor (Fuel Building Elevation 11 '-0") in accordance with the requirements of 

Regulatory Guide 1.122 and Table 1.8-1 of the Millstone Unit No. 3 FSAR. This was 

accomplished by expanding the frequency range around. each peak from -15% to 
+15% of the peak's frequency value. The resulting curve was then smoothed by 
increasing the acceleration values so as to envelop the original spectrum curve.  

Response to 1.(b) 

In order to demonstrate that the spent fuel racks are kinematically stable, two single 

rack overturning runs were performed (Run No. 20 on page 6-22 and Run No. 33 on 

page 6-23 in the Licensing Report). Rack C1 and Rack D5 were selected for this 

overturning run because they have the highest aspect ratio (i.e., length/width ratio),
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which makes the rack prone to overturning. Furthermore, these overturning runs were 
each subjected to 1.5 times the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), which is greater 
than the 1.1 amplifier set forth in SRP 3.8.5.  

From the results, the maximum computed displacements at the rack top for Run No. 20 
is 0.492 inches (see page 6-26 of the Licensing Report) and 1.02 inches for Run No.  
33 (see page 6-27 of the Licensing Report). To reach the incipient point of overturning, 
the top of rack Cl must displace nearly 54.24 inches (distance between pedestal 
centerlines) and top of rack D5 must displace nearly 60.0 inches (distance between 
pedestal centerlines). Therefore, the minimum safety factor against rack overturning 
for rack C1 is about 53 [= 54.24 in/1.03 in] and for rack D5 is about 58 [= 60.0 in/1.03 
in]. These safety factors clearly satisfy the kinematic acceptance criteria stated in 
Chapter 2.0 (page 2-2) and Subsection 6.7.1 of the Licensing Report with a very large 
margin.  

2. (a) Section 7.4.2 "Deep Drop Events" in the Reference states that the "deep 
drop" through an interior cell does produce some deformation of the 
baseplate and localized severing of the baseplatelcell welds. You further 
indicate that the fuel assembly support surface is displaced by a 
maximum of 2.9 inches, which is less than the distance of 4-5/8 inches 
from the baseplate to the liner. Provide the design limit of the allowable 
deformation of the baseplate, and discuss the impact of the localized 
severing of the baseplate/cell wall welds on the integrity of the racks and 
the fuel assemblies.  

(b) In the same section on Deep Drop Events cited above, you state that the 
deep drop event whereby the impact region is located above the support 
pedestal produces a negligible deformation on the baseplate, and a 
maximum stress in a localized region is limited to only 25 ksi. Provide 
the maximum stress in the concrete slab, and the failure limits of the 
stresses in the liner and in the concrete slab, citing the references which 
give these failure limits.  

Response to 2.(a) 

The design limit of allowable deformation of the baseplate is specified to be 4-5/8 
inches for the mechanical accident which ensures that a fuel drop to the baseplate 
should not lead to a second impact between the baseplate and the spent fuel pool liner.  
The LS-DYNA simulation results for the "deep drop" accident indicate that the 
baseplate does not fail during the impact, but the baseplate/cell welds immediately 
adjacent to the impact location are partially severed (see Response Reference [2.1]).  
The maximum.calculated Von Mises stress in the baseplate is 48.86 ksi which is less 
than the material failure stress limit (stainless steel SA240-304L) of 66.2 ksi. As 
described in Chapter 3.0 of the Licensing Report, there are four cell-to-baseplate welds
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for each cell and all cells are inter-connected to each other by cell-to-cell welds along 
the cell height. Localized damage to the welds in the rack honeycomb structure has 
little consequence to the structural integrity of the rack. The results also show that the 
stored fuel assemblies will remain separated by the cell walls after the postulated 
accident. It should be noted that the impactor (i.e., the dropped fuel assembly and the 
associated tools) is modeled as a rigid body, which conservatively channels all the 
impact energy into the target (i.e., the baseplate). Therefore, the baseplate/cell wall 
welds will not be severed to the extent as predicted by the LS-DYNA simulation.  

Response to 2.(b) 

The failure stress of the liner material (stainless steel SA240-304) is 71 ksi, which is 
given in Response Reference [2.2]. The static unconfined compressive strength of the 
pool slab concrete is 4000 psi. The concrete failure limits for a dynamic event should 
be much higher than the static limit, as suggested by many credible textbook 
references. Laterally confined and simultaneously subjected to water pressure of the 
spent fuel pool, the upper stratum of the pool slab exhibits a tri-axial compressive 
stress behavior, which also reduces the tendency of internal cracking. In the deep drop 
analysis, a nonlinear "piecewise-linear" stress-strain curve is used to characterize the 
behavior of the pool slab concrete under tri-axial compression. The curve is an 
extrapolation of the stress-strain curve experimentally obtained for the concrete with 
unconfined compressive stress of 3,660 psi and subjected to tri-axial compression.  
The latter is shown in Fig. 2.19 of the textbook "Reinforced Concrete Structures" by 
Park and Paulay (Response Reference [2.3]). This curve was further adjusted to 
coincide with the actual unconfined compressive strength of 4000 psi. Based on this 
stress-strain curve, the failure stress is 20.2 ksi.  

The deep drop analysis results show that the concrete slab experiences a maximum 
localized (peak normal) compressive stress of 25.2 ksi, which exceeds the failure stress 
of 20.2 ksi. This indicates that the concrete slab would experience localized crushing.  
However, the result also indicates that the high stress region is located directly beneath 
the pedestal and is limited to a circular area whose diameter is less than 5 inches. The 
rest of the slab area is in tension with a maximum stress of 112 psi, a value that is 
easily supported by the concrete without cracking.  

Response References 

[2.1] Mechanical Accident Analysis for Millstone Unit 3, Holtec Report No. HI-81889.  

[2.2] ASME, "Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code," Section II, Part D - Material Properties, 
1995.  

[2.3] R. Park and T. Paulay, "Reinforced Concrete Structures," Figure 2.19, John 
Wiley and Sons, 1975.
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3. You indicated in Chapter 8 of the Reference that the design conditions 

described in SRP 3.8.4 and American Concrete Institute (ACI) Code 349-85 

were used as guidance in the calculations of the spent fuel pool (SFP) 

capacity. With respect to the SFP capacity calculations using the ANSYS 

computer code discussed in Chapter 8 of the Reference, explain how the 

interface between the liner and the concrete slab is modeled, and also how the 

liner anchors are modeled; explain how such modeling accurately represents 

the real structural behavior.  

Response 

The pool liner is not included in the overall 3-D ANSYS structural model of the spent 

fuel pool. Any contribution to the pool structural support by the thin liner is 

conservatively neglected. The stress analysis of the liner is considered in a separate 

stress analysis, using the ANSYS computer code, focused on the in-plane stress 

distribution. The liner in the Millstone Unit No. 3 pool is assembled from austenitic 
steel plates which are seam welded along the contiguous edges of the plates resulting 
in a sealed container geometry to hold pool water. The seam weld lines are also 

locations of anchor. The stress analysis of the pool liner was evaluated against the 
following criteria, which were met: 

1) In-plane stresses in the liner during the seismic event will not cause rupture in 
the liner from a single load application.  

2) Repetitive loading during a seismic event will not cause fatigue failure in the 

liner (1 SSE and 20 OBEs occurring in sequence is the design basis).  

To evaluate the stress field in the liner, it is modeled as a 2-D plate, which is fixed 

along its edges to simulate the weld seams. The liner anchors are assumed to be rigid, 
and therefore, are not explicitly modeled. A bounding geometry was utilized wherein 
the anchor lines are conservatively assumed to be nearest to the pedestal location.  
The finite element solution evaluated the stress distribution at the line of support 
representing the weld seam.  

Thus, the finite element models conservatively predict stresses in the fuel pool 
structure and fuel pool liner.
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4. Provide a Table showing the maximum bulk pool temperature for the three 
discharge scenarios (Section 5.3 in the Reference), and discuss the basis for 
allowing the bulk pool temperature to exceed the code allowable temperature 
of I 50°F for any of the scenarios, if such a condition exists.  

Response 

Dischar-ge Scenario Temperature 

I 150OF 
2 150OF 
3 148.80F 

The bulk spent fuel pool (SFP) temperature analysis performed for Millstone Unit No. 3 
calculates the minimum core hold time by limiting the bulk pool temperature to 150°F 
for Scenarios 1 and 2. For Scenario 3, the maximum calculated bulk temperature at the 
end of a four hour loss of forced cooling is 148.80F.  

Therefore, the code allowable temperature limit of 150OF is not exceeded for any of the 
three scenarios.  

It should be noted that as part of a separate plant design change and license 
amendment request related to full core off-load, a single active failure of the SFP 
cooling system was evaluated. The assumed event is coincident with the instant when 
the last fuel assembly of a full core off-load is transferred to the pool and the pool is 
postulated to be at its limiting 150°F initial temperature. A failure is assumed to disable 
the active train of cooling and 30 minutes is required to put the standby train into 
service. SFP bulk temperature would increase to approximately 1550F before cooling 
was restored and the bulk temperature returned to below 1500F. The design of the 
SFP structure and support systems were verified acceptable against this elevated 
temperature. However, since this evaluated event is conservatively assumed to occur 
at the completion of the off-load, it has no impact on the subject scenarios.
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Re: 10 CFR 50.90 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attention: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3 
Response to Request for Additional Information, 

Spent Fuel Pool Rerack (TAC No. MA5137) 

In a letter dated March 19, 1999,(') Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) 
submitted a proposed revision to the Millstone Unit No. 3 Technical Specifications for 
Spent Fuel Pool Rerack. The proposed changes modify the Technical Specifications to 
allow for additional racks to be installed in the Millstone Unit No. 3 spent fuel pool 
(SFP) in order to maintain full core reserve capability.  

On May 2, 2000,(2 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requested additional 
information on various radiological considerations associated with the installation and 
long term operation of the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP. The answers to those questions 
are presented in Attachment 1 to this letter.  

A telephone conference between NNECO and the NRC staff was held on May 8, 2000, 
to discuss the basis for the proposed revisions to Technical Specification (TS) 3.9.1.2, 
including modifications submitted by NNECO on April 17, 2000.() At that time, the Staff 

(1) R. P. Necci letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone Nuclear Power Station, 
Unit No. 3, Proposed Revision to Technical Specification, Spent Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 
3-22-98)," dated March 19,1999.  

(2) Memorandum from Victor Nerses to James W. Clifford, "Millstone, Unit No. 3, Draft 
Request for Additional Information, Spent Fuel Rerack Amendment (TAC No. MA5137)," 
dated May 2, 2000.  

(3) R. P. Necci letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit No. 3, Modification of Proposed Revision to Technical Specification - Spent 
Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 3-22-98)," dated April 17, 2000.  

OOS3422-5 REV,. 12-Q5
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provided its position that the proposal be further modified to include remedial actions in 
the event the soluble boron concentration is reduced below the proposed acceptance 
limit. NNECO concurred with the Staff position and it was agreed that the proposed 
change would be modified such that the ACTION requirements contained in the current 
NRC approved version of Specification 3.9.1.2 would be retained. On this basis, this 
supplemental modification does not impact the safety assessment or the no significant 
hazards determination provided with the original submittal. Attachment 2 provides the 
revised marked-up TS page. Attachment 3 provides the associated retyped TS page.  

An additional telephone conference was held on May 25, 2000, between 
representatives of NNECO and the NRC Staff. At that time, the Staff requested 
clarifications regarding heavy load handling information provided in the 
March 19, 1999,1" submittal. Attachment 4 provides NNECO's response to that 
request.  

There are no regulatory commitments contained within this letter.  

If the NRC Staff should have any questions or comments regarding this submittal, 
please contact Mr. David Dodson at (860) 447-1791, extension 2346.  

Very truly yours, 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY 

Raymond P. klcci • 
Vice President - Nuclear Technical Services 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this day of e-.- , 2000 

S. Notary Public 

Date Commission Expires: 4-0vu 30 a:•(.c 

Attachments (4)

cc: See next page
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cc: H. J. Miller, Region I Administrator 
V. Nerses, NRC Senior Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 3 
A. C. Cerne, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit No. 3 

Director 
Bureau of Air Management 
Monitoring and Radiation Division 
Department of Environmental Protection 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106-5127
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Responses to Draft RAI Dated May 2, 2000 

1. Discuss how the increased number of spent fuel assemblies stored in the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP will affect the dose rates in any accessible areas 
below the refueling deck and adjacent to the SFP walls (including any 
accessible areas below the SFP). State whether the storage of an increased 
number of spent fuel assemblies in the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP will 
necessitate any radiation zoning changes to any of the surrounding areas.  

Response 

The rerack shielding analysis calculated that dose rates at the Millstone Unit No. 3 spent fuel pool (SFP) wall outer surface due to stored fuel assemblies in the reracked pool will be a maximum of 2.5 mR/hr. This result is considered conservative because it 
is based on the following conservative assumptions: 

"* All fuel assemblies have a bumup of 60,000 MWD/MTU 
"* All fuel assemblies have decayed only 100 hours 
"* Core power is 3,636 MW(t), vs. actual rated power of 3,411 MW(t) 
"* The source consists of multiple fuel assemblies all located at the fuel pool wall 

This calculated dose rate value represents an increase in the maximum dose rate from current negligible values, however, this value is well within the design basis values for the original SFP design. Therefore, the increased number of spent fuel assemblies stored in the SFP will not require radiation zoning changes in any accessible areas 
surrounding the SFP.  

Regarding dose rates underneath the fuel pool, the SFP sits on bedrock. Thus, there 
are no accessible areas below the SFP.  

2. Provide a description of any sources of high radiation, other than spent fuel 
assemblies, that may be in the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP during any diving 
operations needed to remove underwater appurtenances and to install the 
new fuel racks. Discuss what precautions (such as fuel shuffling, removal of 
high radiation sources, use of TV monitoring, diver tethers, use of physical or visual barriers, etc.) will be used to ensure that the divers will maintain a safe 
distance from any high radiation sources in the SFP.  

Response 

Sources of high radiation in the SFP other than fuel assemblies and fuel assembly 
inserts such as burnable poison rod assemblies (BPRAs) include: 

"* Lock tabs (stored on pool floor, northeast corner).  
"* Thimble plugs (stored on pool floor, northeast comer).
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* Vacuum filters (stored in the cask pit area, which is far removed from diving 
operations).  

Precautions to reduce exposure to diving personnel include: 
"* The installation contractor will be Underwater Construction Corporation (under 

the direction of Holtec International) which is very experienced in safe diving 
evolutions for SFP reracks.  

"* Diver tethers with tenders will be used to keep divers within prescribed areas.  
"* Diver exposure will be minimized as the result of a spent fuel shuffle that has 

already been performed.  
"* The Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP has much open floor space, and most diving 

operations will be performed with a significant distance between the diver and 
existing fuel racks.  

"* While lock tabs and thimble plugs would not produce significant diver exposure 
in their present locations, they will be moved farther away from the planned 
diving area to further reduce diver exposure.  

"* Visual contact with the divers will be maintained during all diving operations 
using underwater TV cameras.  

3. Discuss the need for any additional lighting in or above the SFP to ensure that 
both the diver work area is adequately illuminated and the dive tenders above 
the SFP can maintain visual surveillance of the divers in the SFP at all times.  

Response 

The following activities will provide adequate lighting of the diving work area, and 
ensure that dive tenders can maintain visual surveillance of the divers at all times: 

"* The permanent overhead and underwater lighting in the SFP has been 
evaluated by NNECO and determined to provide adequate general illumination 
for most anticipated diving and spent fuel rack installation operations.  

"• The installation contractor is tasked with providing and installing additional 
portable lighting to locally support diving and rack installation operations as 
necessary.  

" The project specific diving procedure requires that the diver and the responsible 
Health Physics technician concur that the underwater lighting level is adequate 
for each underwater diving operation.
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4. Describe how you plan to monitor the doses received by the divers during the reracking operation (e.g., use of extremity or multiple TLDs, alarming 
dosimeters, remote readout radiation detectors). Describe how you plan to 
maintain continuous communication with the divers while they are in the SFP.  

Response 

Doses received by divers will be monitored using a multiple dosimetry package to include extremity monitoring, alarming dosimetry, and teledose. Continuous voice communication with the divers will be maintained while they are in the SFP using dedicated communication equipment. This equipment will be provided by Holtec 
International and approved for use by NNECO Health Physics.  

5. Describe how you plan to survey the portions of the SFP where divers may be 
used to ensure that you have an accurate dose rate map of these underwater 
areas. Verify that you will perform updated dose rate surveys in the SFP any time that there is a change in location of the high radiation sources in the SFP.  

Response 

NNECO Health Physics Operations Procedure RPM 2.2.8, "Underwater Radiological 
Surveys," is used to perform SFP underwater surveys. Accurate pre-diving dose maps are ensured by the use of two independent underwater survey meters and the recording of dose rates on survey maps containing specified grid points. In accordance 
with Health Physics Operations Procedure RPM 2.5.1, "Health Physics Requirements 
for Diving Evolutions," if the work area radiological survey is greater than 24 hours old or any fuel or high radiation component has been moved within the underwater work 
area, a pre-dive work area survey must be verified prior to a diving evolution.  

Assessment surveys were taken during the rerack project ALARA planning period. As identified in response to Question 2, fuel assemblies and BPRAs affecting the rerack work area have already been moved, and other high radiation sources near the work area have been identified for relocation prior to diving operations. There are no plans to move high radiation sources in the SFP during the scheduled rerack diving period.  

6. Discuss your plans to use a vacuum to remove any crud or other debris from 
the floor of the SFP before and during the SFP re-racking project to maintain 
diver doses ALARA.  

Response 

Recent radiological surveys of the planned diving areas in the SFP indicate that exposure levels are low, and there is no significant crud or discemable debris. Normal SFP maintenance practices will provide assurance that prior to starting the reracking 
project, the pool floor will remain free of any significant crud or debris.
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NNECO plans to vacuum the pool floor after divers complete the removal of underwater 
appurtenances, primarily to support Foreign Material Exclusion control. NNECO 
anticipates little or no debris generation from other portions of the rerack installation 
process, particularly since existing fuel racks will not be removed from the fuel pool or 
otherwise disturbed.  

Health Physics will perform underwater surveys during the periods of diving operations, 
and will require pool vacuuming should it become necessary to maintain diver doses 
ALARA.  

7. The re-racking of the SFP will result in storage space for roughly 1100 
additional fuel assemblies. Discuss what effect the storage of additional fuel 
assemblies in the SFP will have on the overall evaporation rate from the SFP 
area and whether this increased evaporation rate will result in an increase in 
the amount of gaseous tritium released from the SFP.  

Response 

Increases in SFP bulk water temperature result in a corresponding increase in SFP 
evaporation rate. The storage of additional fuel assemblies in the SFP has the 
potential to increase bulk water temperature and thus increase overall evaporation rate.  
However, for the proposed rerack change there will be no increase in the design 
evaporation rate for the SFP, since the design storage capacity of the SFP is not being 
changed from the current limit of 2169 assembly locations as approved in License 
Amendment No. 60.(1) The rerack will result in an increase in the total number of physical storage locations from the present 756 locations to 1860 locations. Because 
the total actual storage locations will remain below the design number of locations, SFP 
evaporation rate and SFP cooling will remain within current design parameters.  

Tritium in the SFP water comes primarily from the pool's connection to the reactor 
coolant system during refueling operations. Should the SFP evaporation rate increase 
due to the storage of additional fuel assemblies, there would be a corresponding 
increase in gaseous tritium release rate as well. Tritium release from buildings other 
than the containment is an input to the plant design for radiological effluent controls to 
meet the requirements contained in 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I.  
Emission of residual tritium from spent fuel is a contributor to this input, and any increased emission in the SFP due to additional assemblies from a refueling would be 
within design basis as long as the design capacity of 2169 assemblies is not exceeded.  
Because the number of stored assemblies proposed by this TS change will not exceed 
the design capacity of 2169, any release of radioactivity, including tritium, to the 
environment will not exceed current design bases for radiological effluents.  

(1) D. H. Jaffe (USNRC) letter to E. J. Mroczka, "Issuance of Amendment (TAC No. 77924)," 
dated March 11, 1991.
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Millstone Station is required to maintain a monitoring program for radiological effluents.  This monitoring program includes measurements of radioactivity in effluents and in the environment. It also includes on-going evaluations of changes in patterns of radioactive releases in order to assess the need to make changes to the program. It is for this reason that NNECO continues to monitor and evaluate the Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP as a specific source of tritium releases to the environment. If the magnitude of release of tritium from the SFP should become significant, changes would be initiated 
to ensure releases to the environment remain acceptable.  

8. Discuss how the storage of the additional spent fuel assemblies will affect the 
releases of radioactive liquids from the plant.  

Response 

The storage of additional spent fuel assemblies in the SFP will have negligible effect on the releases of radioactive fluids from the plant. NNECO does not anticipate the generation of significant additional liquid radwaste as a result of this modification, either as a direct result of the rack installation process -or from the operation of the reracked SFP with additional stored spent fuel assemblies.
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4,/ -"09 8 
REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BORON CONCENTRATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the Spent Fuel Pool shall be maintained uniform and ,f..., to ... r. that the boron +n.ntritRin +9 greater than or equal to 1750 ppm.  Anplicability 

Whenever fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool.  

Action Boo 
a. With the boron concentration less than 17-50-ppm, initiate acti6n to bring the boron concentration in the fuel pool to at least 17-I ppm within 72 hours, and 

Boo BOO b. With the boron concentration less than 17 60-ppm, suspend the movement of all fuel assemblies within the spent fuel pool and loads over the spent fuel racks.  

SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.1.2 Verify that the boron concentration in the fuel pool is greater than or equal to 15 ppm every -74-her&.  
Boo -l A

MILLSTONE - UNIT 3 O660
Amendment No. 77,

I.

3/4 9-1la
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1.2 The soluble boron concentration 
maintained uniform, and greater

of the Spent Fuel Pool shall be 
than or equal to 800 ppm.

Applicabil ity 

Whenever fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel pool.  

Action 

a. With the boron concentration less than 800 ppm, initiate action to bring the boron concentration in the fuel pool to at least 800 ppm within 72 
hours, and 

b. With the boron concentration less than 800 ppm, suspend the movement of all fuel assemblies within the spent fuel pool and loads over the spent 
fuel racks.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.1.2 Verify that the 
or equal to 800

boron concentration in the fuel pool is greater than 
ppm every 7 days.

MILLSTONE - UNIT 3 0723 Amendment No. 17, 7Jp

I

I

3/4 9-1a
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Additional Questions Regarding Heavy Load Handling 

1. Regarding lifting devices described in Section 3.3 of the Holtec Licensing 
Report, provide additional detail with respect to the use of installed equipment 
and its interface with vendor supplied lifting devices, and the design and 
qualification standards applied to vendor supplied lifting devices.  

Response 

The installed 10-ton new fuel receiving and 10-ton new fuel handling cranes will be 
used to manipulate the new storage racks upon delivery. Section 9.1.4 of the Millstone 
Unit No. 3 Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) provides a description of these load 
handling systems and their design capabilities. Section 9.1.5 of the FSAR discusses 
the degree to which these systems conform to the requirements of NUREG-0612, 
"Control of Heavy Loads," and NRC Bulletin 96-02, "Movement of Heavy Loads Over 
Spent Fuel, Over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or Over Safety Related Equipment.! 

Information related to vendor supplied lifting rigs is'provided in Section 3.3 of 
Attachment 5 to the March 19, 1999, 1) submittal. Further details are provided herein as 
Enclosure 1, which contains five figures depicting the rigging arrangements to be used 
in handling the storage rack assemblies. These figures are excerpted from the NNECO 
approved Millstone Vendor Procedure entitled "Onsite Handling & Installation 
Procedure" to be used by Holtec, and are identified as Exhibits 6.5.1 through 6.5.5.  
Additional information regarding the required ratings of the components to be utilized is 
also provided on these figures.  

Additionally, all lifting devices employed in this evolution are required to be certified in 
accordance with Millstone Common Maintenance Procedure C MP 713B, "Lifting and 
Handling Equipment - Identification and Certification of Contractor Supplied 
Equipment." Compliance with the requirements of this procedure is required by the bid 
specification for Holtec rack installation services. As specified within the procedure; 

Contractor-supplied equipment for use at Millstone Station must meet the 
requirements of the following applicable ANSI standards, procedures, and Federal 
regulations: 
"* B30.10c-1992, "Hooks" 
"* B30.21 c-1 992, "Manually Lever Operated Hoists" 
"* B30.16-1992, "Overhead Hoists (Underhung)" 
"* B30.9b-1993, "Slings
* 29 CFR 1910.184, "Slings" -7/1/92 

(1) R. P. Necci letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit No. 3, Modification of Proposed Revision to Technical Specification - Spent 
Fuel Pool Rerack (TSCR 3-22-98)," dated March 19, 1999.
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Holtec is required to provide suitable documentation of compliance with the above 
standards for all equipment prior to its installation and/or use at the Millstone site.  

2. Identify the industry guidelines utilized to establish training standards for use 

of lifting, upending, and all other aspects of the rack installation process.  

Response 

NNECO's training program for personnel conducting rigging operations at Millstone is 
documented in the Millstone Rigging and Handling Program Manual. The program 
addresses the requirements of 29 CFR 1926.251, "Rigging Equipment for Material 
Handling," 29 CFR 1910.184, "Slings," and ASME B30.1, "Jacks." This program 
includes both classroom and practical exercises conducted over a one week period.  
Successful completion of this course is required in order to perform rigging evolutions 
at Millstone. Vendor personnel are required to either successfully complete the course 
or demonstrate proficiency against the course requirements through a test-out process.  

3. Provide the weight of the heaviest rack module.  

Response 

The weight (calculated bounding value) of the heaviest rack module is 18,050 pounds.  

4. Clarify the consequences of the rack drop event, particularly with respect to 
the consequences to the liner and estimated leakage if a liner puncture 
occurs. If liner puncture occurs, describe sources of makeup and their 
capacity with regards to the estimated leakage rate.  

Response 

In NNECO's March 19, 1999, submittal, it is identified on page 9 of Attachment 3 that 
the SFP liner is punctured and the concrete underlying the puncture zone suffers a 
small indentation as a consequence of the rack drop event.  

The Millstone Unit No. 3 SFP is a stainless steel lined reinforced concrete structure.  
The liner is approximately 0.25 inches in thickness and is supported by the reinforced 
concrete slab which is approximately 8 feet thick. Based on information contained in 
the detailed Holtec report entitled "Mechanical Accident Analysis For Millstone Unit 3," 
the area of the puncture is roughly equivalent to that of the rack pedestal dimension 
(i.e., approximately 5 inches in diameter) with a corresponding indentation in the 
underlying reinforced concrete slab of approximately 2.7 inches. While the concrete is 
damaged as a result of the event, it retains its structural integrity thereby preventing a 
significant loss of SFP inventory.  

This damage estimate is based on a quarter rack finite element analysis of the stresses 
induced in the liner and concrete as a consequence of the event. As such, for a single
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rack, this would correspond to four separate impact areas. However, due to the highly 
localized nature of the induced stresses, the consequences are considered to be 
bounded by the quarter rack analysis conclusions. Additionally, the Holtec analysis is 
based on a 40-foot drop in water. The maximum lift height of the rack assembly will be 
approximately 43.5 feet in order to clear the curb surrounding the SFP. This difference 
in lift height is not considered to significantly affect the outcome of the 40-foot drop 
evaluation.  

The actual flow from the liner puncture is not estimated because the flow would 
essentially be limited to that being absorbed by the concrete itself, which is negligible 
compared to the SFP makeup capability. Any flow to the area between the liner and 
concrete would be significantly restricted due to the limited clearance between these 
elements. An impact rupture of the liner over a weld seam would be collected in the 
leak chase channels which are normally isolated. In the event that a significant loss of 
volume should occur, low level alarms in the control room would alert plant operators to 
the conditions and prompt entry into the appropriate emergency procedure. This 
procedure has provisions for gravity makeup or forced makeup to the SFP. Additional 
information regarding SFP makeup sources is described in FSAR Section 9.1.3.2.  

In addition to the above, a contingency procedure has been prepared to effect repairs 
to the liner should a rack drop event of this magnitude occur.  

5. Clarify item 5 of Table 3.5 regarding use of "non-customer" lifting devices.  

Response 

The reference in this entry is to vendor supplied lifting devices. These lifting devices 
are depicted on the figures provided as Enclosure 1 to this submittal.  

6. Clarify the discussion at the beginning of Section 10.5 of the Holtec Licensing 
Report regarding upending operations.  

Response 

The Exhibit 6.5.3 of Enclosure 1 illustrates the rigging arrangement for the upending 
process as well as the designated cranes to be used in this process.
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Enclosure 1 

Additional Questions Regarding Heavy Load Handling 
Ripging Configurations - Exhibits 6.5.1 through 6.5.5
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RACK HORIZONTAL UFT (Storage Area) 

Mobile Crane Hook

Eyepds~

3

Max. rack weight = 18,050#

TEM QUANTITY DESCRUON MERATING 
1 2 MWl MtTON 

3 2 KOK= INS7 1OT1iSI 
4 8 1 EBINVM 1 I2T10

NOTE:

I.  
2.

All angles are a minimum of 45 degrees.  
Additional/alternate rigging may be used as necessary 
as long as the minimum ratings of each piece 
of additional/alternate rigging meets the requirements of 
the above table.

=mr..
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ALTERNATE RACK HORIZONTAL LIFT 
New Fuel Receiving Crane Hook

Eye pads_

Max. rack weight = 18,050#

2 

4

QUAWIRiY DESCRIPMION 1N. RATIN 
2 MONMGS 7TON 
1 H-SPREADER M 14TON 
2 I mlSUlS. 1OTONBAgr 
6 "WP1NSOWU .ES 12TON

NOTE: 

1. All angles are a minimum of 45 degrees.  
2. Additional/alternate rigging may be used as necessary 

as long as the minimum ratings of each piece 
of additional/alternate rigging meets the requirements of 
the above table.

3
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EXHIBIT 6.5.3 
RIGGING CONFIGURATION FOR RACK UPENDING

New Fuel Receiving Crane

0-
2

Rader sra

BASEPLATE

CPJBBING

MAX. RACK WEIGHT 
= 18.050#

New Fuel Handing Crane

NOTE: 1. Shackles in Upender (4 min.) rated for 12 mrin 
(based on eye pad dimensions).  

2. Additional/altemate rigging may be used as necessary 
as long as minimum ratings of each piece of additional! 
alternate rigging meets the requirements of the above 
table.  

3;. Minimum angle on all rigging is 45 degrees.

- i
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EXHIBIT 6.5.4 
NEW RACK UFT RIG CONFIGURATION

MAX. RACK WEIGHT = 18050#

ITEM QUANTiY DESCRIPTION MIN. RATING 
1 4 NYLON S W"TON 
2 8(ot4) SIACK.ES 1OTO 
3 4 TIJRSUCIMS 10TON 
4 1 HOLTEC UFT RIG NUREG 0612 VJAIIRED

NOTES: 
1) MINIMUM RIGGING ANGIE IS 45 DEGREES.  
2) AD•ITIONAIJALTERNATE RIGGING MAY BE USED AS LONG AS MINIMUM 

RATINGS OF EACH PIECE OF RIGGING MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF THE ABOVE TABLE; I.e. TURNBUCn]ES/S.NG ARRANGEMENT 
MAY BE REPLACED BY JUST SUNGS OF MINIMUM REQUIRED RATING.



EXHIBIT 6.5.5 
NEW RACK RIGGING CONFIGURATION

Sig over New Fuel Hwdnmg

UFT RIG

MAX RACK WEIGHT =18050#

NOTES:

1. Minimum rigging angle is 45 degrees.  
2. Rigging items may be changed as required 

as long as the minimum load rating shown 
above in the particular load path is maintained.  

3. A single designed pin/pin connection device can be 
used in place of item 1 above. The connector will 
require a rating of 28 ton minimum.

HPwa•&4.  
PAGE E6i
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1 A During the development of that coded Grand Gulf 

2 for that methodology, as an independent reviewer I ran a 

3 few codes to benchmark the individual, but he -- I don't 

4 think we could have traded places. His knowledge was -

5 we didn't trade places, I think I could have done that if 

6 given that task, but the answer to your question is no, I 

7 don't think I'm an expert in that methodology.  

8 Q Are you familiar with the contractor known as 

9 Holtech? 

10 A Yes, I am.  

11 Q Have you reviewed their criticality 

12 calculations before for various applications in the 

1.3 nuclear industry? 

14 A I have seen the nonproprietary versions of 

15 their criticality margins, I've just reviewed them. That 

16 is not one of my major concerns, so I haven't looked at 

17 those in the same depth as I've looked at the 

18 thermohydraulics or some of the other analyses.  

19 Q Do you recognize Holtech as having particular 

20 expertise in this area? 

21 A They've done a number of them, but I haven't 

22 formed an opinion, I haven't graded them A, B, C or 

23 anything like that.  

24 Q Have you looked at at least the nonproprietary 

25 versions of the criticality calculations that have been 

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington. DC 20005
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1 submitted to support the Unit III spent fuel rack 

2 amendment that we're here talking about today? 

3 A I reviewed the original submittal and the 

4 attachment, which was prepared by Holtech or developed by 

5 Holtech, so I reviewed all of that information.  

6 Q Do you intend through your testimony to comment 

7 on those criticality calculations? 

8 A No. As far as Contention 6, which is the 

9 criticality issue, as I envision my role is to look at the 

10 controls that are being proposed or in the submittal as 

11 far as preventing criticality, because my experience is 

12 more in implementing the controls, not in the criticality 

13 margin calculations and defining what the margins are..  

14 Mine is more the implementation phase, so I would review 

15 whatever Northeast Utilities plans to do from that aspect, 

16 and Dr. Thompson would look at the margins, the 

17 methodology and the analysis and that part of it.  

18 Q So you perceive Contention 6 as being focused 

19 on criticality and including a component of handling 

20 controls? 

21 A Contention 6, the handling controls comes into 

22 options. Are there options available to what Northeast 

23 Utilities is proposing to do on the Contention 6, so my 

24 role would be to discuss those options and explain why 

25 those might be better or less reliance on administrative 

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washin2ton. DC 20005SJ T

David Lochbaum May 10, 2000
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1 project, and I was also working on a -- it was a vertical 

2 slice done in the spent fuel pool cooling system, spent 

3 fuel pool and spent fuel pool cooling system, and I was on 

4 that team to go through and verify everything was in the 

5 FSNR and license and basis broader was being done. So 

6 part of that looked at the surveillance procedures, but 

7 that was probably less than half a day out of the whole 

8 project, so it wasn't a huge effort.  

9 Q Have you ever personally done a chemistry 

10 surveillance related to the spent fuel pool anywhere? 

11 A No, but also as an engineer, generally we would 

12 write those procedures or review those procedures. We're 

13 not or I'm not a technician, I never take those kinds of 

±4 results, that wasn't my job function.  

15 Q Do you have an impression as to whether that 

16 particular surveillance is relatively complicated or 

17 relatively simple or somewhere in between? 

18 A I think my impression, again, it is a 

19 relatively simple procedure to do, and that impression is 

20 based on licensee event reports. To my knowledge there 

21 haven't been a huge number of reports saying people are 

22 not doing this right or having trouble doing this right.  

23 Q Do you have an opinion as to whether relying on 

24 soluble boron or taking credit for soluble boron as a 

25 criticality control measure is legal or not? 

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington DC 7flflr00I

David Lochbaum May 10, 2000
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--1 A No, I don't really have an opinion. That goes 

2 back to the Contention 6. I guess the answer is still the 

3 same.  

4 Q Do you have an opinion as to whether 

5 administrative control is too complex to be relying upon 

6 apart from the law as a practical matter? 

7 A No, because on Contention 5 we were concerned 

8 that surveillance was not going to be done except during 

9 the period of fuel movements, and it would be 

10 discontinued. That was not consistent with the standard 

11 technical specifications for pressurized water reactors, 

12 so it seemed to be less stringent or less protective than 

13 the standard tech spec, so we thought the surveillance, or 

14 I thought the boron surveillance was a necessary thing to 

15 continue doing.  

16 Q At all times throughout the -- whenever there 

17 is fuel in the pool, that's what you mean? 

18 A At all times.  

19 Q Not just during fuel movements? 

20 A That's correct.  

21 Q Now, are you familiar with the supplemental 

22 submittal the company made to revise the proposed tech 

23 spec to require surveillance at all times? 

24 A The one on April 17, I believe? 

25 Q I think that is the correct date.  

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington. DC 20005
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1 A Around that date. Yes, I've seen that.  

2 Q Does that particular proposal resolve your 

3 concern on Contention 5? 

4 A If it is implemented the way it was submitted, 

5 it would address my concerns about Contention 5. When 

6 Nancy Burton faxed me that submittal, or actually I 

7 received the one you mailed me before I got the fax, but 

8 when I saw that and talked to Nancy, my advice was to 

9 continue going to Contention 5, because the submittal 

10 could be withdrawn or the NRC could elect to do something 

11 different, so that if it were implemented the way it is 

12 submitted, my concerns about Contention 5 would go away.  

1.3 It is whether that will happen or not is why it is still 

14 on the table in my mind.  

15 Q Do you have any reason to believe it won't be 

16 implemented that way, and when you say implement, I assume 

17 you mean that that tech spec will be incorporated by the 

18 NRC the way it's been written? 

19 A I would just, whether than withdrawing the 

20 contention I would wait, unless the ASLB issued an order 

21 saying it had to be done that way, I wouldn't want to 

22 withdraw the contention because there is too many things 

23 that could happen down the road.  

24 Q Like what? 

25 A It could be withdrawn. You could issue a 

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington, DC 20005Sf
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1 letter tomorrow withdrawing the contention going back to 

2 the original submittal.  

3 Q You are a distrustful sort.  

4 A Just cautious. I would prefer cautious to 

5 distrustful.  

6 Q But if this is implemented in the amendment as 

7 issued by the NRC, if this tech spec is incorporated, then 

8 you would have, or your Contention 5 would be satisfied? 

9 A My concerns about Contention 5 would be 

10 satisfied, that's correct.  

11 Q Have you had an opportunity to reread the 

12 supplemental submittal the company made on May 5, 2000, 

13 which is a response to a request for additional 

14 information made of the company by the NRC staff on the 

15 license and application? 

16 A No, I don't even know that I had them.  

17 Q Probably missed you in transit. This 

18 submittal, among other things, describes some of the fuel 

19 movement procedures as they currently exist and how they 

20 will be adapted for the proposed new racks. Well, it is 

21 probably not efficient if I -- I'll hand it to you. It is 

22 a submittal from Northeast Nuclear Energy Company dated 

23 May 5 to the NRC, and I guess what I was looking for was 

24 any reaction you might have to that submittal, but if you 

25 haven't read it -

AIderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington. DC 20005I
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1 A I guess that goes a little bit further than 

2 what I was trying to say, because even if you had one rack 

3 where you could put any fuel assembly in any location, you 

4 still have administrative controls because you have to 

5 assure you pick up the right assembly in the reactor core 

6 and so on. So the safest path is one that reduces, to the 

7 extent practical, the reliance on administrative controls.  

8 I don't contend that you can reduce that to 

9 zero, that is not my position, but a pathway that 

10 increases reliance in administrative controls in lieu of 

11 physical configurations is not a preferred path.  

12 Q But you have not done a study or come up with a 

13 specific proposal for the Millstone Unit III spent fuel 

14 pool that would satisfy that desire or objective? 

15 A No, other than point out -- no, I have not done 

16 that study.  

17 Q Earlier this morning we talked about the 

18 attributes of fuel handling procedures and controls that 

19 would be related to putting fuel in the pool and including 

20 regional storage, based on what you've seen in your review 

21 of the RAI response, do you see anything there that looks 

22 like it fails to meet what you would expect to see in 

23 those kinds of procedures, putting aside that any 

24 procedure has the possibility of human error? 

25 A Yes, on page 4 of Attachment 1, the last 

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington, DC 20005
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1 paragraph, there is a discussion of two plant procedures, 

2 EN 31001 and EN 31007, and then it talks about a 

3 verification that is done, but I'm not sure which 

4 procedure requires that verification because it is not 

5 clear from the writeup, but in any event, it says that in 

6 the spent fuel pool after the core load is complete a 

7 verification by piece count is performed, this piece count 

8 verification in the spent fuel pool does not check fuel 

9 assembly serial numbers, but confirms there is a fuel 

10 assembly in each designated fuel storage location.  

11 If you have regional requirements that certain 

12 burn-up fuel can only go in certain racks and those kinds 

3 of administrative controls, then the piece count check 

14 would not identify a situation where two fuel assemblies 

15 were swapped and the right number was in the spent fuel 

16 pool, the right number might even have been in the 

17 regional racks, but you had, for example, a region 1 fuel 

18 assembly that was in region 3, and a region 3 fuel 

19 assembly that was in region 1, piece count checks would 

20 not have identified that.  

21 Earlier this morning I talked about Browns 

22 Ferry videotaping the spent fuel pool, we actually 

23 verified the serial numbers were in the right storage 

24 locations, which is above and beyond the piece count 

25 check, so that was the one -- and I guess also, when I 

Alderson Reporting Company 
1111 14th Street, N.W., Suite 400 800-FOR-DEPO Washington, DC 20005
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1 you looked at, do you recollect? 

2 A Yes, they were going to put in high density 

3 racks which would have allowed any fuel new or radiated to 

4 be put into those racks. I don't recall any limits on -

5 basically any hole in the storage rack that passed the 

6 physical size test, it wasn't bowed or anything like that, 

7 anything that was passed the qualification test could be 

8 used to store any fuel that they had, with the exception 

9 of fail fueled, if something was failed there is separate 

10 canisters for that, but with that I don't recall any 

11 restrictions.  

12 Q And did you have any complexity issue there 

13 with what you looked at, with what you were asked to look 

14 at? 

15 A No. In fact, my recommendations to the 

16 activist group was that there wasn't any grounds for 

17 intervening, and they didn't, as far as I recall.  

18 Q With respect to this complexity issue, I know 

19 this specific proposal you described to me as being more 

20 complex than others you've seen, and you've also described 

21 that you have a concern that administrative controls, 

22 people make mistakes and they can fail. Is your 

23 concern -- I mean, is that the scope of your concern, or 

24 do you have an additional concern that this is Northeast 

25 Utilities and Northeast Utilities can't be trusted to 

Alderson Reporting Company 
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1 implement administrative controls? 

2 A Northeast Utilities has not the most enviable 

3 record in this area, but I don't think that is a factor in 

4 my conclusion on this issue, because in June of '98 

5 Millstone III was thought or was going for a restart, and 

6 UCS presented to the commission that we didn't think the 

7 plant was ready for restart. No matter what their test 

8 plan was, it wasn't that we thought Northeast Utilities 

9 had not the wherewithal to do a good job, we didn't think 

10 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had fixed all the things 

11 that it needed to do to ensure that any problems that came 

12 up in the future they would be corrected.  

"3 Q Your issue was their oversight process not the 

14 operational? 

15 A That's correct. If it was an issue of lack of 

16 trust with Northeast Utilities, in June of '98 we would 

17 have opposed restart for that as well.  

18 Q But you didn't oppose restart? 

19 A No, and I think our presentation either in the 

20 written testimony, or I can't recall the oral remarks 

21 themselves, I think we clearly indicated that it wasn't an 

22 issue with Northeast Utilities, they seemed to have done a 

23 lot of issues, but still, I guess the other way to answer 

24 that question would be if I reviewed Fitzpatrick's 

25 submittal in June of '98 and it had this amount of 
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S1 complexity, I would have advised the local group that 

2 there are some administrative control issues here.  

3 Whether they would intervene or not I can't presuppose, 

4 and that wouldn't have been nuclear power authority, it is 

5 a complexity issue, not company per se.  

6 Q One of the issues that has come up in the 

7 context of these issues is Draft for Common Reg. Guide 

8 1.13 from December of 1981. Are you familiar with that 

9 document? 

10 A Yes, I am.  

11 Q And I think there is something referred to 

12 there as the double contingency principle.  

13 A Yes.  

14 Q Is that something you intend to address in this 

15 proceeding? 

16 A Only in the aspect I described earlier, I'll be 

17 supporting Dr. Thompson in what could be the possible 

18 consequences or why would the proposal not lead to the 

19 right consequences or lead to the right outcome.  

20 Dr. Thompson is much better versed in why that is or is 

21 not a good idea.  

22 Q So are you going to be offering any opinion as 

23 to what the double contingency principle requires or 

24 doesn't require? 

25 A At this time I have no intention to do that.  

Alderson Reporting Company 
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1 Probability and Consequences of Criticality Events in Fuel 

2 Pools. This has, I believe, one or two appendices.  

3 Q Now, in that document, that analysis, did you 

4 look at the probability and consequences of criticality as 

5 a result of fuel mishandling events, or was it more broad 

6 than that? 

7 A That discussion focused on fuel mishandling and 

8 boron dilution, and there are other mechanisms that could 

9 cause criticality events, for instance, the dropping of a 

10 heavy object, for example, but that is mentioned in 

11 Appendix C in a fairly cursory way.  

12 Q Have you ever been involved in moving fuel in a 

13 nuclear power plant? 

-A A No.  

15 Q Have you ever reviewed procedures related to 

16 fuel movements? 

17 A Not in a professional capacity in the nuclear 

18 industry. I will be reviewing the procedures that have 

19 been supplied to us in this case.  

20 Q But you haven't done that to date? 

21 A That's correct.  

22 Q Have you ever done criticality calculations 

23 related to determining, for example, K effective? 

24 A No.  

25 Q Have you reviewed the analyses that Northeast 
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1 Utilities submitted in conjunction with this license 

2 amendment application, the criticality analyses prepared 

3 by Holtech? 

4 A I've done an initial review of the license 

5 application and will be doing a detailed review in the 

6 course of preparing a brief. I should say that for the 

7 purpose of this proceeding I do not expect to challenge 

8 the calculated results on K effective provided by Holtech, 

9 but will focus on whether the assumptions underlying those 

10 calculations are appropriate to cover all of the scenarios 

11 that should be faced.  

12 Q So if they calculated for a scenario X 

13 involving boron one mishandling or whatever, you would 

-4 accept the result they came up with, the number? 

15 A For the purpose of this, yes, I would accept 

16 it.  

17 Q Have you reviewed the licensing board's 

18 decision in the Shearon Harris case since it was issued? 

19 A Not yet.  

20 Q So far we've talked this morning about what you 

21 would contribute to Contention 6, which is the GDC62 

22 contention, and you said you would also contribute to 

23 Contention 4. Can you describe for me where and what it 

24 is you will contribute to Contention 4? 

25 A Contention 6 is framed as a legal matter.  
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1 Underlying this legal question is what you might describe 

2 as more of an engineer's perspective than a lawyer's 

3 perspective, and the applicant's proposed course of action 

4 reduce the level of safety or increase the level of risk, 

5 and the underlying technical issues are really the same, 

6 just that in one case it's phrased from a lawyer's point 

7 of view and the other from an engineer's point of view.  

8 Q Contention 6 is the proposal of a legal, and 

9 Contention 4, if I might characterize it as, is it is as 

10 good as it needs to be from an engineering perspective? 

11 A That's a fair accusation.  

12 Q So the focus of Contention 4 would be on the 

13 complexity, I gather, and do you have an opinion as to the 

4 complexity to the proposal as it currently exists? 

15 A My general opinion about criticality in fuel 

16 pools is that there should be no reliance on burn-up, fuel 

17 aging or soluble boron under normal or accident 

18 conditions. I believe that reliance should be placed on 

19 spacing and on fixed boron or other fixed neutron 

20 absorber, and that any criticality arrangement in the fuel 

21 pool that relies to any extent on the credit for burn-up, 

22 soluble boron or aging is in my view a mistake from an 

23 engineering point of view, quite aside from whether it is 

24 legal.  

25 Q That's what I was going to ask you. Contention 
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1 6 is premised on the theory that it would be unlawful.  

2 Contention 4 is premised on your professional engineering 

3 opinion that it is not -

4 A That it's a mistake.  

5 Q It's a mistake, okay. Now, is your opinion in 

6 that regard based upon particular experiences or is it 

7 based upon your conceptual analysis of the issue? 

8 A It is not based on any personal experience. It 

9 is based on my analysis that this problem is a generic 

10 problem, and that is illuminated by the base of experience 

11 with incidents that I've identified, incidents of fuel 

12 mispositioning and boron dilution.  

13 Q So, again, it's a generic position related to 

.4 reliance on soluble boron and reactivity restrictions and 

15 decay time restrictions? 

16 A But in the course of preparing our brief on 

17 Millstone we may be saying additional things that are 

18 specific to most of it. I can't determine that at present 

19 because our discovery is ongoing.  

20 Q With respect to that, what kinds of additional 

21 things with respect to Millstone, the procedures? 

22 A Mr. Lochbaum and I will be carefully reviewing 

23 the procedures, we will be seeing if we can identify boron 

24 dilution events that are specific to Millstone. Beyond 

25 that I can't say what we might find.  
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1 Q That is something you have not done to date? 

2 A Correct.  

3 Q So your concerns, though, relate to the choice 

4 of hardware, equipment or controls employed and the 

5 possibility of boron dilution. Do you intend to offer 

6 testimony related to Millstone's performance history 

7 issues? 

8 A I would not address that point. To the extent 

9 that the Coalition's brief addresses that, then 

10 Mr. Lochbaum and others will contribute, but not myself.  

11 Q Do you have any particular knowledge of the 

12 issues that have existed at Millstone in the past? 

13 A No.  

14 Q You don't have any specific basis to conclude 

15 that Northeast Nuclear can't implement administrative 

16 controls any differently than any other licensee? 

17 A No, I have no such knowledge.  

18 Q I want to explore a little bit the issues of 

19 your preference, or your preference is probably too weak a 

20 term, but your view that criticality should be controlled 

21 by geometric spacing and fixed neutron absorption 

22 materials or absorbers. Could you identify for me what 

23 you believe the universe of ways to control criticality 

24 would be, not just the ones you prefer, but what is the 

25 complete set? 
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1 A Assuming the spent fuel is intact, then the 

2 options are spacing, sold neutron absorbers, soluble 

3 neutron absorbers, burn-up/enrichment limitations and age 

4 limitations. I believe that's the universe for intact 

5 fuel.  

6 Q Are age limitations a reactivity issue or a 

7 cooling issue? 

8 A Yes, it is a reactivity issue because the decay 

9 of plutonium 241 produces a daughter product that is an 

10 absorber of neutrons, therefore, more fuel with a longer 

11 decay time is less reactive.  

12 Q Are you aware that the use of soluble boron or 

13 soluble absorbers Millstone would not be unique in that 

14 regard, are you aware of that fact? 

15 A That's correct.  

16 Q And I guess are you also aware that Millstone 

17 is not unique in its proposal to rely upon reactivity 

18 limitations? 

19 A That's correct.  

20 Q So would it be your position that all the 

21 plants that rely upon those techniques are not in 

22 compliance with GDC62? 

23 A That's correct.  

24 Q With respect to soluble boron, do you disagree 

25 that the reactivity effect of soluble boron is a physical 
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1 effect? 

2 A The effect is certainly physical as is the 

3 effect on reactivity of age and burn-up. All of those 

4 mechanisms effect reactivity through the physics involved, 

5 and therefore, they are physical processes in that sense, 

6 but I believe do not meet the intent of GDC62.  

7 Q And what is the distinction you draw between 

8 geometric spacing and fixed absorbers on one hand versus 

9 soluble boron and reactivity limitations on the other? 

10 A Because spacing and fixed boron does require 

11 some administrative measures, but they are of finite 

12 duration. In simple terms they're one-time administrative 

13 measures, and once taken do not need to be repeated.  

14 The preservation of a specified level of 

15 soluble boron, or the meeting of some requirement on 

16 burn-up or age requires ongoing administrative measures 

17 repeated on numerous occasions, and I believe the history 

18 of formulation of GDC62 shows that the intent was to 

19 exclude measures of that nature.  

20 Q And the history would be that history that 

21 you've referred to in the Orange County brief? 

22 A Correct.  

23 Q With respect to fixed neutron absorbers, is it 

24 your view that there are no ongoing administrative 

25 controls related to those physical systems? 
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1 A When Boraflex -- the experience with Boraflex 

2 is shown that to ensure its efficacy as an absorber has 

3 required ongoing administrative attention. With Boral, 

4 which is now the preferred absorber material, experience 

5 has shown that only a very modest level of ongoing 

6 attention is necessary to ensure that the Boral maintains 

7 its function or serves its function, and therefore, again, 

8 in simple terms, the use of Boral really requires a 

9 one-time administrative measure and then a very modest of 

10 ongoing oversight.  

11 Q So what makes Boral different from soluble 

12 boron is that it is not that it doesn't have any ongoing 

13 administrative controls, it is that they're very modest? 

14 A They're very modest, and any failures would be 

15 likely to be manifested very slowly with lots of warning 

16 time, lots of opportunity to make the necessary corrective 

17 changes.  

18 Q And Boraflex, on the other hand, requires more 

19 than modest surveillance? 

20 A Well, the deterioration of Boraflex is what has 

21 led to its replacement.  

22 Q So would Boraflex be precluded as a matter of 

23 law because it is no longer a physical system? 

24 A That's a fine point of law, regulatory law that 

25 I wouldn't speak to at the moment, but -
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1 Q It would seem to follow from the idea that if 

2 it involves more than modest ongoing controls, it must be 

3 not physical? 

4 A If I were an NRC commissioner asked on a 

5 regulation by stating that Boraflex does not meet GDC62, 

6 then I would vote for it, but I can't give you a more 

7 precise answer.  

8 Q But that would be as a matter of law as opposed 

9 to as a matter of engineering preference? 

10 A Yes.  

11 Q I mean, clearly as an engineer, you prefer 

12 Boral over Boraflex? 

1-3 A Yes, but as a matter of law, I would vote that 

±4 way.  

15 Q Now, with respect to boron, I take it that 

16 soluble boron, the effect there your position would be 

17 that it is more than a modest administrative control? 

18 A Correct.  

19 Q What administrative controls are you referring 

20 to with respect to soluble boron? 

21 A The boron content has to be measured 

22 periodically, if there is dilution for any reason, then 

23 the boron content has to be increased. The management of 

24 the pool, which includes the management of the intake and 

25 the outgoing of water from the pool has to ensure that 
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1. there is no significant dilution event, and there are at 

2 any point a variety of possible dilution scenarios which 

3 are plant specific, and at this point I can't say what we 

4 will be saying about that, but the occurrence of any boron 

5 dilution scenarios would involve the failure of one or 

6 more administrative controls somewhere in the plant 

7 operations.  

8 Q With respect to monitoring the boron technique 

9 and completing the surveillance, in your view that is more 

10 than a modest operation? 

11 A Yes.  

12 Q Have you ever done one of those surveillances? 

13 A No, and then let me elaborate a little bit. As 

__4 a chemical procedure, the sampling of the water and the 

15 measurement of boron is a relatively simple procedure 

16 that's been done many, many times. That, however, misses 

17 the point. The point is that the occurrence of a boron 

18 dilution event, an undetected boron dilution event or 

19 boron dilution event that is undetected up to the point 

20 which it becomes associated with a criticality accident is 

21 a reflection of multiple administrative actions.  

22 The tech specs in the Millstone call for, I 

23 believe, a seven-day surveillance, so in looking at boron 

24 dilution events, your first cut at this will be to look at 

25 events that can occur within a seven-day time frame, and 
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at your second cut you might postulate one missed 

2 surveillance event, or one incorrectly performed 

3 surveillance, and then look at 14 days and see what that 

4 does to your boron dilutions, so the actual act of 

5 sampling and measuring is properly seen in a wider context 

6 of actions.  

7 Q Have you identified any particular boron 

8 dilution events in the industry which you are going to 

9 rely upon? 

10 A There is one event at McGuire that is described 

11 in our Harris filing, and at this point I don't know if we 

12 identify more at Millstone. That is an actual event, by 

13 the way, rather than a hypothetical.  

I MR. REPKA: As an aside, I would say that 

15 we have asked on discovery for a list of all events, 

16 including boron dilution events and other types of 

17 events that the Coalition is going to rely upon. The 

18 discovery period is scheduled to close on the 30th of 

19 May. If you, in fact, your experts have not done the 

20 inquiry they need to do, this puts us in a bit of an 

21 awkward position in that we would expect a response 

22 to our discovery that would include any boron 

23 dilution scenarios that you might identify.  

24 I would ask you Ms. Burton, do you have 

25 plans to supplement your prior responses to address 
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1 that? 

2 MS. BURTON: Yes, as the discovery is 

3 proceeding, we do.  

4 MR. REPKA: And that will occur prior to 

5 the end of May, whether it is May 30th or 31st, I 

6 forget the exact date.  

7 MS. BURTON: I think it better.  

8 MR. REPKA: And that would certainly be my 

9 expectations, and I'll rely on that expectation.  

10 THE WITNESS: Can I ask for a point of 

11 clarification. One matter is, the record of boron 

12 dilution events that have actually occurred, and then 

13 a separate matter is the development of scenarios for 

boron dilution events that might occur at Millstone.  

15 Am I to understand that after the end of 

16 discovery we cannot come up with a fresh scenario for 

17 the latter? Because the reason I ask is that it is 

18 not until nearing the end or perhaps after discovery 

19 closes that we will be doing a really thorough 

20 reading of the documents that we have received, and I 

21 can't exclude the possibility that we will identify 

22 some scenario at that time.  

23 MR. REPKA: We have discovery requests that 

24 go to hypothetical scenarios as well as actual 

25 incidents that you will rely upon. I think we would 
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1l be entitled to know at the close of discovery what 

2 those events are, because just like you, we will then 

3 be in a position of writing our paper, which is due 

4 on June 30th. So we cannot be put into the position 

5 of trying to address something that we don't know 

6 what it is until days or weeks prior to the due date.  

7 The point is, we do need to know what 

8 you're going to rely upon by the end of the discovery 

9 period, that's why we have the discovery period, and 

10 each party will know what the other side is going to 

11 rely upon and write their paper, so my answer is yes, 

12 we would expect you to complete that work by the end 

13 of discovery so you could tie in performance.  

-4 Would your understanding be any different? 

15 MS. HODGDON: That is particularly true in 

16 a Subpart K proceeding where everyone files 

17 simultaneously and there are no responses. So we 

18 have a motion to compel outstanding on that very 

19 matter. We ask what documentation, et cetera, you 

20 would rely on in your filing and your answer was 

21 you'll see it in our brief, and we said, no we won't, 

22 we'll see it before that. Actually, that was 

23 promised to us some weeks ago, and we still don't 

24 have it, and we now have a motion to compel, which 

25 the board, I'm not sure whether it is included in the 
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1 things that they will actively decide on, but 

2 definitely we're entitled to know those things and we 

3 were entitled to have known them some time ago.  

4 THE WITNESS: Another point of 

5 clarification. If we identify a scenario in general 

6 terms, we give a one-paragraph description by the end 

7 of discovery and then in the next month we elaborate 

8 on that in our brief, is that a problem? 

9 MR. REPKA: Well, I would reserve comment 

10 on the issue depending upon what the words are, but I 

11 think some description of a scenario would be 

12 acceptable. Obviously we would have to be on notice 

13 as to what it is so that we could address it and that 

_ A4 is the question. It has to be sufficiently 

15 descriptive.  

16 MS. HODGDON: Your attorney has perhaps 

17 told you that the purpose of discovery is to 

18 eliminate surprise, so the element of surprise is 

19 still lurking here as we've asked questions and they 

20 have not been answered as the licensee has, and so I 

21 should hope that the licensing board will sustain our 

22 objections to find the element of surprise is 

23 something that we're going to find in your brief, in 

24 the Intervenor's brief on June 30.  

25 MR. REPKA: Are we on board here? Are we 
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1 in agreement as to how we're going to proceed? 

2 MS. BURTON: Dr. Thompson, I don't know if 

3 his answer has been -

4 THE WITNESS: I'm clear about what the 

5 applicant and the staff say on this.  

6 MR. REPKA: I just want to emphasize, this 

7 isn't about playing games in discovery and doing 

8 things that are legalistic, this is about getting to 

9 the real issue here, and the real issue is if the 

10 intervenors and the Coalition and their experts have 

11 a problem, we want to know and we're entitled to know 

12 what this problem is so we can address it either by 

13 explaining why it is not a problem or fixing the 

-4 problem that may exist. So this is not about games, 

15 this is about getting to the issues.  

16 THE WITNESS: I would like to make a point 

17 on that that the FSAR is an important thing that we 

18 could really benefit from seeing, and from where we 

19 sit it is an extremely difficult exercise to get 

20 ahold of an up-to-date, complete, legible copy of the 

21 FSAR for any facility.  

22 The Washington public document room has 

23 microfiche, which is practically illegible, hard copy 

24 you have to ask for them to ship it in from a 

25 warehouse, it is incomplete, so if we're talking 
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1 fairness here, I think you ought to let us see the 

2 complete, up-to-date -

3 MR. REPKA: We discussed that earlier, and 

4 we're going to hear back from you all on if there are 

5 specific sections. We already have provided the 

6 spent fuel pool sections, and we'll wait to hear back 

7 from you as to what other sections you may like to 

8 see. Once we see that proposal we can discuss how 

9 we'll deal with that.  

10 BY MR. REPKA: 

11 Q We were talking about dilution events in 

12 Contention 6. Before I leave those kinds of issues I want 

13 to ask, in the area of the criticality analyses I think 

.4 you've already -- your position seems to be that there 

15 should be no credit for boron; is that accurate? 

16 A There should be no credit for soluble boron 

17 under either normal or accident conditions.  

18 Q Are there other weaknesses in other areas in 

19 the assumptions related to the criticality analysis that 

20 Northeast Nuclear has submitted that you disagree with or 

21 find to be inadequate? 

22 A Well, the same point applies to taking credit 

23 for burn-up or age.  

24 Q With respect to the issue of boron dilution, 

25 are you aware of any operational reason why a licensee 
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fuel.  

A Right.  

Q Would you agree or disagree that that 

regulation specifically contemplates fuel assembly 

reactivity, and it says, "Fuel assembly reactivity must 

not exceed 0.95 at a 95 percent probability, 95 percent 

confidence level," do you see that language? 

A Yes, it is actually a bad use of the word 

reactivity.  

Q Why so? 

A It's the neutron multiplication factor that 

they're referring to. Reactivity is the change in that 

factor depending on the changes of some other parameter.  

Q So would it be your position that the 

terminology there does or does not include consideration 

of enrichment, burn-up, aging considerations? 

A In this section I don't see any segment one way 

or another about taking credit for burn-up or aging
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S1 effects on the fuel assembly reactivity.  

2 Q Do you agree that burn-up has a reactivity 

3 effect? 

4 A It does.  

5 Q And how about enrichment, does it have a 

6 reactivity effect? 

7 A It does.  

8 Q And aging? 

9 A It does.  

10 Q Now, in there it also talks about, a little 

11 further up in section 50.68B4 it speaks to if credit is 

12 taken for soluble boron, K effective, it goes on.  

A Right.  

. Q So does that or does that not contemplate 

15 soluble boron credit? 

16 A It does contemplate it, yes.  

17 Q Do you have any other views related to how 

18 50.68 is intended to imply, or is that something you're 

19 leaving to your attorney? 

20 A I'll leave that to the attorney. I should say 

21 that looking at this from a technical point of view I find 

22 an ambiguity in the phrase maximum fuel assembly 

23 reactivity, and I would like to see a clarification of 

24 that phrase, and I would interpret the phrase maximum fuel 

25 assembly reactivity as implying to a fresh fuel assembly 
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S1 with a maximum enrichment permitted by the plant's tech 

2 specs.- That's for PWR fuel, for PWR fuel it is a little 

3 more complicated because fresh fuel is not the most 

4 reactive.  

5 Q Fresh fuel is not the most reactive for BWR? 

6 A BWR.  

7 Q But for PWR it is.  

8 A Yes. And I think it is unfortunate that the 

9 regulation sets forth this phrase without defining it.  

10 Q Did you comment on the rule making of 50.68? 

11 A No.  

12 Q Do you have any intent to ask the commission to 

13 clarify its rules? 

•4 A Not at present.  

15 Q Let me change subjects for you a little bit.  

16 In the statement of the contention in bases as originally 

17 submitted in the Coalition's supplemental position, and I 

18 don't have the date in front of me, but I'm thinking it is 

19 like November 16 or 30, somewhere along there, there is a 

20 discussion of Reg. guide 1.113 in the double contingency 

21 principle. Are you familiar with that? 

22 A I'm looking for the Coalition's submission. I 

23 have a November 17, 1999 supplemental petition to 

24 intervene.  

25 Q Correct.  
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. NUCLEAR REGULA7!ýRY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON I. C. 20555 
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To All Power Reactor Licensees 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed for your information and possible future use-is the NRC 
guidance on spent fuel pool modifications, entitled "Review and 
Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and Handling Applications". This 
document provides (I) additional guidance for the type and extent.  
of information needed by the NRC Staff to perform the review of 
licensee proposed modifications of an operating reactor spent fuel 
storage pool and (2) the acceptance criteria to be used by the 
NRC Staff in authorizing such modifications. This includes the 
information needed to make the findings called for by the Commission 
in the Federal Register Notice dated September 16, 1975 (copy enclosed) 
with regard to authorization of fuel pool modifications prior to the 
completion of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement, "Handling 
and Storage of Spent Fuel from Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors".  

The overall design objectives of a fuel storage facility at a reactor 
complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard 
Review Plan (NUREG-75/087), and various industry standards. This 
guidance provides a compilation in a single document of the pertinent 
portions of these applicable references that are needed in addressing 
spent fuel pool modifications. No additional regulatory requirements 
are imposed or implied by this document.  

Based on a review of license applications to date requesting authorization 
to increase spent fuel storage capacity, the staff has had to request 
additional information that could have been included In an adequately 
documented initial submittal. If in the future you find it necessary 
to apply for authorization to modify onsite spent fuel storage 
capacity, the enclosed guidance provides the necessary Information 
and acceptance criteria utilized by the NRC staff in evaluating these 
applications. Providing the informatien needed to evaluate the 
matters covered by this document would likely avoid the necessity 
for NRC questions and thus significantly shorten the time required 
to process a fuel pool modification amendment.  

Sincerely, 

Brian K. Grimes, Assistant Director 
for Engineering and Projects 

Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosures: 
1. NRC Guidance 
2. Notice
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ENCLOSURE NO. 1 

OT POSITION FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF 
SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING APPLICATIONS 

I. BACKGROUND 

Prior to 1975, low density spent fuel storage racks were designed with 
a large pitch, to prevent fuel pool criticality everr'if the pool 
contained the highest enrichment uranium in the light.water reactor fuel assemblies. Due to an increased demand on storage. space for 
spent fuel assemblies, the more recent approach is to use high density 
storage racks and to better utilize available space. In the case of operating plants the new rack system interfaces with the old fuel pool structure. A proposal for installation of high density storage racks may involve a plant in the licensing stage or an operating plant. The requirements of this position do not apply to spent fuel storage and handling facilities away from the nuclear reactor complex.  

On September 16, 1975, the Commission announced (40 F. R. 42801) its intent to prepare a generic environmental impact statement on handling 
and storage of spent fuel from light water power reactors. In this notice, the Commission also announced its conclusion that it would not be in the public interest to defer all licensing actions intended to ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel.storage capacity pending 
completion of the generic environmental impact statement.  

The Commission directed that in the consideration of any such proposed 
licensing action, an environmental impact statement or environmental 
impact appraisal shall be prepared in which five specific factors in 
addition to the normal cost/benefit balance and environmental stresses 
should be applied, balanced and weighed.  

The overall design objectives of a fuel storage facility at the reactor 
complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review Plan, and industry standards which are listed in the reference section.  Based on the reviews of such applications to date it is obvious that the staff had to request additional information that could be easily 
included in an adequately documented initial submittal. It is the 
intent of this document to provide guidance for the type and extent of information needed to perform the review, and to indicate the acceptance 
criteria where applicable.  
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II. REVIEW DISCIPLINES 

The objective of the staff review is to prepare (I) Safety Evaluation 
Report, and (Z) Environmental Impact Appraisal. The broad staff 
disciplines involved are nuclear, mechanical, material, structural, 
and environmental.  

Nuclear and thermal-hydraulic-aspects of the review include the poten
tial for inadvertant criticality in the normal storage and'handling of 
the s;ent fuel, and the consequences of credible accidents with respect 
to criticality and the ability of the heat removal'system to maintain 
sufficient cooling.  

Mechanical, material and structural aspects of the review concern the 
capability of the fuel assembly, storage racks, and spent fuel pool 
system to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earth
quakes, tornadoes, flood, effects of external and internal missiles, 
thermal loading, and also other service loading conditiohs.  

The environmental aspects of the review concern the increased thermal 
and radiological releases from the facility under normal as well as 
accident conditions, the occupational radiation exposures, the genera
tion of radioactive waste, the need for expansion, the commitment of.  
material and nonmaterial resources, realistic accidents, alternatives 
to the proposed action and the cost-benefit balance.  

The information related to nuclear and thermal-hydraulic type of 
analyses is discussed in Section III.  

The mechanical, material, and structural related aspects of informa
tion are discussed in Section IV.  

The information required to complete an environmental impact assess
ment, including the five factors specified by the Commission, is 
provided in Section V.
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Ill. NUCLEAR AND THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Neutron Multiplication Factor 

To include all credible conditions, the licensee shall calculate 
the effective neutron multiplication factor, k 4 •f in the fuel 

storage pool under the following sets of assumf corditions: 

1.1 Normal Storage 

a. The racks shall be designed to contain the most reactive 
fuel authorized to be stored in the facility without any 
control rods or any noncontained* burnable poison and.the 
fuel shall be assumed to be at the most reactive point in 
its life.  

b. The moderator shall be assumed to be pure water at the 
temperature within the fuel pool limits which yields the 
largest reactivity.  

c. The array shall be assumed to be infinite in lateral extent 
or to be surrounded by an infinitely thick water reflector 
and thick concrete," as appropriate to the design.  

d. Mechanical uncertainties may be treated by assuming "worst 
case" conditions or by performing sensitivity studies and 
obtaining appropriate uncertainties.  

e. Credit may be taken for the neutron absorption in structural 
materials and in solid materials added specifically for 
neutron absorption, provided a means of inspection is estab
lished (refer to Section 1.5).  

1.2 Postulated Accidents 

The double contingency principle of ANSI N 16.1-1975 shall be 
applied. It shall require two unlikely, independent, concurrent 
events to produce a criticality accident.  

Realistic initial conditions (e.g., the presence of soluble 
boron) may be assumed for the fuel pool and fuel assemblies. The 

'ioncontained" burnable poison is that which is not an integral part of 

the fuel assembly.  

**It should be noted that under certain conditions concrete may be a more 

effective reflector than water.
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postulated accidents shall include: (1) dropping of a uel.  
element on top of the racks and any other achievable abnormal 
location of a fuel assembly in the pool; (2) a dropping or tip
ping of the fuel cask or other heavy objects into the fuel pool; 
(3) effect of tornado or earthquake on the deformation and rela
tive position of the fuel racks; and (4) loss of all cooling 
systems or flow under the accident conditions, unless the cooling 
system is single failure proof.  

1.3 Calculation Methods 

The calculation method and cross-section values shall be verified 
by comparison with critical experiment data for assemblies similar 
to those for which the racks are designed. Sufficiently diverse 
configurations shall be calculated to render improbable the 
"cancellation of error" in the calculations. So far as practi
cable the ability to correctly account for heterogeneities (e.g., 
thin slabs of absorber between storage locations) shall be 
demonstrated.  

A calculational bias, including the effect of wide spacing between 
assemblies shall be determined from the comparison between calcu
lation and experiment. A calculaLion uncertalnity shall be 
determined such that the true multiplication factor will be less 
than the calculated value with a 95 percent probability at a 95 
percent confidence level. The total uncertainity factor onkf 
shall be obtained by a statistical combination of the calculaf 
tional and mechanical uncertainties. The k value for the 
racks shall be obtained by summing the calcOuTted value, the 
calculational bias, and the total uncertainty.  

1.4 Rack Modification 

For modification to existing racks in operating reactors, the 
following information should be provided in order to expedite the 
review: 

(a) The overall size of the fuel assembly which is to be stored 
in the racks and the fraction of the total cell area which 
represents the overall fuel assembly in the model of the 
nominal storage lattice cell; 

(b) For H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices; the nominal 
thickhess and type of stainless steel used in the storage 
racks and the thermal (.025 ev) macroscopic neutron absorp
tion cross section that is used in the calculation method 
for this stainless steel; 

(c) Also, for the H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices, the 
change of the cilculated neutron multiplication factor of
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infinitely long fuel assemblies in infinitely large arrays 
in the storage rack (i.e., the of the nominal fuel storage 
lattice cell and the changed •) for: 

(1) A change in fuel loading in grams of U235, or equiva
lent, per axial centimeter of fuel assembly where it is 
assumed that this change is made by increasing the 
enrichment of the U23 5 ; and, 

(2) A change in the thickness of stainless steel in the 
storage racks assuming that a decrease in stainless 
steel thickness is taken up by an inctease in water 
thickness and vice versa; 

(d) For lattices which use boron or other strong neutron absorb
ers provide: 

(1) The effective areal density of the boron-ten atoms 
(i.e.. B10 atoms/cm2 or the equivalent number of boron
ten atoms for other neutron absorbers) between fuel 
assemblies.  

(2) Similar to Item C, above, provide the sensitivity of 
the storage lattice cell I to: 

(a) The fuel loading in grams of U235 , or equivalent, 
per axial centimeter of fuel assembly, 

(b) The storage lattice pitch; and, 

(c) The areal density of the boron-ten atoms between 
fuel assemblies.  

1.5 Acceptance Criteria for Criticality 

The neutron multiplication factor in spent fuel pools shall be 
less than or equal to 0.95, Including all uncertainties, under 
all conditions 

(1) For those facilities which employ a strong neutron absorbing 
material to reduce the neutron multiplication factor for the 
storage pool, the licensee shall provide the description of 
onsite tests which will be performed to confirm the presence 
and retention of the strong absorber in the racks. The 
results of an initial, onsite verification test shall show 
within 95 percent confidence limits that there is a suffi
cient amount of neutron absorber in the racks to maintain 
the neutron multiplication factor at or below 0.95. In 
addition, coupon or other type of surveillance testing shall 
be performed on a statistically acceptable sample size on a
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periodic basis throughout the life of the racks to verify 
the continued presence of a sufficient amount of neutron 
absorber in the racks to maintain the neutron multiplication 
factor at or below 0.95.  

(2) Decay Heat Calculations for the Spent Fuel 

The calculations for the amount of thermal energy that will 
have to be removed by the spent fuel pool cooling system 
shall be made in accordance with Branch Technical Position 
APCSB 9-2 entitled, "Residual Decay Energy for Light Water.  
Reactors for Long Term Cooling." This Branch Technical 
Position is part of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087).  

(3) Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses for Spent Fuel Cooling 

Conservative methods should be used to calculate the maximum 
fuel temperature and the increase in temperature of the 
water in the pool. The maximum void fraction in the fuel 
assembly and between fuel assemblies should also be calculated.  

Ordinarily, in order not to exceed the design heat load for 
the spent fuel cooling system it will be necessary to do a 
certain amount of cooling in the reactor vessel after reactor 
shutdown prior to moving fuel assemblies into the spent fuel 
pool. The.bases for the analyses should include the estab
lished cooling times for both the usual refueling case and 
the full core off load case.  

A potential for a large increase in the reactivity in an MH20 
flux trap storage lattice exists if, somehow, the water is 
kept out or forced out of the space between the fuel assem
blies, conceivably by trapped air or steam. For this reason, 
it is necessary to show that the design of the storage rack 
is such that this will not occur and that these spaces will 
always have water in them. Also, in some cases, direct 
gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls and of the 
intercell water may be significant. It is necessary to 
consider direct gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls 
and of the intercell water to show that boiling will not 
occur in the water channels between the fuel assemblies.  
Under postulated accident conditions where all non-Category 
I spent fuel pool cooling systems become inoperative, it is 
necessary to show that there is an alternate method for 
cooling the spent pool water. When this alternative method 
requires the installation of alternate components or signifi
cant physical alteration of the cooling system, the detailed 
steps shall be described, along with the time required for 
each. Also, the average amount of water in the fuel pool 
and the expected heat up rate of this water assuming loss of 
all cooling systems shall be specified.  
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(4) Potential Fuel and Rack Handling Accidents 

The method for moving the racks to and from and into and out 
of the fuel pool, should be described. Also, for plants 
where the spent fuel pool modification requires different 
fuel handling procedures than that described in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report, the differences should be discussed.  
If potential fuel and rack handling accidents occur, the 
neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool shall not 
exceed 0.95. These postulated accidents shall not be the 
cause of the loss of cooling for either the spent fuel or 
the reactor.  

(5) Technical Specifications 

To insure against criticality, the following technical speci
fications are needed on fuel storage in high density racks: 

1. The neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool 
shall be less than or equal to 0.95 at all times.  

2. The fuel loading (i.e., grams of uranium-235, or 
equivalent, per axial centimeter of assembly) in fuel 
assemblies that are to be loaded into the high density 
racks should be limited. The number of grams of 
uranium-235, or equivalent, put in the plant's tech
nical specifications shall preclude criticality in the 
fuel pool.  

Excessive pool water temperatures may lead to excessive loss 
of water due to evaporation and/or cause fogging. Analyses 
of thermal load should consider loss of all pool cooling 
systems. To avoid exceeding the specified spent fuel pool 
temperatures, consideration shall be given to incorporating 
a technical specification limit on the pool water tempera
ture that wpuld resolve the concerns described above. For 
limiting values of pool water temperatures refer to 
ANSI-N210-1976 entitled, "Design Objectives for Light Water 
Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power 
Stations," except that the requirements of the Section 
9.1.3.III.l.d of the Standard Review Plan is applicable for 
the maximum heat load with normal cooling systems in 
operation.
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IV. MECHANICAL, MATERIAL, AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 

(1) Description of the Spent Fuel Pool and Racks 

Descriptive information including plans and sections showing the 
spent fuel pool in relation to other plant structures shall be 
provided in order to define the primary structural aspects and 
elements relied upon to perform the safety-related functions of 
the pool and the racks. The main safety function of the spent 
fuel pool and the racks is to maintain the spent.fuel assemblies 
in a safe configuration through all environmental and abnormal 
loadings, such as earthquake, and impact due to spent fuel cask 
drop, drop of a spent fuel assembly, or drop of any other heavy 
object during routine spent fuel handling.  

The major structural elements reviewed and the extent of the 
descriptive information required are indicated below..  

(a) Support of the Spent Fuel Racks: The general arrangements 
and principal features of the horizontal and the vertical 
supports to the spent fuel racks should be provided indi
cating the methods of transferring the loads on the racks to 
the fuel pool wall and the foundation slab. All gaps 
(clearance or expansion allowance) and sliding contacts 
should be indicated. The extent of interfacing between the 
new rack system and the old fuel pool walls and base slab 
should be discussed, i.e., interface loads, response spec
tra, etc.  

If connections of the racks are made to the base and to the 
side walls of the pool such that the pool liner may be 
perforated, the provisions for avoiding leakage of radio
active water of the pool should be indicated.  

(b) Fuel Handling: Postulation of a drop accident,.and quanti
fication of the drop parameters are reviewed under the 
environmental discipline. Postulated drop accidents must 
include a straight drop on the top of a rack, a straight 
drop through an individual cell all the way to the bottom of 
the rack, and an inclined drop on the top of a rack. In
tegrity of the racks and the fuel poel due to a postulated 
fuel handling accident is reviewed under the mechanical, 
material, and structural disciplines. Sketches and suffi
cient details of the fuel handling system should be provided 
to facilitate this review.
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(2) Applicable Codes, Standards and Specifications 

Construction materials should conform to Section III, Subsec
tion NF of the ASME* Code. All Materials should be selected to 
be compatible with the fuel pool environment to minimize corro
sion and galvanic effects.  

Design, fabrication, and installation of spent fuel racks of 
stainless steel material may be performed based. upon the AISCAR 
specification or Subsection NF requirements of Section III of the 
ASME B&PV Code for Class 3 component supports. Once a code is 
chosen its provisions must be followed in entirety. When the 
AISC specification procedures are adopted, the yield stress 
values for stainless steel base metal may be obtained from the 
Section III of the ASME B&PV Code, and the design stresses de
fined in the AISC specifications as percentages of the yield 
stress may be used. Permissible stresses for stainless steel 
welds used in accordance with the AISC Code may be obtained from 
Table NF-3292.1-1 of ASME Section III Code.  

Other materials, design procedures, and fabrication techniques 
will be reviewed on a case by case basis.  

(3) Seismic and Impact Loads 

For plants where dynamic input data such as floor response spec
tra or ground response spectra are not available, necessary 
dynamic analyses may be performed using the criteria described in 
Section 3.7 of the Standard Review Plan. The ground response 
spectra and damping values should correspond to Regulatory Guide 
1.60 and 1.61 respectively. For plants where dynamic data are 
available, e.g., ground response spectra for a fuel pool sup
ported by the ground, floor response spectra for fuel pools 
supported on soil where soil-structure interaction was considered 
in the pool design or a floor response spectra for a fuel pool 
supported by the reactor building, the design and analysis of the 
new rack system may be performed by using either the existing 
input parameters including the old damping values or new.param
eters in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60 and 1.61. The use 
of existing input with new damping values in Regulatory Guide 
1.61 is not acceptable.  

Seismic excitation along three orthogonal directions should be 
imposed simultaneously for the design of the new rack system.  

•American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Codes, Latest Edition.  

"American Institute of Steel Construction, Latest Edition.
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The peak response from each direction should be combined by 
square root of the sum of the squares. If response spectra are 
available for a vertical and horizontal directions only, the same 
horizontal response spectra may be applied along the other hori
zontal direction.  

The effect of submergence of the rack system on the damping and 
the mass of the fuel racks has been under study by the NRC.  
Submergence in water may introduce damping from two sources, (a) 
viscous drag, and (b) radiation of energy away from the submerged 
body in those cases where the confining boundartes are far enough 
away to prevent reflection of waves at the boundaries. Viscous 
damping is generally negligible. Based upon the findings of this 
current study for a typical high density rack configuration, wave 
reflections occur at the boundaries so that no additional damping 
should be taken into account.  

A report on the NRC study is to be published shortly under the 
title "Effective Mass and Damping of Submerged Structures 
(UCRL-52342)," by R. G. Dong. The recommendations provided in 
this report on the added mass effect provide an acceptable basis 
for the staff review. Increased damping due to submergence in 
water is not acceptable without applicable test data and/or 
detailed analytical results.  

Due to gaps between fuel assemblies and the walls of the guide 
tubes, additional loads will be generated by the impact of fuel 
assemblies during a postulated seismic excitation. Additional 
loads due to this impact effect may be determined by estimating 
the kinetic energy of the fuel assembly. The maximum velocity of 
the fuel assembly may be estimated to be the spectral velocity 
associated with the natural frequency of the submerged fuel 
assembly. Loads thus generated should be considered for local as 
well as overall effects on the walls of the rack and the sup
porting framework. It should be demonstrated that'the consequent 
loads on the fuel assembly do not lead to a damage of"the fuel.  

Loads generated from other postulated impact events may be accept
able, if the following parameters are described in the report: 
the total mass of the impacting missile, the maximum velocity at 
the time of impact, and the ductility ratio of the target material 
utilized to absorb the kinetic energy.  

(4) Loads and Load Combinations: 

Any change in the temperature-distribution due to the proposed 
modification should be identified. Information pertaining to the 
applicable design loads and various combinations thereof should 
be provided indicating the thermal load due to the effect of the 
maximum temperature distribution through the pool walls and base 
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slab. Temperature gradient acr(:s the rack structure due to 
differential heating effect betveen a full and an empty cell 
should be indicated and incorporated in the design of the rack 
structure. Maximum uplift forces available from the crane should 
be indicated including the consideration of these forces in the 
design of the racks and the analysis of the existing pool floor, 
if applicable.  

The specific loads and load conbinations are acceptable if they 
are in conformity with the applicable portions of Section 
3.8.4-11.3 of the Standard Review Plan.  

(5) Design and Analysis Procedures 

Details of the mathematical model including a description of how 
the important parameters are obtained should be provided includ
ing the following: the methods used to incorporate any gaps 
between the support systems and gaps between the fuel bundles 
and the guide tubes; the methods used to lump the masses of the 
fuel bundles and the guide tubes; the methods used to account for 
the effect of sloshing water on the pool walls; and, the effect 
of submergence on the mass, the mass distribution and the effec
tive damping of the fuel bundle and the fuel racks.  

The design and analysis procedures in accordance with Section 
3.8.4-11.4 of the Standard Review Plan are acceptable. The 
effect on gaps, sloshing water, and increase of effective mass 
and damping due to submergence in water should be quantified.  

When pool walls are utilized to provide lateral restraint at 
higher elevations, a determination of the flexibility of the pool 
walls and the capability of the walls to sustain such loads 
should be provided. If the pool walls are flexible (having a 
fundamental frequency less than 33 Hertz), the floor response 
spectra corresponding to the lateral restraint point at the 
higher elevation are likely to be greater than those at the base 
of the pool. In such a case using the response spectrum approach, 
two separate analyses should be performed as indicated below: 

(a) A spectrum analysis of the rack system using response spectra 
corresponding to the highest support elevation provided that 
there is not significant peak frequency shift between the 
response spectra at the lower and higher elevations; and, 

(b) A static analysis of the rack system by subjecting it to the 
maximum relative support displacement.  

The resulting stresses from the two analyses above should be 

combined by the absolute sum method.
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In order to determine the fle.:ibility of the pool w.ll it is 
acceptable for the licensee to use equivalent mass and stiffness 
properties obtained from calculations similar to those described 
"Introduction to Structural Dynamics" by J. M. Biggs published by 
McGraw Hill Book Company. Should the fundamental frequency of 
the pool wall model be higher than or equal to 33 Hertz, it may 
be assumed that the response of the pool wall and the corres
ponding lateral support to the new rack system are identical to 
those of the base slab, for which appropriate floor response 
spectra or ground response spectra may already'exist.  

(6) Structural Acceptance Criteria 

When AISC Code procedures are adopted, the structural acceptance 
criteria are those given in Section 3.8.4.11.5 of the Standard 
Review Plan for steel and concrete structures. For stainless 
steel the acceptance criteria expressed as a percentage of yield 
stress should satisfy Section 3.8.4.11.5 of the Standard Review 
Plan. When subsection NF, Section III, of the ASME B&PV Code is 
used for the racks, the structural acceptance criteria are those 
given in the Table below.  

For impact loading the ductility ratios utilized to absorb kinetic 
energy in the tensile, flexural, compressive, and shearing modes 
should be quantified. When considering the effects of seismic 
loads, factors of safety against gross sliding and overturning of 
racks and rack modules under all probable service conditions 
shall be in accordance with the Section 3.8.5.11-5-of the Stand
ard Review Plan. This position on factors of safety against 
sliding and tilting need not be met provided any one of the 
following conditions is met: 

(a) it can be shown by detailed nonlinear dynamic analyses that 
the amplitudes of sliding motion are minimal, and impact 
between adjacent rack modules or between a rack module and 
the pool walls is prevented provided that the factors of 
safety against tilting are within the values permitted by 
Section 3.8.5.II.5 of the Standard Review Plan.  

(b) it can be shown that any sliding and tilting motion will be 
contained within suitable geometric constraints such as 
thermal clearances, and that any impact due to the clear
ances is incorporated.  

(7) Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction Techniques: 

The materials, quality control procedures, and any special con
struction techniques should be described. The sequence of in
stallation of the new fuel racks, and a description of the pre
cautions to be taken to prevent damage to the stored fuel during
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TABLE

Load Combination 

Elastic Analysis

D+L

D+L+E 
D +L +To

D + L + To + E 

D + L + Ta + E 

D + L + Ta + E1 

Limit Analysis 

1.7 (0 + L) 

1.7 (9 + L + E)

Acceptance Limit 

Normal limits of NF 3231.1a 

Normal limits of NF 3231.1a 

1.5 times normal limits or the 
lesser of 2 Sy and Su 

1.5 times normal limits or-the 
leser of 2 Sy and Su 

1.6 times normal limits or the 
lesser of 2 Sy or Su 

Faulted condition limits of 
NF 3231.1c

Limits of XVII-4000 of Appendix XVII 
of ASME Code Section III

1.3 (D + L + To) 

1.3 (D + L + E + To) 

1.1 (D + L ÷Ta + E) 

Notes: 1. The abbreviations in the table above are those used in 
Section 3.8.4 of the Standard Review Plan where each term 
is defined except for Ta which is defined as the highest 
temperature associated with the postulated abnormal design 
conditions.  

2. Deformation limits specified by the Design Specification 
limits shall be satisfied, and such deformation limits 
should preclude damage to the fuel assemblies.  

3. The provisions of NF 3231.1 shall be ammended by the 
requirements of the paragraphs c.2, 3, and 4 of the 
Regulatory Guide 1.124 entitled "Design Limits and Load 
Combinations for Class 1 Linear-Type Compon.ent Supports."
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the construction phase should be provided. Methods for struc
tural qualification of special poison materials utilized to 
absorb neutron radiation should be described. The material for 
the fuel rack is reviewed for compatibility inside the fuel pool 
environment. The quality of the fuel pool water in terms~of the 
pH value and the available chlorides, fluorides, boron, heavy 
metals should be indicated so that the long-term integrity of the 
rack structure, fuel assembly, and the pool liner can be evaluated.  

Acceptance criteria for special materials such as poison materials 
should be based upon the results of the qualification program 
supported by test data and/or analytical procedures.  

If connections between the rack and the pool liner are made by 
welding, the welder as well as the welding procedure for the 
welding assembly shall be qualified in accordance with the appli
cable code.  

If precipitation hardened stainless steel material is used for 
the construction of the spent fuel pool racks, hardness testing 
sPuld be performed on each rack component of the subject material 
to verify that each part is heat treated properly. In addition, 
the surface film resulting from the heat treatment should be 
removed from each piece to assure adequate corrosion resistance.  

(8) Testing and Inservice Surveillance 

Methods for verification of long-term material stability and 
mechanical integrity of special poison material utilized for 
neutron absorption should include actual tests.  

Inservice surveillance requirements for the fuel racks and the 
poison material, if applicable, are dependent on specific design 
features. These features will be reviewed on a case by case 
basis to determine the type and the extent of inservice surveil
lance necessary to assure long-term safety and integrity of the 
pool and the fuel rack system.
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V. COST/BENEFIT ASSESSMENT 

1. Following is a list of information needed for the environmental 
Cost/Benefit Assessment: 

1.1 What are the specific needs that require increased storage 
capacity in the .spent fuel pool (SFP)? Include in the response: 

(a) status of contractual arrangements, if any, with fuel
storage or fuel-reprocessing facilities, 

(b) proposed refueling schedule, including the expected number 
of fuel assemblies that will be transferred into the SFP at 
each refueling until the total existing capacity is reached, 

(c) number of spent fuel assemblies presently stored in the 
SFP, 

(d) control rod assemblies or other components stored in the 
SFP, and 

(e) the additional time period that spent fuel assemblies would 
be stored onsite as a result of the proposed expansion, and 

(f) the estimated date that the SFP will be filled with the 
proposed increase in storage capacity.  

1.2 Discuss the total construction associated with the proposed 
modification, including engineering, capital costs (direct and 
indirect) and allowances for funds used during construction.  

1.3 Discuss the alternative to increasing the storage capacity of 

the SFP. The alternatives considered should include: 

(a) shipment to a fuel reprocessing facility (if avaiTable); 

(b) shipment to an independent spent fuel storage facility, 

(c) shipment to another reactor site, 

(d) shutting down the reactor.  

The discussion of options (a), (b) and (c) should include a cost 
comparison in terms of dollars per KgU stored or cost per assembly.  
The discussion of (d) should include the cost for providing 
replacement power either from within or outside the licensee's 
generating system.
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1.4 Discuss whether the commitment of material resources (e.g., 
stainless steel, boral, B! C etc.) dould tend to significantly 
foreclose the alternatived available with respect to any other' 
licensing actions designed to ameliorate a possible shortage of 
spent fuel storage capacity. Describe the material resources 
that would be consumed by the proposed modification.  

1.5 Discuss the additional heat load and the anticipated maximum 
temperature of water in the SFP which would result from the 
proposed expansion, the resulting increase in evaporation rates, 
the additional heat load on component and/or plant cooling water 
systems and whether there will be any significant increase in 
the amount of heat released to the environment.  

V.2. RADIOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

2. Following is a list of information needed for radiological 
evaluation: 

2.1 The present annual quantity of solid radioactive wastes gen
erated by the SFP purlffcat';jn system. Discuss the expected 
increase in solid wastes which will result from the expansion of 
the capacity of the SFP.  

2.2. Data regarding krypton-85 measured from the fuel building ven
tilation system by year for the last two years. If. data are not 
available from the fuel building ventilation system, provide 
this data for the ventilation release which includes this system.  

2.3 The increases in the doses to personnel from radionuclide con
centrations in the SFP due to the expansion of the capacity of 
the SFP, including the following: 

(a) Provide a table showing the most recent gamma isotopic 
analysis of SFP water identifying the principal radio
nuclides and their respective concentrations.  

(b) The models used to determine the external dose equivalent 
rate from these radionuclides. Consider the dose equiva
lent rate at some distance above the center and edge of the 
pool respectively. (Use relevant experience if necessary).  

(c) A table of recent analysis performed to determine the 
principal airborne radionuclides and their respective 
concentrations in the SFP area.  

(d) The model and assumptions used to determine the increase, 
if any, in dose rate from the radionuclides identified in 
(c) above in the SFP area and at the site boundary.  
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(e) An estimate of the increase in the annual man-rem burden 
from more frequent changing of the demineralizer resin and 
filter media.  

Mf) The buildup of crud (e.g., SaCo, 6°Co) along the sides of 
the pool and the removal methods that will be used to 
reduce radiation levels at the pool edge to as low as 
reasonably achievable.  

(g) The expected total man-rem to be received by personnel 
occupying the fuel pool area based on all operations in 
that area including the doses resulting-from (e) and (f) 
above.  

A discussion of the radiation protection program as it affects 
(a) through (g) should be provided.  

2.4 Indicate the weight of the present spent fuel racks that will be 
removed from the SFP due to the modification and discuss what 
will be done with these racks.  

V.3 ACCIDENT EVALUATION 

3.1 The accident review shall consider: 

(a) cask drop/tip analysis, and 

(b) evaluation of the overhead handling system with respect to 
Regulatory Guide 1.104.  

3.2 If the accident aspects of review do not establish acceptability 
with respect to either (a) or (b) above, then technical specifica
tions may be required that prohibit cask movement in the spent 
fuel building.  

3.3 If the accident review does not establish acceptability wi~th 
respect to (b) above, then technical specifications may be 
required that: 

(1) define cask transfer path including control of 

(a) cask height during transfer, and 

(b) cask lateral position during transfer 

(2) indicate the minimum age of fuel in pool sections during 
movement of heavy loads near the pool. In special cases 
evaluation of consequences-limiting engineered safety 
features such as isolation systems and filter systems may 
be required.
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3.4 If the cask drop/tip analysis as iii 3.1(a) above is promised for 
future submittal, the staff evaluation will include a conclusion 
on the feasibility of a specification of minimum age of fuel 
based on previous evaluations.  

3.5 The maximum weight of loads which may be transported over spent 
fuel may not be substantially in excess of that of a single fuel 
assembly. A technical specification will be required to this 
effect.  

3.6 Conclusions that determination of previous Safety Evaluation 
Reports and Final Environmental Statements have not changed 
significantly or impacts are not significant are made so that a 
negative declaration with an Environmental Impact Appraisal 
(rather than a Draft and Final Environmental Statement) can be 
issued. This will involve checking realistic as well as con
servative accident analyses.
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PROPOSED REVISION 2' TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.13 Reference 7 

SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITY DESIGN BASIS 

A. INTRODUCTION. 4 4 

General Design Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Mandnl oactivity 
Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for IE*er Plants," 
to 10 CFR Part SO, "Domeastic Licensing of Producti dL ation Facilities," 
requires that fuel storage and handling system's d to ensure adequate 
safety under normal and postulated accident n' 1 M It also requires that 
these systems be designed (1) with a capabi alO'Yr mit appropriate periodic 
inspection and testing of components i safety, (2) with suitable 
shielding for radiation protection propriate containment, confine
ment, and filtering systems, (4) h a sidual heat removal capability having 
rel~ability and testability r the importance to safety of decay 
heat and other residual heat u, and (5) to prevent significant reduction 
in fuel storage coolant inven under accident conditions. This guide 
describes a to the NRC staff for implementing Criterion 61.  

B. DISCUSSION 

W A NS-7.2 of the American Nuclear Society Subcommittee 
ANS-50 * eveloped a standard that details minimum design requirements for 

"The substantial number of changes in this proposed revision has made it 
impractical to indicate the changes with lines in the margin.  
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spent fuel storage facilities at nuclear power stations. This standard was 

approv.d by the American National Standards Committee N18, Nuclear Desigi.  

Criteria. It was subsequently approved and designated ANSI N210-1976/ANS-57.2, 

"Design Objectives for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at 

Nuclear Power Stations,' by the American National Standards Institute on 

April 12, 1976.  

Primary facility design objectives are: 

a. To prevent loss of water from the fuel pool that would uncover fuel, 

b. To protect the spent fuel from mechanical damage, and 

c. To provide the capability for limiting the potential offsite exposures 

in the event of significant release of radioactivity from the fuel.  

If spent fuel storage facilities are not provided with adequate protective 

features, radioactive materials could be released to the environment as a result 

of either loss of water from the storage pool or mechanical damage to fuel within 

the pool.  

1. LOSS OF WATER FROM STORAGE POOL 

Unless protective measures are taken to prevent the loss of water from a 

fuel storage pool, the spent fuel could overheat and cause damage to fuel cladding 

Integrity, which could result in the release of radioactive materials to the 

environment. Equipment failures in systems connected to the pool could also 

result in the loss of pool water. A permanent coolant makeup system designed 

with suitable redundancy or backup would prevent the fuel from being uncovered 

should pool leaks occur. Further, early detection of pool leakage and fuel 

damage can be made using pool-water-level monitors and pool radiat~orn monitors 

that alarm locally and also at a continuously manned location to ensure timely 

operation of building filtration systems. Natural events such as earthquakes 

or high winds can damage the fuel pool either directly or by the generation of 

missiles. Earthquakes or high winds could also cause structures or cranes to 

fall into the pool. Designing the facility to withstand these occutrences without 

significant loss of watertight integrity will alleviate these concerns.
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2. HECHANICAL DAMAGE TO FUEL

The release of radioactive material from fuel may occur as a result of 

fuel-cladding failures or mechanical damage caused by the dropping of fuel 

elements or objects onto fuel elements during the refueling process and at 

other times.  

Plant arrangements consider low-probability accidents such as the dropping 

of heavy loads (e.g., a 100-ton fuel cask) where such loads are positioned or 

moved in or over the spent fuel pool. It is desirable that cranes capable of 

carrying heavy loads be prevented from moving into the vicinity of the stored 

fuel.  

Missiles generated by high winds also are a potential cause of mechanical 

damage to fuel. This concern can be eliminated by designing the fuel storage 

facility to preclude the possibility of the fuel being struck by missiles 

generated by high winds.  

3. LIMITING POTENTIAL OFFSITE EXPOSURES 

Mechanical damage to the fuel might cause significant offsite doses unless 

dose reduction features are provided. Dose reduction designs such as negative 

pressure In the fuel handling building during movement of spent fuel would 

prevent exfiltration and ensure that any activity released to the fuel handling 

building will be treated by an engineered safety feature (ESF) grade filtration 

system before release to the environment. Even if measures not described are 

used to mdintain the desired negative pressure, small leaks from the building 

may still occur as a result of structural failure or other unforeseen events.  

The staff considers Seismic Category I design assumptions acceptable 

for the spent fuel pool cooling. makeup, and cleanup systems. Tornado protectiot 

requirements are acceptable for the water makeup source and its deliver .ystes, 

the pool structure, the building housing the pool, and the filtrattor .tilatioi 

system. Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Cr -Ia for 

Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System t ltration 

and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," a "'gulatory 

Guide 1.140, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal V .ilation 

Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooted Nuclear
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Power Plants," provije guidelines to limit potential offslte exposures through 
the filtration-ventilation system of :he pool building.  

Occupational radiat 4 on exposure is kept as low as is reasonably achievable 
(ALARA) in-- activities involving personnel, and eforts toward maintaining 
exposures Av..,• ,'e considered in the design, construction, and operational 
phases. l•uidance n maintaining exposures ALARA is provided in Regulatory 
Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occ.pational Radiation 
Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable.' 

C. REGULATORY POSITION 

The requirements in A" I N210-1976/AXS-57.2, "Design Objectives for Light 
Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Stations," are 
generally acceptable to the NRC staff as a means for complying with the require
ments of General Design Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radio
activity Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 as related to light-water reactors (LWRs), 
subject to the following clarifications and modifications: 

1. In lieu of the example inventory in Section 4.2.4.3(1), the example 
inventory should be that inventory of radioactive materials that .- e predicted 
to leak under the postulated axeimum damage conditions resultir.- va the 
dropping of a single spent fuel assembly onto a fully loaded spent fuel pool 
storage rack. Other assumptions in the analysis should be consistent with 
those given in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Safety Guide 25), "Assurrtions Used for 
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident 
in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water 
Reactors." 

2. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.3, boiling of 
the pool water may be permitted only when the resulting thermal loads are 
properly accounted for in the design of the pool structure, the storage racks, 
and other safety-related structures, equipment, and systems.  

KCopies ma e obtained from the American Nuclear Society, 555 Norti" Kensington 
Avenue, La Grange Park, Illinois 60525
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3. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.3. the fuel 
storage pool should be designed (a) to prevent tornado winds and missiles 
generated by these winds from causing significant loss of w~atertight irtegrity 
of the fuel storage pool and (b) to prevent missiles generated by tornado winds 
from striking the fuel. These requirements are discussud in Regulatory 
Guide 1.117, "Tornado Design Classification." The fuel storave building, 
including walls and roof, should be designed to prevent penetration by tornado
generated missiles or from seismic damage to ensure that nothing bypasses the 
ESF-grade filtration system In the containment building.  

4. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section S.1.S.1, provisions 
should be made to ensure that nonfuel components in fuel pools are handled below 
the minimLu water shielding depth. A system should be provided that, either 
through the design or the system or through administrative procedures, would 
prohibit unknowing retrieval of these components.  

S. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.12.10, the 
maximum potential kinetic energy capable of being developed by any ob-.ct handled 
above stored spent fuel, if dropped, should not exceed the kinetic energy of 
one fuel assembly and its associated handling tool when dropped from the height 
at which it is normally handled above the spent fuel pool storage racks.  

6. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.2.3.1, an Inter
face should be provided between the raik venting system and the building ventila
tion system to minimize personnel exposi're to the "vent-qas" generated from 
filling a dry loaded cask with water.  

7. In addition to meeting the requirements of Sectic. 5.3.3. radioac
tivity released during a Condition IV fuel handling accident should be either 
contai ied or removed by filtration so that the dose to an Individuai Is less 
Lhan the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. The calcalated offsite dose to an 
individual from such an event should be well within the exposure guideline-.  
of 10 CFR Part 100 using appropriately conservative analytical methods and 
assumptions. In order to ensure that released activity does not bypass the
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filtration system, the ESF fuel storage building ventilation should provide and 

maintain a negative pressure of at least 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) water gauge within 

the fuel storage building.  

8. In addition to the requirements of Section 6.3.1, overhead handling 

systems used to handle the spent fuel cask should be designed so tnat travel 

directly over the spent fuel storage pool or safety-related equipment is not 

possible. This shonad be verified by analysis to show that the physical 

structure under all cask handling pathways will be adequately designed so that 

unacceptable damage to the spent fuel storage facility or safety-related 

equipment will not occur in the event of a ;oad drop.  

9. In addition to the references listed in Section 6.4.4, Safety Class 3, 

Seismic Category I, and safety-related structures and equipment should be 

subjected to quality assurance programs that meet the applicable provisions 

of Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel 

Reprocessing Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50. Further, these programs should obtain 

guidance from Regulatory Guide 1.28. "Quality Assurance Program ReQuirements 

(Design and Construction)," endorsing ANSI N45.2, and from the applicable provi

sions of the ANSI K45.2-series standards endorsed by the following regulatory 

guides: 

1.30 (Safety Guide 30) "Quality Assurance Requirements for the 

Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and 

Electric Equipment" (N45.2.4).  

1.38 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Packat ng, Shipping, Receiving.  

Storage, and Handling of Items for water-Cooled Nuclear Power 

Plants* (N45.2.2).  

1.58 "Qualification of Nuclear Petwer Plant Inspection. Examination.  

and Testing Personnel" (N45.2.6).  

1.64 "Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power 

Plants" (N4S.2.11).
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1.14 -Quality Assurance Terms and Definitionsa (N4S.2.10).  

S 1.88 *Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power blant 

Quality Assurance Records- (N45.2.9).  

1.94 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, 
and Testing of Structural Concrete and Si.ruzural Steel During 
the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plantso (N4S.2.5).  

2.116 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspectior., 

and Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems" (N4S.2.8).  

1.123 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement of 
Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants" (WQS.2.13).  

10. The spent fuel pool water temperatures stated in Section 6.6.1(2) 
exceed the limits recommended by the NRC staff. For the maximm heat load dur ng 
Condition I occurrences with normal cooling systems in operation and assuming 
a single active failure, the pool water temperature should be kept at or belci 
600C (1406F). Under abnormal maximum heat load conditions (full core unload) 
and also for Condition IV o,'currences, the pool water temperature should be 
kept below boiling.  

11. A nuclear criticality safety analysis should be pertormed in a-.cord
ance with Appendix A to this guide for each system that it. -Oves the ha idling.  
transfer, or storage of spent fuel aaseablies at LVW spent ;.-" .torarc facilities.  

12. The spent fuel storage facility should be equipped with both electrical 
interlocks and mechanical stops to keep casks from being transported over the 

spent fuel pool.  

13. Secticns 6.4 and 9 of ANS-S7.2 list those codes and standards referenced 
In ANS-S7.2. Although this regulatory guide endorses with clarifications and 
modifications ANS-57.2, a blanket endorsement of those referenced codes and
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standards is not intended. (Other regulatory guides may contain some such 

endorsements. ) 

0. IMPLEMEKTATIOK 

The purpose of this section is to provide information tc applicants regar 
Ing the NRC staff's plans for using this regulatory guide.  

This proposed revision has been released to encourage public participatio 
in its development. Except in those cases in which an applicant proposes an 
acceptable alternative method for complyfng with specified portions of the 
Comission's regulations, the method to be tescribed In the active guide 
reflecting public coments will be used in the evaluation of applications for 
construction permits and operating licenses docketed after the implementation 
date to be specified in the active guide. Implementation by the staff will in 
no case be earlier than June 30, 1982.
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APPEKNIX A 

NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY 

1. SCOPE OF NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS 

1.1 A nuciawr criticality safety analysis should be performed for each system 

that involves the handling, transfer, or storage Gf spent fuel assemblies at 

light-water reactor (LWR) spent fuel storage facilities.  

1.2 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should demonstrate that each LWR 

spent fuel storage facility system is subcritical (keff not to exceed 0.95).  

1.3 The nuclear criticality safety analysiu should include consideration of 

all credl' 'l normal and abnormal operating occ:urrences, including: 

a. Accidencal tipping or falling of a spent fuel assembly, 

b. Accidental tipping or failing of a storage rack during transfer, 

C. Misplacement of a spent fuel assembly, 

d. Accumulation of solids containing fissile materials on the pool 

floor or at locations in the cooling water system, 

e. Fuel drop accidents, 

f. Stuck fuel assembly/crane uplifting forces, 

g. Horizontal motion of fuel before complete removal from rack, 

h. Placing a fuel aiaembly along the outside of rack, and 

i. Objects that may fall onto the store! %oent fuel A us.  

1.4 At all locations in the LWR spent fuel storage facility wh.ore spent 

fuel is handled or stored, the nuclear criticality safety analysis should 

demonstrate that criticality could not occur without at least two unlikely.  

independent, and concurrent failures or operating limit violations.  

1.5 The nuclear criticality safety analysis 'ould explicitly identify spent 

fuel assembly characteristics upon which subcriticality in the LWR spent fuel 

storage facility depends.
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1.6 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify design 

limits upon which subcriticality depends that require physical verification at 

the completion of fabrication or constru-tion.  

1.7 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify operatinc 

limits upon which subcriticality depends that require implementation in operatinS 

procedures.  

2. CALCULATION METHODS AND CODES 

Methols usea to calculate subcriticality should be validated in accordance 

with Regulatory Guide 3.41, "Validation of Calculational Methods for Nuclear 

Criticality Safety," which endorses ANSI N16.9-1975.  

3. METHOD TO ESTABLISH SUBCRITICALITY 

3.1 The evaluated multiplication factor of fuel in the spent fuel storage 

racks, ks, under normal and credible abnormal conditions should be equal 

to or less than an established maximu. allowable multi .cation factor, ka; 

i.e., 

ks j ka 

The factor, ks, should be evaluated from the eApression: 

=k sn + Aksb * aku + aksc 

where 

ksn = the computed effc:tive multiplication factor; ksn is calculated 

by the same methods used for bc ichmark experiments for design 

storage parameters when the re'L are loaded with the most 

reactive fuel to be stored.
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Aksb the bias in tha calculation procedure as -b"ined from the 

comparisons with experiments and including * extrapolation to 

storage pool conditions, 

6 = the uncertainty In the benIchmark experiments, and 

&ksc the combined uncertainties in the parameters listed in para

graph 3.2 below.  

3.2 The combined uncertainties, Aksc, include: 

a. Statistical uncertainty in the calculated result If a Monte Carlo 

calculation is used, 

b. Uncertainty resulting from comparison vith calculzitonal and experimental 

results, 

C. Uncertainty in the extrapolation from experiment to storage rack condi

tions, and 

d. Uncertainties introduced by the considerations enumerated in para

graphs 4.3 ano 4.4 below.  

3.3 The various uncertainties may be combined statistical'y if they are 

independent. Correlated uncertainties should be combined addt~ively.  

3.4 All uncertainty values should be at the 95 percent pr,.a.bility level with 

a 95 percent confidence value.  

3.5 For spent fuel storage pool, the value of ka shOuld be no greater than 0.95.  

4. STORAGE RACK ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS 

4.1 The spert fuel storage rack module dcsign should be oased on one of the 

following assumptions for the fuel:
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a. the most reactive fuel assembly to be stored at the most reactive 

point in the assembly life. or 

b. The most reactive fuel assembly to be stored based on a minimum 

confirmed burnup (see Section 6 of this appendix).  

Both tv"2s of rack modules may be present in the same storage pool.  

4.2 Determination of the most reactive spent fuel assembly includes considera

ticn of the following parameters: 

a. Maximum fissile fuel loading, 

b. Fuel rod diameter, 

c. Fu•. rod cladding material and thickness, 

d. Fuel pellet density, 

e. Fuel rod pitch and total number of fuel rods within assembly, 

f. Absence of fuel rods in certain locations, and 

g. Burnable poison content.  

4.3 The fuel assembly arrangement assumed i. storage rack design should be 

the arrangement that results in the highest value of ks considering: 

a. Spa.ing between assemblies, 

b. Moderation between assemblies, and 

C. Fixed neutron absorbers between assemblies.  

4.4 Determination of the spent fuel assembly arrangement with the highest value 

of ks shall include consideration of the following: 

a. Eccentricity of fuel bundle location within the racks and variations 

i spacing among adjacent bundles, 

b. Dimensional tolerances, 

c. Construction materials, 

d. Fuel and moderator density (allowance for void formations and temper

ature of water between and within assemblies).
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e. Presence of the remaining amount of fixed neutron absorbers in fuel 

assembly, and 

f. Presence of structural material and fixed neutron absorber in cell 

walls between assemblies.  

4.5 Fuel burnup determination should be made for fuel stored in rachs where 

credit is taken for burnup. The following methods are acceptable: 

a. A minimum allowable fuel assembly reactivity should be established.  

and a reacttvit) measurement should be performed to ensure that each 

assembly meets this criterion; or 

b. A minimum fuel assembly burnup value should be establi ;hed as deter

mined by initial fuel assembly enrichment or other correlative 

parameters, and a measurement shoula be performed to ensure that each 

fuel assembly meets the established criterion; or 

c., A minimum fuel assembly burnup value should be established as deter

mined by initial fuel assembly enrlchme,:t or other correlative param

eters, and an analysis of each fuel assemLv's exposure history should 

be performed to determine its burnup. The anlyses should be performed 

under strict administ-ative control using approv, i written procedures.  

These procedures should p;ovide for independent ci ,cks of each step 

of the analysis by a second qualified person using nuclear criticality 

safety assessment crit-4a described in paT ya-pn 1.4 above.  

The uncertainties in determining fuel assembly s- irage acceptance criteria 

should be considered in establishing storage rack reactivity, and auditable 

records should be kept of the method used to determine the fuel assembly st.arage 

acceptance criterion for as long as the fuel assemblies are stored in the racks.  

Consideration should be given to the axial distributior of burnup in the 

fuel assembly, and a limit should be set on the leng'.n of thhe fuel assembly 

that is permitted to have a lover average burnup than the fuel assembly average.
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S. USE OF NEUTRON ABSORBERS IN STORAGE RACK DESIGN

5.1 Fixed neutron absorbers may be used for criticality control under the 

following conditions: 

a. The effect of neutron-absorbing materials of construction or added 

fixed neutron-absorbers may be included In the evaluation if they 

are designed and fabricated so as to preclude inadvertent removal by 

mechanical or chemical action.  

b. Fixed neutron absorbers should be an integral, nonremovable part of 

the storage rack.  

c. When a fixed neutron absorber is used as the primary nuclear criticality 

safety control, there should be provision to: 

(1) Initially confirm absorber presence in the storage rack, and 

(2) Periodically verify continued presence of absorber.  

5.2 The presence of a soluble neutron aLsorber in the pool water should not 

normally be used In the evaluation of ks. However, when calculating the 

effects of Condition IV faults, realistic initial conditions (e.g., the 

presence of soluble boron) may be assumed for the fuel pool and fuel 

assemblies.  

6. CREDIT FOR BURHUP IN STORAGE RACK DESIGN 

i.1 Consideration should be given to the fact that the reactivity of any given 

spent fuel assembly will depend on initial enrichment, 2 3SU depletion, amount 

of burnable poison. plutonium buildup and fission product burnable poison 

depletion, and the fact that the rates of depletion and plutonium and fission 

product buildup are not necessarily the same.
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6.2 Consideration should be given to the practical Implementation of the spei 

fuel screening process. Factors to be considered In choosing the screening 

method should include: 

a. Accuracy of the method used to determine storage rack reactivity; 

b. Reproducibility of the result, I.e.. what is the uncertainty in tha 

result? 

c. Simplicity of the procedure; I.e., how such disturbance to other 

operations is Involved? 

d. Accountability, i.e., ease and completeness of recordkeeping; and 

e. Auditablity.
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DRAFT VALUE/IMPACT STATEMENT 

1. P?•rOSED ACTION 

1.1 Description 

Each nuclear power plant has a spent fuel storage facility. General Design 
Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radioactivity Control, of Appendix A.  
OGeneral Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,* to 10 CFR Part 50, Domestic 
Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," requires that fuel storage 
and handling systems be designed to ensure adequate safety under normal and 
postulated accident conditions. The proposed action would provide an acceptable 
mthod for implementing this criterion. This action would be an update of 
Regulatory Guide 1.13, *Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis.* 

1.2 Need for Proposed Action ) 
Since Regulatory Guide 1.13 was last published in December of 1975, addi

tional guidance has been provided in the form of ANSI standards and NUREG 
reports. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has requested that this guide 
be updated.  

1.3 Value/Impact of Proposed Action 

1.3.1 NRC 
The applicants' basis for the design of the spent fuel storage facility 

vill be the sa*e as that used by the staff in its review of a corstruction permit 
or operating license application. Therefore, there should be a minimum number 
of cases vhere the applicant and the staff radically disagree on the design 

criteria.  

1.3.2 Government Agencies 

Applicable only if the agency, such as TVA, is an applicant.
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1.3.3 Industry 
The value/impact on the applicant will be the same as for the NRC staff.  

1.3.4 Public 

No major impact on the public can be foreseen.  

1.4 Decision on Proposed Action 

The guidance furnished on the design basis for the spent fuel storage facility 

should be updated.  

2. TECHNICAL APVOCA 

The American Nuclear Society published ANS-57.2 (ANSI K210), D0esign Objective 

for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Stations." 

Part of the update of Regulatory Guide 1.13 would be an evaluation of this standard 

and possible endorsement by the NRC. Alslo, recomendations made by Task A-36, 

which were published in HUREG-0612, *Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power 

Plants," would be included.  

3. PROCEDUMAL APPROACH 

Since Regulatory Guide 1.13 already deals with the proposed action, logic 

dictates that this guide be updated.  

4. STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 NRC AUTHORITY 

Authority for this regulatory guide is derived from the safety requirements 

of the Atoeic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, through the Commission's regulations, 

In particular, General Design Criterion 61 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.
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4.2 Need for NEPA Assessment

The proposed action is not a major action as defined by paragraph 51.5(a)(1O) 
of 10 CFR Part 51 and does not require an environmental Impact statement.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Regulatory Guide 1.13 should be updated.

1.13-18
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GUIDANCE ON THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
FOR CRITICALITY ANALYSIS OF FUEL STORAGE AT 
UGHT.WATER REACTOR POWER PLANTS

Attached Is a copy of guidance doncerning regulatory requirements for criticaliy analysisof new 

and spent fuel storage at light-water reactor power plants used by the Reactor Systems BranchL 

The principal objective of this guidance Is to clarify and document current and past NRC staff 

positions that may have been Incompletely or ambiguously stated In safety evaluation reports or 

other NRC documents. It also describes and compiles. In a single document, NRC staff 

positions on more recently proposed storage configurations and characteristics in spent fuet 

rerack or enrichment upgrade request. This guidance Is not applicable to fuel storage in 

casks, nor does it consider the mechanical, chemical, thermal, radiological, and other aspects 

of the storage of new and spent fuel.  
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NUCL UNAR ED STATES 

,,, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 36540 

GUIDANCE ON THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR 

CRITICALITY ANALYSIS OF FUEL STORAGE 

AT LIGHT-WATER REACTOR POWER PLANTS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This document defines the NRC Reactor Systems Branch guidance for the assurance of 
criticality safety in the storage of new (urrnirdlated or fresh) and spent (irradiated) fuel at light.  
water reactor (LWR) power stations. Safety analyses submitted In support of licensing actions 
should consider, among other things, normal operation, incidenrs, and postulated accidents that 
may occur in the course of handling, transferring, and storing fuel assemblies and should 
establish that an a cceptable margin exists for the prevention of criticality under all credible 
conditions.  

This guidance is not applicable to fuel storage In casks, nor does It consider the mechanical.  
chemical, thermal, radiological, and other aspects of the storage of new and spent fueL The 
guidance considers only the criticality safety aspects of new and spent LWR fuel assemblies 
"and of fuel that has been consolidated; that Is, fuel with fuel rods reassembled in a more closely 
packed array.  

The guidance stated here Is based, in part, on (a) the critically positions of Standard Review 
Plan (SRP) Section 9.1.1 (Ref. 1) and SRP 9.1.2 (Ref. 2), (b) a previous NRC position paper 
sent to all licensees (Ref. 3). and (c) past and present practices of the staff in Its safety 
evaluation reports (SERs). The guidance also meets General Design Criterion 62 (Ref. 4).  
which states: 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be prevented by physical 
systems or processes, preferably by use of geometricaely safe configurations.  

The principal objective of this guidance is to clarify aind document current and past staff 
positions that may have been Incompletely or ambiguously stated In SERe vr other staff 
documents. A second purpose is to state staff positlros on recently proposed storage 
configurations and characteristics in spent fuel rerack or enrichment upgrade requests (for 
example, multiple-region spent fuel storage rocks, checkerboard loading patterns for new and 
spent fuel storage, credit for burnup In the spent fuel to be stored, and credit for non-removable 
poison Inserts). Although these statements are not new staff positions, this document compiles 
them in a single paper. In addition a recently approved staff positon for pressurfed-water 
reactors (PWRs) would aslow partial credit for soluble boron In the pool water (Ref. 6).  

The guidance stated here is applicable to both PWRs and boilin-water reactors (SWRs), The 

most notable difference between PWR and BWR fuel storage facilties Is the larger size of the 

fuel assemblies and the presence of soluble boron In the spent fuel podt water of PWRs.
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The determination of the effective multiplication factor. ka, for the new or spent fuel storage 
racks should consider and clearly identify the following: 

a. fuel rod parameters. including: 

1. rod diameter 

2. cladding material and cladding thickness 

3. fuel rod pellet or stack density and initial uranlum-235 (U-235) enrichment of 
each fuel rod in the assembly (a bounding enrichment is acceptable) 

b. fuel assembly parameters, Including: 

1. assembly length and planar dimensions 

2. fuel rod pitch 

3. total number of fuel rods in the assembly 

4. locations In the fuel assembly lattice tat are empty or contain nonfuel material 

5. integral neutron absorber (burnable poison) content of various fuel rods and 
locations in fuel assembly 

6. structural materials (e.g., grids) that are an Integral part of the fuel assembly 

The criticality safety analysis should explicitly address the treatment of axial and planar 
variations of fuel assembly characteristics such as fuel enrichment and integral neutron 
absorber (burnable poison), i present (e.g., godolinla in certain fuel rods of BWR and PWR 
assemblies or integral fuel burnable absorber (iFBA) coatings in certain fuel rods of PWR 
assemblies).  

Whenever reactivity equlvalencing (I.e., bumup credit or credit for Imbedded burnable 
absorbers) is employed, or if a correlation with the reactivity of assemblies in a standard core 
geometry is used ("., such as is typically done for BWR racks, the equivalent reactivItles must 
be evaluated in the storage rack configuration. In this latter approach, sufficient uncertainty 
should be Incorporated into the k. Emit to account for the reactivity effects of (1) nonuniform 
enrichment variation In the assembly. (2) uncertainty in the calculation of k.. aind (3) uncertainty 
in average assembly enrichmen.  

If various locations In a storage rack are prohibited from containing any fuel. they should be 
physically or administratively blocked or restricted to non-fuel materal. If the criticality safety of 
the storage racks relies on administrative procedures, these procedures should be explicitly 
identified and Implemented in operating procedures and/or technical specification knits.
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2. CRmCALITY ANALYSIS METHODS AND COMPUTER CODES 

A variety of methods may be used for criticality analyses provided the cross-section data and 

- geometric capability of the analytical model accurately represent aI important neutronic and 

geometrical aspects of the storage racks. In general, transport methods of analysis are 

necessary for acceptable results. Storage rack characteristics such as boron carbide (6,C) 

particle size and thin layers of structural and neutron absorbing material (poisons) need to be 

carefully considered and accurately described in the analytical model. Where possible, the 

primary method of analysis should be verified by a second, Independent method of analysis.  

Acceptable computer codes Include. but am not necessarily limited to, the following: 

"o CASMO - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions 

"o NITAWL-KENOS - a multigroup trnsport theory code In three dimensions, using the 

Monte Carlo technique 

"o PHOENIX-P - a multigrup transport theory code in two dmnensions, using discrete 
ordinates .  

"o MONKGB - a multigroup transport theory code in three dimensions, using the Monte 
Carlo technqe 

"o DOT - a muttigroup transport theory code In two dimensions. using driscrete ordinates 

Similarly, a variety of cross-section libraries is available. Acceptable cross-section libraries 

include the 27-group. 123-group. end 218-group libraries from the SCALE system developed by 

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the 220,-group United Kingdom Nuclear Data Lltbary 

(UKNDL). However. empirical cross-section compilations, such as the Hansen-Roac hlbrary.  

are not acceptable for crtticality safety analyses (see NRC Information Notice No. 91-26).  

Other computer codes and cross-section ibrarles may be acceptable provided they conform to 

the requlrements of this position statement and are adequately benchmarked.  

The proposed analysis methods and neutron cross-section data should be benchmarked, by 

the analyst or organization performing the anaysis, by comparison with critical experintrds.  

This qualifies both the abity of the analyst and the computer environment. The critical 

experiments used for benchmarldflg should include, to the extent possible. configurations 
having neutronic and geometric chtaracteristics as nearly comparable to those of the proposed 

storage facility as possible. The Babcock & Wilcx series of critical experiments (Raft 6) 
provides an acceptable basis for benchmarldrng storage racks with tin strong absorber panels 

for reactivity control. Similary., the Babcock & Wilcox critical experiments on close-pa•ktd 

arrays of fuel (Ref. 7) provide an acceptable experimental basis for benchmark analyses for 

consolidated fuel arrays. A comparison with methods of analysis of similar sophiscation (e.g., 

transport theory) may be used to augment or extend the range of applicable critical experiment 
data.  

The benchnlarklng analyses shoul establish both a bias (defined as the mean dlifference
between experiment and calculation) and. an uncertainty of the mean with a one-aided tolerance 

factor for 95-perceAnt probabirity at the 95-percent confWdence level (Ref. 8).
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The maximum k, shall be evaluated from the following expression: 

Sa k(calc)# "WS(bis) + k(uncart) + 6k(burnup).  
where 

k(calc) a calculated nominal value of ky.  

6k(bias) a bias in criticality analysis methods.  

bk(uncen) c manufacturing and calcutationl uncertainties, and 

6k(burnup) a correction for the effect of the axial distribution in bumurr.  

when credit for burnup Is taken.  

A bias that reduce$ the calculated value of k~ff should not be applie. Uncertainties should be 

determined for the proposed storage facilities and fuel assemblies to account for tolerances In 

the mechanical and material specifications. An acceptable method for determining the 

maximum reactivity may be either (1) a worst-case combination with mechanical and material 

conditions set to maximze kw. or (2) a sensitivity study of the reactivity effects of tolerance• 

variations. if used, a sensitivity stmdy should Include a, possible significant variations 

(tolerances) in the material and mechanical specifications.of the racks; the results may be 

combined statistically provided they are independent variations. Combinations of th two 

methods may also be used.  

3. ABNORMAL CONDITIONS AND THE DOUBLE-CONTINGENCY PRINCIPLE 

The criticality safety analysis should consider all credible Incidents and postulated accidents.  

However. by virtue of the double-contingency principle,. two unlikely Independent and 

concurrent incidents or postulated accidents ar beyond the scope of the required tnahlis.  

The double-contingency principle means that a realistic condition may be assumed for the 

criticality analysis In calculating the effects of Incidents or postulated accidents. For example. I 

soluble boron is normally present in the spent fuel pool water, the loss of soluble boron Is 

corisidered as one accident condition and a second concurrent accident need not be assumed.  

Therefore. credit for the presence of the soluble boron may be assumed in evauating other 

accident conditions.  

4. NEW FUEL STORAGE FACILUTY (VAULT) 

Normally. fresh fuel is stored temporarily in rocks in a dry environment (new fuel storage vault) 

pending transfer kto the spent fuel pool and then Into the reactor core. However, moderator 

may be introduced Into the vault under abnormal situations, such as flding or thoe •troductkin 

of foam or water mist (for example, as a result of fire fighting operation) Foam or mist affects 

the neutron moderation in the array and can result In a peak in reactivity at low moderator 

density (called -,ptlmum! moderatio Ref. 9). Therefore, critica lity safety an"a"yse MUst 

address two independent accident condions, which should be Incorporated Into plant technical 

specifications: 

a. With the new fuel storage racks aded with fuel of the maximum permissabl•e rOactivity 

an flooded with pure water, the maximum k,0 shall be no greater than 0.95. including
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mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95.percent probability at a 95-percent 
confidence level.  

b. With the new fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum permissible reactivity 

and flooded with moderator at the (low) density corresponding to optimum moderation.  

the maximum kx shall be no greater than than 0.98. Induding mechanical and 

calculational uncertainties, with a 05-percent probability at a 95-percent confidence 
level.  

An evaluation need not be performed for the new fuel storage facility for racks flooded with low

density or full-density water If It can be clearly demonstrated that design features and/or 

administrative controls prevent such flooding.  

Under the double-contingncy principle, the accident conditions Identified above are the 

prnciple conditions that require evaluation. The simultaneous occurrence of other accident 

conditions need not be considered.  

Usually, the storage racks in the new fuil vault are designed with large lattice spacing sufficient 

to maintain a low reactivity under the accident condition of flooding. Specific calculations, 

however, are necessary to assure the rimiting k,1 is maintained no greater than 0.95.  

At low moderator density, the presence of relatively weak absorber material (for example, 

stainless steel plates or angle brackets) Is often sufficient to preclude neutronic coupling 

between assemblies, and to significantly reduce the reactivity. For this reason, the 

phenomenon of low-density (optimum) moderation Is not signiftant In racks in the spent fuel 

pool under the initial conditions before the pool is flooded.  

Under low-density moderator conditions, neutron leakage Is a very Important consideration.  

The new fuel storage racks should be designed to contain the highest enrichment fuel 

assembly to be stored without taking credit for ary nonintegral neutron absorber. In the 

evaluation of the new fuel vaults. fuel assembly and rack characteristics upon which 

subcriticality depends should be explicitly identified (e.g., fuel enrichnent and the presence of 

steel plates or broces).  

5. SPENT FUEL STORAGE RACKS 

A. Reference Cdticaft Safety. Analysfs 

1. For BWR pools or for PWR pools where no c& for soluble baron Is taken. Ow 

criticality safety analyses must address the following condition. which should be 

incorporated into the plant technical specifications: 

a. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maxdmum 

permissible reactivity and flooded with fuN-denslty unborated water, the 

maximum kl, shall be less than or equal to 0.95. including mechanical 

and calculationat uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95

percent confidence leveL
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2. If partial credit for soluble boron is taken1 the criticality safety analyses for PWRs 

must address two independent conditions, which should be incorporated into the 
plant technical specificatlons; 

a. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible reactivity and flooded with full-density unborated water, the 

maximum ke shall be less than 1.0, including mechanical and 
calculatioral uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent 
confidence leveL 

b. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible reactivity and flooded with full density water berated to " ] 

ppm. the maximum ke shall be no greater than 0.95, Including 
mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability 
at a 95.percent confidence level' 

3. The reference criticality safety analysis should also include, as a minimum, the 
following: 

a. If axial and planar varlationsof fuel assembly characteristics are present.  

they should be explicitly addressed, Including the locations of burnable 
poison rods.  

b. For fuel assembles containing burnable poison, the maximum reactivity 

should be the peak reactivity over bumwup. usually when the burnable 
poison is nearly depleted.  

C. The spent fuel storage racks should be assumed to be Infinite In the 

lateral dimension or to be surrounded by a water reflector and concrete or 

structural material as appropriate to the design. The fuel may be 
assumed to be Infinite in the axial dimension, or the effect of a reflector 

on the top and bottom of the fuel may be evaluated.  

d. The evaluation of normal storage should be done at the temperature 
(water density) corresponding to the hlghest reactivity. In poisoned 
racks, the highest reactivity will usually occur t a water density of 1.0 

(.e., at 4-C). However, Ifthe temperature coefficient of reactivity Is 
positive, the evaluation should be done at the highest temperature 

expected during normal operations: Le. equilibrium temperature under 

normal refuealng conditions (Including fu-ore offload). with one coolant 
train out of service arid the pool filed with spent fuel from previous 
reloads.  

4. The fuel assembly arrangement assumed In the critcality safety analysis of the 

spent fuel storage racks should also consider the foWlowing: 

'I * ]is the boron concentration reqoired to maintain the 0.95k,,o mit without consideration 

of accidents.
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a. the effect of eccentric positioning of fuel assemblies within the storage 
cells 

b. the reactivity consequence of including the flow channel In BWR fuel 
assemblies 

S. If one or more separate regions are designated for the storage of spent fuel, with 
credit for the reactivity depletion due to fuel bumup, the following applies.  

a. The minimum equired fuel bunup should be defined as a function of the 
initial nominal endchmenL 

b. The spent fuel storage rack should be evaluated with spent fuel at the 
highest reactivity follwing removal from the reactor (usually after the 
decay of xenon-135). Operating procedures should Include provision for 
independent confrmation of the fuel bunup, either adminisatively or 
experimentally, before the fuel is placed in storage cells of the designated 
region(s).  

c, Subsequent decay of longer-rife nuclides, such as Pu-241, over the rack 
storage time may be accounted for to reduce the minimum bumup 
required to meet the reactivity requirements.  

d. A reactivity uncertainty due to uncertinty In the fuel depletion 
calculations should be developed and combined with other calculational 
uncertaihies. In the absence of any other determination of the depletion 
uncertainty, an uncertainty equal to 6 percent of the reactivity decrement 
to the burnup of Interest Is an acceptable assumption.  

e. A conrection for the effect of the axial dt ibutIn burnup should be 
determined and. If positive. added to the reactivity calculated for uniform 
axial bumup distriblln.  

B. AcAdditional Conslideraions 

1. The reactivity consequences of Incidents and accidents such as (1) a fuel 
assembl drop and (2) placement of a fuel assembly on the outside and 

rmmediately adjacent to a rack must be evaluated. Under the double-contingency 
principle. credit for soluble boron, If present, Is acceptable for these postulated 
accident conditions.  

2. If either credit for bumup Is assumed or racks of different enrichment capability 
are in the same fuel pool, fuel assembly misloadings must be considered.  
Normally. a mlsloacing error Involving only a single assembly need be 
considered unless there are circumstances that make multiple l•oding errors 
credible. Under the double-contngncy principle, cmdit for soluble boron, I 
present, is acceptable for these postulated accidenr conditions.
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3. The analysis must also consider the effect on criticality of natural events (e.g., 

earthquakes) that may deform, and change in the relative position of. the storage 

racks and fuel In the spent fuel pool.  

4. Abnormal temperatures (above those normally expected) and the reactivity 

consequences of void formation (boiling) should be evaluated to consider the 

effect on criticalty of loss of alI cooling systems or coolant flow, unless the 

cooling system meets the single.faglure criterion. Under the doubWecontingency 

principle, credit for soluble boron. If present, Is acceptable for these abnormally 

elevated temperature conditions.  

5. Normally, credit may only be taken for neutron absorbers "ht are an Integral 
(nonremovable) part of a fuel assembly or the storage ra. Credit for added 

absorber (rods, plates. or other configurations) will be considered on a case-by

case basis, provided it can be clearly denmontrated ftht design features prevenvt 

the absorbers from being removed, either inadvertently or intentionally without 

unusual effort such as the necessity for special equipment maintaine under 

positive administrative cJitrol.  

6. If credit for soluble boron is t&ken. the minimum required pool borton 

concentration (typically. the refueling boron concentration) should be 

Incorporated into the plant technical specifications or operating procedures. A 

boron dilution analysis should be performed to ensure that sufficient time is 

available to detect and suppress the worst dluton event that can occu from the 

minimum technical specification boron concentration to the boron concentration 

required to maintain the 0.95ka~ design basis limLt The analysi should consider 

all possible diluton Initiating eents (Including operator error), dilution sources, 

dilution flow rates, borstlon sources, i.srumentation. administrative procedures, 

and piping. This analysis should ust the surveillance Interval for vefting -he 

technical specification minimum pool boron concentration.  

7. Consolidated fuel assemblies usually result In low values of macuvit 

(undermodersted lattice). Nevertheless. criticality calculations, using en explict 

geometric description (usually triangular pitch) or as near an explicit description 
as possibiC, should be performed to assure a kg less than 0.95.  
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NNECO Operating Experience (OE) Matrix*

Millstone-Related Experiences Reference 9

DATE PLANT DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION NNECO POSITION 

12/20/76 MNP-1 Letter from Ernst Volgenau This letter refers to a special inspection (due This event is not relevant to the spent fuel pool criticality analysis.  

(Director, Office of Inspection to an unplanned criticality) that occurred on This happened to the Millstone 1 reactor core, not the spent fuel 

and Enforcement) to D.C. Switzer November 12 - 19, 1976. Violations pool. The testing involved withdrawal of control rods for 

(President, NNECO) "Order to include: (1) an unplanned criticality and Shutdown Margin (SDM) testing, and was designed to show that 

Show Cause and Order automatic reactor trip from high flux on four there was sufficient SDM for certain control rod configurations.  

Suspending License" IRM channels; (2) control rods were moved There is no equivalent of this testing for the SFP. This testing 

for shutdown margin testing without proper places you in a situation where a single failure can take the reactor 

verification by an operator or engineer; (3) critical. The operator pulled the wrong control rod and took the 

the shift Supervisor dismissed the issue. reactor critical with the head off. The only relevance this shows 
for the SFP is that a single failure can occur. In this case for the 
reactor, this single failure allowed the reactor to go critical. NRC 
regulations for the SFP are to ensure that no single failure event in 
the SFP will take the reactor critical (and further Keff will be less 

than 0.95). We comply with these regulations; therefore, there is 

no credible single failure that can take the SFP critical.  

2/11/85 Hatch-i, NRC Information Notice 85-12: Describes events in which: (1) fuel was These events are bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality analysis.  

MNP-2, Recent Fuel Handling Events dropped because of failures or deficiencies This notice is for a single fuel assembly handling event at various 

Monticello, in hoist equipment; and (2) other incidents nuclear plants, or in the case of Millstone 2, a single fuel pin 

Palisades, TP- involving deficiencies or misoperation of handling event. These events all involve an event where (at most) 

4, Cook-1 fuel handling equipment or procedures. a single fuel assembly was placed in an unexpected condition, that 
condition was immediately evident, and actions were taken to 
resolve the situation. We acknowledge that single fuel assembly 
handling events can and do occur. A possible fuel handling 
accident/event is part of the criticality analysis for the MP3 re
rack. Therefore, the effect on the criticality analysis for a single 

fuel handling event is accounted for.

This OE Matrix compiles events and incidents identified by the Intervenors and by NNECO during discovery in this proceeding. NNECO's intent here is to 

respond to those events that Connecticut Coalition Against Millstone and the Long Island Coalition Against Millstone may rely on in support of Contentions 4, 5, 

and 6 in this proceeding. NNECO makes no representation regarding the "completeness" of this list (i.e., where the Intervenors may apparently invoke An fuel 

handling or boron concentration discrepancy). NNECO included events specifically listed in discovery responses by either CCAM/CAM or NNECO. This OE 

Matrix is sponsored in the sworn testimony of Mr. Joseph Parillo and Mr. Michael Jensen.



Millstone-Related Experiences

DATE PLANT DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION NNECO POSITION 
3/18/85 MNP-2 Plant Incident Report 85-39 A fuel assembly was lowered into contact This event is bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality analysis.  

with another assembly located in the fuel This event is a single fuel assembly handling event at Millstone 2.  

upender. This event has no criticality implications. It occurred before fuel 
assembly bumup was ever credited. Also, it did not actually result 

in a circumstance that changed the spent fuel pool K-effective.  
Further, with regard to criticality, the fuel upenders are fully 
qualified for 5 w/o fresh fuel. Regardless, a possible fuel handling 
misplacement/event is part of the criticality analysis for the MP3 
re-rack. Therefore, the effect on the criticality analysis for a single 
fuel handling event is accounted for.  

10/2/85 MNP-2 Plant Incident Report 85-101 A fuel assembly was moved to an incorrect This event is bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality analysis.  
location in the spent fuel storage pool and This event is a single fuel assembly handling event at Millstone 2.  
lowered until it came in contact with an This event has no criticality implications. It did not actually result 

assembly already placed in that location, in a circumstance that changed the spent fuel pool K-effective.  
Even if the fuel assembly had been placed in the incorrect location, 
the fuel assembly was fully qualified for that location. Regardless, 
a possible fuel handling misplacement/event is part of the 
criticality analysis for the MP3 re-rack. Therefore, the effect on 
the criticality analysis for a single fuel handling event is accounted 
for.  

6/12/87 MNP-l Licensee Event Report 87-19-00 A fuel assembly in the reactor core was This event has no relevance to the spent fuel pool. Improperly 
found to be 90 degrees out of the proper rotated fuel is of significance in the reactor core, but is not relevant 
orientation. to the spent fuel pool. Spent Fuel Pool criticality analyses do not 

require a specific fuel rotation. Therefore, there is no such thing in 
the spent fuel pool as a misrotated fuel assembly that affects the 
criticality analysis.  

5/9/88 MNP-1, NRC Information Notice 88-21: Inadvertent criticality pertaining to Same as 12/20/76 event at Millstone 1, which was discussed 

Oskarshamn, "Inadvertent Criticality Events at movement of control rods. Plant operators above.  

VY Oskarshamn and at U.S. Nuclear failed to observe indications on the 
Power Plants" instruments that could have prevented or 

mitigated the event.
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Millstone-Related Experiences

DATE PLANT DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION NNECO POSITION 

4/22/92 MNP-2 NRC Information Notice 92 -21, Updates information initially supplied by This event would not occur in the Millstone 3 criticality analysis 
Supplement 1: Spent Fuel Pool ABB Combustion Engineering and since multiple independent computer code methods have been used 
Reactivity Calculations incorporated in Information Notice 92-21 to validate the results. The events involve errors in calculating 

(describes errors which were discovered in SFP K-effective, including an event at Millstone 2. Corrective 
reactivity calculations for spent fuel pools). actions for these events involve ensuring that vendors calculate K

effective with more than 1 computer code, and that the 
benchmarks to qualify the codes involve strong absorbers. For the 
Millstone 3 re-rack, as documented in our NRC re-rack submittal, 
the KENO and MCNP computer codes are used to provide an 
independent check of the K-effective results, to ensure that an error 
in 1 code would be identified by a difference in KENO and MCNP 
results. Also, as documented in our NRC re-rack submittal, the 
benchmark results for KENO and MCNP include high worth 
absorber critical experiments. Hence the causes of this event are 
not present in the MP3 re-rack. Also, this IN is not directly 
relevant to the contentions since the ability to calculate K-effective 
is NOT a contention.  

6/25/92 MNP-2 Licensee Event Report 92-003-01 A calculation error in the criticality analysis Same event as addressed below in IN 92-21.  
for the spent fuel pool.  

4/27/94 MNP-3 Plant Information Report A fuel assembly was moved from one This event is bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality analysis.  
3-94-079 location in the spent fuel storage pool to an This event is a single fuel assembly handling event at Millstone 3.  

incorrect location and lowered until it came This event has no criticality implications. It did not actually result 
in contact with an assembly already placed in a circumstance that changed the spent fuel pool K-effective.  
in that location. Even if the fuel assembly had been placed in the incorrect location, 

the fuel assembly was fully qualified for that location. Regardless, 
a possible fuel handling misplacement/event is part of the 
criticality analysis for the MP3 re-rack. Therefore, the effect on 
the criticality analysis for a single fuel handling event is accounted 
for.
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4/26/95 MNP-3 Adverse Condition Report - 710 While transferring fuel in the spent fuel This event is bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality analysis. This 

storage pool, the crane operator event is a single fuel assembly handling event at Millstone 3. This 
inadvertently brought an assembly to the event has no criticality implications. It did not actually result in a 
wrong location; the error was detected circumstance that changed the spent fuel pool K-effective.  
before the assembly was lowered. Regardless, a possible fuel handling misplacement/event is part of 

the criticality analysis for the MP3 re-rack. Therefore, the effect 
on the criticality analysis for a single fuel handling event is 
accounted for.  

8/31/95 MNP-I GENE 523-A085, "Independent General Electric review of Millstone 1 spent This is not relevant to any of the contentions. This document has 
Assessment of Spent Fuel Pool fuel practices which includes a description no criticality implications. See IN 95-54.  
Cooling at Millstone 1 Nuclear of issues related to decay heat removal.  
Power Station," D. Saxena and G.  
Stramback, General Electric 
Company 

11/14/95 MNP-1 Adverse Condition Report - 6385 A fuel assembly was placed in the spent fuel This event has no relevance to the spent fuel pool. Improperly 
storage pool in the wrong orientation, rotated fuel is of significance in the reactor core, but is not relevant 

to the spent fuel pool. Spent Fuel Pool criticality analyses do not 
require a specific fuel rotation. Therefore, there is no such thing in 
the spent fuel pool as a misrotated fuel assembly that affects the 
criticality analysis.



Millstone-Related Experiences

DATE PLANT DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION NNECO POSITION 

12/1/95 MNP-1, NRC Information Notice 95-54: NRC assessments of licensee control of This is not relevant to administrative controls used for criticality in 

Cooper "Decay Heat Management refueling operations and the methods for the Millstone 3 spent fuel pool. This IN is directly involved with 

Practices During Refueling removing decay heat produced from the heat removal from the SFP, and has nothing directly to do with 

Outages" irradiated fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. criticality. This event involved Millstone 1 not having consistency 
between its SFP cooling analysis and operations with respect to 
full core offload during refueling. If the intention is to argue that 
this administrative failure in the MP1 SFP shows compliance 
problems with administrative controls to be used at Millstone 3 for 
criticality control, the following should be noted: 

The process of implementing administrative limits for criticality 
involves 3 basic tasks: 
(1) calculating the criticality limits correctly. This is not a 

contention.  
(2) translating the criticality analysis limits 

(bumups/enrichments/decay times) into plant procedures 
correctly, and 

(3) putting the correct fuel assemblies into the correct locations.  

The first item above is not a contention. The second and third 

items are administrative in nature, and are the subject of the 
contentions. Items (2) and (3) are directly measurable by both 
Millstone and industry experience. Therefore, it is this directly 
applicable experience that is relevant to determine the reliability of 
the administrative controls to be used for criticality compliance.  
The success or failure of other administrative controls have 
significantly less meaning when you can directly measure and 
assess the adequacy of the controls that are to be used for criticality 
compliance.  

12/14/95 MNP-1 Licensee Event Report 95-009-02 A determination at Millstone 1 that portions Same as IN 95-54.  
of the spent fuel pool cooling piping, which 
had been used with a maximum operating 
temperature of 1500 F, actually was only 
designed for 850 F.
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3/1/96 MNP-1 NRC Daily Event Report No. Potential movement of spent fuel pool gates This is not relevant to any of the contentions. NNECO personnel 

30050, "Unanalyzed Heavy Load over irradiated fuel. identified the potential for this event in a pre-job brief prior to 

Path for Moving Gates Outside moving the gates. NNECO revised the procedure to preclude this 

the Spent Fuel Pool" event from occurring.  

3/6/96 MNP-l Licensee Event Report 96-023-00 Determined that new fuel assemblies moved This is not relevant to Millstone 3 spent fuel pool. The Millstone 3 

over irradiated fuel assemblies in the spent new fuel elevator is located in the transfer canal, and there are 

fuel storage pool. crane interlocks to prevent new fuel movement over the spent fuel 
pool.  

7/25/96 MNP-1 Licensee Event Report 93-011-02 Determined that during refueling outages Same as IN 95-54, above.  
the Millstone 1 spent fuel pool cooling 
system, by itself, would have been incapable 
of maintaining pool temperature below the 
150 * F design limit, under certain 
conditions. Conditions in question involve 
the transfer of a full reactor core into the 
spent fuel pool.  

10/3/96 MNP-1 Adverse Condition Report MI - Determined that a spent fuel assembly in the This is not relevant to Millstone 3 spent fuel pool. This event is 

96-0646 spent fuel storage pool was not fully seated particular to BWRs which have channel fasteners which can cause 

in the storage rack. fuel to hang up on the top of the fuel racks. There are no 
corresponding circumstances for PWRs.  

1/14/97 MNP-l Adverse Condition Report Ml- Determined that an irradiated fuel assembly, This is not relevant to Millstone 3 spent fuel pool. This event 

97-0082 stored in a damaged fuel container in a concerns a single BWR fuel assembly which was dropped and 
control rod storage rack, may have been an damaged in the 1970s. The fuel assembly is stored in a special 

unanalyzed configuration. container segregated away from other fuel assemblies in a special 
control rod storage rack. In 1997, NU determined that there was 
no documented, readily available information that documented 
that the single fuel assembly could not by itself pose a criticality 
threat, due to the potentially damaged mechanical structure. The 
fuel assembly had been and continued to be appropriately isolated 
from other fuel assemblies. Analysis was then performed and 
documented to show that the fuel assembly could not pose a 
criticality threat.
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6/27/97 MNP-3 Preliminary Notification of At Millstone 3 the reactor plant component Same response as IN 95-54. The Millstone 3 event was a SFP 

Event or Unusual Occurrence cooling water system was lined up to the heatup event. This is not relevant to the contentions. As discussed 
PNO-I-97-039 wrong spent fuel pool heat exchanger. This in the response to IN 95-54, the failure to have consistency 

system misalignment and subsequent between analysis and practice can be directly assessed for the 
increase in the spent fuel pool temperature criticality issues that are of contention. The success or failure of 
went unnoticed for approximately 28 hours. other administrative controls is not relevant. The intervenors are 

trying to argue that because an administrative control failed in one 
particular area in the past, that the administrative controls in 
question for the SFP criticality controls will fail in the future.  
These SFP criticality controls can be directly assessed based on 
Millstone and industry experience. There is no need to infer 
success/failure based on the success/failure of other administrative 
controls.  

1/28/99 MNP-2 Condition Report M2-99-0304 Approximately 2,370 gallons of SFP water Same response as 6/27/97 event. The SFP criticality controls can 
transferred to CW system. be directly assessed based on Millstone and industry experience.  

There is no need to infer success/failure based on the 
success/failure of other administrative controls.



Non-Millstone Related Experiences

DATE PLANT DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION NNECO POSITION 
10/9/80 Browns Ferry Licensee Event Report 80-037-01 Two fuel assemblies were misoriented 900. This event has no relevance to the spent fuel pool.  

Improperly rotated fuel is of significance in the 
reactor core, but is not relevant to the spent fuel pool.  
Spent Fuel Pool criticality analyses do not require a 
specific fuel rotation. Therefore, there is no such 
thing in the spent fuel pool as a misrotated fuel 
assembly that affects the criticality analysis.  

12/18/86 Cooper Licensee Event Report 86-034-00 Fuel loaded in the spent fuel pool with a U-235 This event is not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent fuel 
loading higher than allowed by the Technical pool. The Millstone 3 criticality analysis considers the 
Specifications. highest possible fuel enrichment, 5 w/o, that can be 

received from a manufacturing facility. This event 
involved Cooper having a 14.5 gram U-235/axial cm 
TS limit for fuel enrichment. Cooper actually received 
fuel with up to 14.6 gram U-235/axial cm. This was 
solely due to nominal conditions vs. manufactured 
conditions. The criticality analysis correctly 
considered the manufacturing tolerances, but the TS 
was actually based on nominal conditions. Since the 
Millstone 3 criticality analysis includes manufacturing 
tolerances, and fuel cannot be physically made greater 
than the 5 w/o Millstone 3 TS limit, the corresponding 
event could not happen here.  

2/24/87 Oyster Creek 1 Licensee Event Report 87-006-00 A misplacement of fuel in the spent fuel pool based This event is not applicable to Millstone 3 since the 
on exceeding the average planar enrichment of U- spent fuel pool criticality analysis addresses fuel up to 
235. the maximum enrichment of 5 w/o U-235. The event 

involved allowing higher enrichments in the spent 
fuel pool than the TS allowed. The criticality analysis 
was bounded by the higher enrichments used, but the 
TS were not revised to reflect the higher allowed 
enrichments, since personnel did not realize the new 
fuel would be temporarily stored in the spent fuel 
pool.  

9/4/87 CY Letter from R.L. McGuimnness, NU, Reportability determination for loss of spent fuel Same as IN 95-54.  
to D.B. Miller, NU, "Reportability pool cooling described in LER 87-0015.  
of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling"
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9/11/87 CY Licensee Event Report 87-015-00 A loss of spent fuel pool cooling. Same as IN 95-54.  

9/11/87 D.C. Cook Licensee Event Report 87-015-00 Malfunction of the refueling Manipulator Crane Not relevant to criticality contentions. Same response 
load cell which led to the discovery that the load as IN 97-68.  
cell had not been adequately calibrated.  

12/1/87 Crystal River 3 Licensee Event Report 87-026-00 A misplacement of a 3.85% enriched fuel assembly This event involved 1 fuel assembly which was 
in a spent fuel pool that was limited to storage of incorrectly moved and did not qualify for regional 
3.5% enriched fuel. storage. This event is bounded by the single fuel 

misload event assumed in the Millstone 3 criticality 
analysis. Even if this event did occur at Millstone 3, 
the reactivity effects would be easily bounded by the 
Millstone 3 criticality analysis limiting single fuel 
misload event.  

5/5/88 Turkey Point-3, NRC Information Notice 88-20: Potential problems resulting from unauthorized This is not relevant to any of the contentions. A non
Braidwood "Unauthorized Individuals persons manipulating controls and performing licensed individual performed a control room 

Manipulating Control and control room activities, manipulation (correctly) under licensed supervision.  
Performing Control Room However, the individual did not qualify for the 
Activities" exemption to manipulate controls without a license, 

since he was not formally enrolled in a training 
program.  

4/19/90 Catawba 1 Licensee Event Report 90-016-00 Missed sample from Refueling Water Storage Tank There was a missed TS surveillance on the RWST 
(RWST). boron concentration. The relevance is unclear to the 

Millstone 3 re-rack amendment. If anything, the 
proposed Millstone 3 re-rack SFP boron monitoring 
surveillance is designed to reduce the possibility of a 
missed surveillance by aligning the surveillance 
interval with the chemistry department's normal 
weekly SFP monitoring schedule.  

8/91 N/A NUREG/CR-5819: Probability Describes probability and consequences of rapid This document is not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent 
and Consequences of Rapid Boron boron dilution in PWR. fuel pool criticality analyses. This document concerns 
Dilution in a PWR the dilution of the Reactor Coolant System of a PWR.  

This document has nothing to do with SFP dilutions.  
It is, therefore, not relevant.
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11/25/91 McGuire 1 Licensee Event Report 91-016-00 The vacant row requirement not satisfied for 11 fuel This event involves inadequate controls at the 

assemblies. interface of 2 regions of fuel storage. While the fuel 
was properly placed within the required regions, the 
interface of the 2 regions was not properly controlled.  
This same event could not happen for the proposed 
Millstone 3 configuration. For all regions except the 
Region 1 3-out-of-4 configuration, the racks have 
been analyzed to show that no interface problem 
exists with adjacent fuel storage regions, so that there 
are no additional requirements due to interface 
concerns. For Region 1 3-out-4 storage, the Technical 
Specification requirements specify the interface 
requirements to other regions. These interface 
requirements are essentially unchanged from the 
current requirements. Further, NNECO's rerack 
design is such that the Region 1 3-out-of-4 cell 
blocker placement has already been fixed, and this 
cell blocker placement precludes any interface 
requirement problem. Therefore, for the proposed 
Millstone 3 rerack, fuel meeting the requirements for 
regional storage, ensures by itself, with no additional 
actions, that there are no interface problems.  

6/92 N/A NUREG/CR-5771: "Probability Probability and consequences of misloading fuel in Not relevant to the Millstone 3 criticality analysis.  
and Consequences of Misloading a PWR. This document concerns the probability and 
Fuel in a PWR" consequences of misloading fresh fuel in the reactor 

core of a PWR. The only relevance to the SFP is that 
the document uses some fault trees of SFP operation 
to contribute to the probability of fresh fuel misloads 
to the core causing criticality. A minimum of 5 fresh 
fuel misloads together were necessary in the core to 
be critical. The report assumes that there is only 1 
person in the SFP verifying the correct fuel storage 

locations. Therefore, for that reason alone, this report 
has no relevance to MP3, which requires 2 people to 
verify the correct location of fuel.
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11/4/92 Univ. of NRC Information Notice 92-73: Issued as a result of an event in which licensed The inadvertent removal of a fuel assembly from a 

Michigan "Removal of a Fuel Element from operators at a research reactor inadvertently critical research reactor core is not directly relevant to 
a Research Reactor Core While removed a fuel element from a reactor core that was a spent fuel pool criticality analysis. Indirectly, it 
Critical" critical. would show that a single fuel mishandling event 

should be considered, as it already has been in the 
Millstone 3 SFP criticality analysis.  

10/21/93 Vermont NRC Augmented Inspection Team Two fuel handling events that took place at Same response as IN 94-13 below.  
Yankee (AIT) Report 50-271/93-81 Vermont Yankee. It was determined that the 

grapple had not properly closed on the fuel 
assembly handle, and that the grapple light was not 
energized, resulting in the drop of the assembly on 
September 3, 1993. The second event was due to 
an inadvertent operator error.  

2/22/94 VY, Peach NRC Information Notice 94-13: Potential problems resulting from inadequate These events are bounded by the Millstone 3 spent 
Bottom, "Unanticipated and Unintended oversight of refueling operations and inadequate fuel pool criticality analysis. The fuel assembly 
Susquehanna, Movement of Fuel Assemblies and performance on the part of refueling personnel. events cited involve single fuel assembly handling 
Nine Mile Point Other Components Due to events. Regardless of how the events are initiated, 

Improper Operation of Refueling whether mechanical failure, human failure, or 
Equipment" inadequate oversight, it is still a single fuel assembly 

handling or misplacement event. The events cited 
here have only 1 fuel assembly, at any one time, in an 
unexpected or inappropriate location. A possible fuel 
handling accident/event is part of the criticality 
analysis for the MP3 re-rack, therefore the effect on 
the criticality analysis for a fuel handling event is 
accounted for.



Non-Millstone Related Experiences

DATE PLANT DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION NNECO POSITION 
3/17/94 River Bend, Memorandum to Jack E. Rosenthal Several plants between 1990 and 1993 that had Not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent fuel pool 

Indian Point-3, to Sanford L. Isreal - Review of mispositioned equipment events, criticality analysis.  
Catawba, Mispositioned Equipment This report is an NRC staff report on mispositioned 
Summer, equipment, mostly valves. The reason this report is 
Turkey Point, probably cited is to show that independent verification 
Braidwood, checks can fail, in this case on valve positions. The 
Comanche circumstances on valve position verification are quite 
Peak-2 different then verifying that a fuel assembly is being 

placed/removed from the proper SFP location. Valve 
mispositioning and verification can be subject to 
many issues that are not present in the SFP. Valve 
position mis-identification can be a result of the 
location of valves, the number of valves to be verified 
in a very short time, each valve may have unique 
indications, or left vs. right action. In contrast, SFP 
verification is a slow process that is consistent in 
terms of its verification environment. In short, the 
administrative success/failure of independent 
verification of fuel movement should be judged on its 
own history, not an extrapolation of success/failure of 
other administrative controls that have no bearing on 
the specifics of fuel movement verification. These 
SFP criticality controls can be directly assessed based 
on Millstone and industry experience. There is no 
need to infer success/failure based on the 
success/failure of other administrative controls.  

6/28/94 Waterford NRC Information Notice 94-13, Unanticipated and unintended movement of fuel Same response as IN 94-13, above.  
Supp. 1 assemblies due to improper operation of refueling 

equipment.  
7/11/94 McGuire 1 Licensee Event Report 94-005-00 Reduction in spent fuel pool boron concentration This was a small reduction in boron concentration as a 

from 2105 ppm to 1957 ppm due to a dilution result of a transfer canal draindown. The dilution was 
event. quickly detected and criticality safety was never even 

potentially compromised. NNECO has procedural 
cautions in place to preclude a similar event from 

occurring at Millstone.
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8/15/94 Byron Licensee Event Report 94-006-00 A fuel assembly in the spent fuel pool in the wrong This event involved 1 fuel assembly which had 

position based on not meeting minimum bumup attained about 3000 mwd/mtu bumup less than 
requirements. required for regional storage. This event is bounded 

by the single fuel misload event assumed in the 
Millstone 3 criticality analysis. The effect on K
effective to this event is not large. Even if this event 
did occur at Millstone 3, the reactivity effects would 
be easily bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality 
analysis limiting single fuel misload event.  

10/14/94 Zion Unit 1 & NRC Information Notice 94-75: Technical Specifications for minimum temperature Not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent fuel pool 
2, Indian Point "Minimum Temperature for for criticality were not supported by the safety criticality analysis.  

3 Criticality" analyses at the following plants: Zion Units 1 and 2, The event concerns minimum temperature for 
Indian Point Unit 3. criticality in the reactor, and whether there is 

consistency between the safety analysis and plant 
requirements. This is not relevant to the contentions.  
It is inappropriate to conclude that because an 
administrative control fails in one particular area, that 
the administrative criticality controls for the SFP will 
also fail. These SFP criticality controls can be 
directly assessed based on Millstone and industry 
experience. There is no need to infer success/failure 
based on the success/failure of other administrative 
controls.  

2/7/96 Oconee Licensee Event Report 96-001-00 Inadvertent suspension of a fuel assembly inside the This is the same event listed below as 3/5/96 NOV.  
spent fuel pool mast. This is a single fuel assembly handling event and, as 

such, is bounded by the Millstone Unit 3 criticality 
analysis. There were, in fact, no changes in SFP K
effective due to this event.  

3/5/96 Oconee Notice of Violation and Proposed A spent fuel assembly was inadvertently left This is a single fuel assembly handling event and is 
Imposition of Civil Penalty 50- withdrawn from the Units 1 and 2 spent fuel pool bounded by the Millstone Unit 3 criticality analysis.  
269/96-02 rack. The violation involved the failure to provide There were, in fact, no changes in SFP K-effective 

adequate procedures to control fuel assembly due to this event.  
movement in the spent fuel pool.
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3/25/96 Hope Creek Licensee Event Report 95-042-00 A visual inspection of the reactor core revealed a This event has no relevance to the spent fuel pool.  

fuel bundle that was apparently 1800 out of proper Improperly rotated fuel is of significance in the 

orientation. reactor core, but is not relevant to the spent fuel pool.  
Spent Fuel Pool criticality analyses do not require a 
specific fuel rotation. Therefore, there is no such 
thing in the spent fuel pool as a misrotated fuel 
assembly that affects the criticality analysis.  

5/22/96 Several NRC Press Release 96-74: NRC 15 power plants at nine sites that might have This has to do with SFP decay heat removal, not 

Staff Completes Survey of violated license commitments when fuel was moved criticality. Same response as Information Notice 95 

Refueling Practices at Nation's from the reactor to the spent fuel storage pool 54.  
Nuclear Power Plants during refueling.  

6/25/96 Byron Licensee Event Report 96-008-00 Fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool in the wrong This event involves 3 fuel assemblies which had 
position based on not meeting minimum bumup attained a small amount of bumup less than required 
requirements. for regional storage. This event involves improperly 

qualifying these 3 fuel assemblies due to lack of 
timely independent verification. The effect on K

effective to this event was negligible. This event 
should not occur at Millstone 3 due to our 
requirement for independent verification prior to fuel 

qualification for regional storage. Even if this event 
did occur at Millstone 3, the reactivity effects would 

be easily bounded by the Millstone 3 criticality 
analysis limiting single fuel misload event.



Non-Millstone Related Experiences
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7/15/96 Braidwood 1 Licensee Event Report 96-007-00 A fuel misposition in the spent fuel pool because of This event involves inadequate controls at the 

failure to consider effects on lower bumup fuel in interface of 2 regions of fuel storage. While the fuel 
adjacent storage locations, was properly placed within the required regions, the 

interface of the 2 regions was not properly controlled.  
This same event could not happen for the proposed 
Millstone 3 configuration. For all proposed Millstone 
3 regions, except the Region 1 3-out-of-4 
configuration, the racks have been analyzed to show 
that no interface problem exists with adjacent fuel 
storage regions, so that there are no additional 
requirements due to interface concerns. For Region 1 
3-out-4 storage, the Technical Specification 
requirements specify the interface requirements to 
other regions. These interface requirements are 
essentially unchanged from the current requirements.  
Further, NNECO's rerack design is such that the 
Region 1 3-out-of-4 cell blocker placement has 
already been fixed, and this cell blocker placement 
precludes any interface requirement problem.  
Therefore, for the proposed Millstone 3 rerack, fuel 
meeting the requirements for regional storage, ensures 
by itself, with no additional actions, that there are no 
interface problems.  

8/5/96 Braidwood I Licensee Event Report 96-008-00 A fuel assembly not in the required checkerboard This event is bounded by the MP3 rerack criticality 
configuration based on bumup vs. initial analysis. This is a single fuel handling event involving 
enrichment. I misloaded fuel assembly. Further, procedures 

require independent verification for qualification of 
fuel which would prevent this event from happening 
at Millstone 3.
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9/30/96 Cooper Notice of Violation 50-298/95-18 Failure by licensed operating personnel to follow Not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent fuel pool 

procedural requirements, including: (1) failure to criticality analysis. This involves improper control 
insert control rods in the proper sequence; (2) rod positioning and failure to follow procedures. It is 
failure to notify the shift supervisor of a inappropriate to conclude that because an 
mispositioned control rod; and (3) failure to obtain administrative control fails in one particular area, that 
the concurrence of the shift supervisor and reactor the administrative criticality controls for the SFP will 
engineer for a recovery plan of the mispositioned also fail. These SFP criticality controls can be 
control rods. directly assessed based on Millstone and industry 

experience. There is no need to infer success/failure 
based on the success/failure of other administrative 
controls.  

11/14/96 N/A Briefing on Spent Fuel Pool Study NRC assessment of the likelihood and This has to do with SFP decay heat removal, not 
- Public Meeting consequences of an extended loss of spent fuel pool criticality. Same response as IN 95 - 54.  

cooling inventory.  

3/24/97 Beaver Valley Notice of Violation 50-334/96-10, (1) Failure of staff to follow procedures and Not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent fuel pool 
50-412/96-10 implement appropriate work practices and controls; criticality analysis. This involves operator valve 

(2) operators inadvertently deenergized the waste mispositioning and failure to follow procedures. It is 
gas decay tank; and (3) failure to take appropriate inappropriate to conclude that because an 
corrective action. administrative control fails in one particular area, that 

the administrative criticality controls for the SFP will 
also fail. These SFP criticality controls can be 
directly assessed based on Millstone and industry 
experience. There is no need to infer success/failure 

based on the success/failure of 6ther administrative 
controls.  

9/2/97 Zion Notice of Violation and Proposed Violation issues, including: (1) reactivity Not relevant to the Millstone 3 spent fuel pool 
Imposition of Civil Penalties 50- management; (2) command, control, and criticality analysis. This event involves reactivity 
295/97-006 communication; (3) corrective actions - reactivity management of the reactor core due to control rod 

management event; (4) corrective actions - reactor operation. It is inappropriate to conclude that because 
voiding event; (5) failure to comply with a limiting an administrative control fails in one particular area, 
condition for operation; (6) undetected that the administrative criticality controls for the SFP 
displacement of reactor coolant; and (7) failure to will also fail. These SFP criticality controls can be 
report the accumulation of gas in the reactor coolant directly assessed based on Millstone and industry 
system. experience. There is no need to infer success/failure 

based on the success/failure of other administrative 
controls.
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9/3/97 Calvert Cliffs NRC Information Notice 97-68: Inadequacies in license control work which resulted This is not directly relevant to any of the contentions.  

"Loss of Control of Diver in a in a diver crossing about 4.6 meters (15 feet) of The only commonality is that an administrative failure 

Spent Fuel Storage Pool" unsurveyed fuel transfer area floor and coming occurred in a spent fuel pool. It has nothing to do 
within a few feet of radiation dose rate ranging with criticality issues, which are the concern of the 
from 120 to 200 Gy/hr (12,000 to 20,000 radihr). contentions. It is inappropriate to conclude that 

because an administrative control fails in one 
particular area, that the administrative criticality 
controls for the SFP will also fail. These SFP 
criticality controls can be directly assessed based on 
Millstone and industry experience. There is no need 
to infer success/failure based on the success/failure of 
other administrative controls.  

4/3/98 TMI - 1 Licensee Event Report 98-002-01 Failure to take a sample of spent fuel pool Same response as 4/19/90 Catawba 1 event.  
following addition of water.  

6/4/98 Hope Creek Notice of Violation 50-354/98-05 Violations issues, including: (1) the residual heat This has to do with core/SFP decay heat removal, not 
removal system was not maintained available criticality. Same response as IN 95 - 54.  
during a 1990 refueling outage while the reactor 
core was fully offloaded for the purpose of 
augmenting fuel pool cooling; (2) check valves and 
gas bottle regulators were not properly tested; and 
(3) an inconsistency in a design basis assumption 
related to chiller temperature was found, but not 
acted upon.
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8/11/98 Braidwood 1 Licensee Event Report 96-010-02 Boraflex configurations not consistent with Neither of the 2 issues should concern the MP3 
criticality analysis, and also Boral configuration License amendment. For Boraflex degradation, one 

was not consistent with criticality analysis. of the purposes of the MP3 re-rack license 
amendment is to go to a no-Boraflex reactivity credit 
condition in the existing racks. This LER concerns 
long term Boraflex degradation, which eventually 
results in the Boraflex material condition falling 
outside of the bounds of the criticality analysis. "On
going" administrative controls (i.e., long term 
Boraflex surveillance testing), which are used in 
implementing any physical criticality system, 
identified this Braidwood deficiency. It is this long
term Boraflex degradation that MP3 is trying to avoid 
by going to a no-Boraflex credit in the criticality 
analysis. Concerning the second issue in this LER, 
the Boral racks to be installed at MP3 have Boral 
panels on all 4 sides of the stored fuel assemblies, 
including the rack exterior cells. Therefore, the LER 
condition is not applicable to the Boral racks to be 
installed at MP3.  

6/25/99 Salem-1, Diablo NRC Information Notice 99-21: Human performance weaknesses resulting in: (1) The second event was a SFP heatup event. This is not 
Canyon-i, "Recent Plant Events Caused by the Salem I reactor automatically shutting down relevant to the contentions. Same response as IN 95 
Vogtle-2, San Human Performance Errors" because of a low bearing oil pressure turbine trip; 54.  
Onofre-2 (2) the Diablo Canyon 1 annunciator alarmed 

resulting in spent fuel pool pump 1-2 not operating 
as expected; (3) Vogtle 2 "steam flow /feed flow 
mismatch" annunciator spare alarm sounded 
resulting in unexpected closing of loop 3 valve; and 
(4) a loss of shutdown cooling recorded at San 
Onofre 2.
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Non-Millstone Related Experiences
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NNECO POSITIONDESCRIPTIONDATE PLANT DOCUENT

-19-

3/2/00 McGuire Licensee Event Report 00-003-00 Certain modeling methods used to perform SFP The Millstone 3 rerack criticality analyses do not have 
criticality analyses determined to be non- this problem. This issue concerns whether adequate 
conservative in that keff may exceed 0.95 for reactivity uncertainties due to axial burnup 
postulated off-normal conditions with 0 ppm boron distributions have been applied. For the Millstone 3 
in the SFP. rerack, specific limiting axial bumup distributions for 

various bumups were analyzed in both 2 and 3 

dimensions to determine bounding axial burnup 
penalties. This analysis was performed with bounding 
Millstone 3 specific data. Axial burnup uncertainties 
are specifically discussed in the licensing report 
submitted for the proposed amendment.  

3/15/00 Yankee Licensee Event Report 00-002-00 Discovered that past practice of moving fuel This event is not applicable to Millstone Unit 3. The 
assemblies over lower tier storage racks resulted in new Millstone 3 racks have been designed to be the 
assemblies being lifted 13 inches above the racks, same height as the existing racks, to avoid these types 
which is outside the design basis. of problems.  

3/23/00 Farley Licensee Event Report 00-004-00 Determined that three fuel assemblies were loaded Addressed in J. Parillo Affidavit, ¶¶ 43-46.  
into SFP in configurations contrary to Technical 
Specifications. _
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RIN 3150-AF87 

Criticality Accident Requirements 

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission.  
ACTION: Final rule.  

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is amending its 
regulations to give licensees of light
water nuclear power reactors greater 
flexibility in meeting the requirement 
that licensees authorized to possess 
more than a small amount of special 
nuclear material (SNM) maintain a 
criticality monitoring system in each 
area in which the material is handled, 
used, or stored. This action is taken as 
a result of the experience gained in 
processing and evaluating a number of 
exemption requests from such licensees 
and NRC's safety assessments in 
response to these requests that 
concluded that the likelihood of 
criticality was negligible.  
EFFECTIVE DATE: The final rule is 
effective on December 14. 1998.  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Michael T. Jamgochian. Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. U.S.  
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  
Washington, DC 20555-0001; telephone: 
(301) 415-3224: e-mail: mtjl@nrc.gov.  
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is amending its 
regulations to give persons licensed to 
construct or operate light-water nuclear 
power reactors the option of either 
meeting the criticalirv accident 
requirements of paragraph (a) through 
(c) of 10 CFR 70.24 in handling and 
storage areas for SNM. or electing to

comply with certain requirements that 
are set forth in a new Section 50.68 in 
10 CFR Part 50. The requirements in 
Section 50.68 are generally the 
requirements that the NRC has used to 
grant specific exemptions from the 
requirements of 10 CFR 70.24. In 
addition, the NRC is deleting the current 
text of Section 70.24(d) concerning the 
granting of specific exemptions from 
Section 70.24 because it is redundant to 
10 CFR 70.14(a). Section 70.24(d) is 
rewritten to provide that the 
requirements in paragraphs (a) through 
(c) of 10 CFR 70.24 do not apply to 
holders of a construction permit or 
operating license for a nuclear power 
reactor issued under 10 CFR Part 50. or 
combined licenses issued under 10 CFR 
Part 52, if the holders comply with the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.68(b).  

]I. Discussion % 

On December 3. 1997 (62 FR 63825), 
the NRC published a direct final rule in 
the Federal Register that would have 
provided persons licensed to construct 
or operate light-water nuclear power 
reactors with the option of either 
meeting the criticality accident 
requirements of paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 
70.24 in handling and storage areas for 
SNM. or electing to comply with 
requirements that would be 
incorporated into 10 CFR Part 50 at 10 
CFR 50.68. A direct final rule (62 FR 
63825) and a parallel proposed rule (62 
FR 63911) amending Parts 70 and 50 
were published in the Federal Register 
on December 3. 1997. The statement of 
considerations for the direct final rule 
and the proposed rule stated that if 
significant adverse comments were 
received on the direct final rule, the 
NRC would withdraw tne direct final 
rule and would address the comments 
in a subsequent final rule. Significant 
adverse comments were received from 
the public, and on February 25, 1998.  
the NRC published a notice 
withdrawing the direct final rule and 
revoking the regulatory text. Since the 
direct final rule had an effective date of 
February 17. 1998. it was necessary for 
the February 25, 1998 notice to revoke 
the regulatory text which became 
effective on February 17. 1998. as well 
as to withdraw the direct final rule.  
With the withdrawal and revocation, the 
proposed rule is the only regulatory 
proposal remaining. The NRC has 
determined to modify the proposed rule

to address public comments and to 
make several editorial clarifications.  
The analysis of and response to the 
public comments to the proposed rule 
are set forth below.  

MIr. Comments on the Proposed Rule 
The NRC received comments on the 

December 3. 1997, proposed rule (62 FR 
63911) from Commonwealth Edison, 
Carolina Power & Light Company.  
Southern Nuclear Operating Company.  
Nuclear Energy Institute. Northern 
States Power Company. Trojan Nuclear 
Plant, and Detroit Edison. Copies of the 
letters are available for public 
inspection and copying for a fee at the 
Commission's Public Document Room, 
located at 2120 L Street. NW (Lower 
Level). Washington. DC. Many of the 
comment letters suggested editorial type 
changes, some of which have been 
incorporated into this final rule. The 
comments are classified into nine 
general comments and are addressed as 
follows: 

Comment 1: The proposed rule 
should not prohibit licensees from 
applying for exemptions under the 
guidelines of 10 CFR 70.14 and should 
contain provisions to note that any 
existing approved exemptions remain 
valid.  

Response: Even though the wording of 
paragraph (d) in the current version of 
10 CFR 70.24. which provides for 
applying for exemptions should "good 
cause" exist, is being deleted, licensees 
are not prohibited from applying for 
such exemptions under the guidelines 
of paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 70.14.  
"-Specific Exemptions." 

The standard for issuance of 
exemptions under Section 70.14 is 
essentially the same as the "good cause" 
criterion in paragraph (d) of Section 
70.24. Therefore, its removal from 
Section 70.24(d) will not change the 
standard for, or otherwise serve to limit 
the granting of, exemptions to Section 
70-24.  

This rulemaking does not affect the 
status of exemptions to the requirements 
of Section 70.24 that were previously 
granted by the NRC. A licensee 
currently holding an exemption to 
Section 70.24 may continue operation 
under its existing exemption (including 
any applicable conditions imposed as 
part of the granting of the exemption) 
and its current programs and 
commitments without any further 
action. Alternatively, a licensee
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currently holding exemptions to Section 
70.24 may elect to comply with the new 
alternative provided under Section 
50.68(b), but if it does so, its exemption 
would be inapplicable and would not 
serve as a basis for avoiding compliance 
with the criteria listed in Section 
50.68(b). A licensee whose exemption 
was issued as part of its operating 
license and whose exemption contained 
conditions imposed as part of the 
granting of the exemption, need not 
apply for a license amendment to delete 
the exemption conditions as a 
prerequisite for complying with Section 
50.68(b).  

Comment 2: For many BWRs, 
optimum moderation calculations are 
not performed for the fresh fuel storage 
racks because administrative controls 
are in place to preclude these 
conditions. In accordance with vendor 
recommendations. compensatory 
measures have been established to 
preclude an optimum moderation 
condition in the fresh fuel storage racks.  
The rule should contain a provision that 
exempts this requirement if adequate 
controls have been established to 
preclude an optimum moderation 
condition.  

Response: The NRC agrees and has 
added the following provision to 10 CFR 
50.68(b) (3): "This evaluation need not 
be performed if administrative control 
and/or design features prevent such 
moderation, or if fresh fuel storage racks 
are not used." 

Comment 3. The rule should 
eliminate the reference to General 
Design Criterion 63 (GDC 63) and 
should describe the underlying 
monitoring requirements.  

Response: The reference to GDC 63 
was initially incorporated to ensure that 
licensees receiving an exemption to 10 
CFR 70.24 would not erroneously view 
the exemption as the basis for removing 
from the spent fuel pool area radiation 
monitors that were installed to meet 
other monitoring requirements. such as 
those contained in 10 CFR 20.1501 and 
GDC 63. This rule change does not affect 
these other monitoring requirements: 
therefore, referencing GDC 63 has been 
deleted.  

Comment 4. Placing a limit on 
enrichment offers no direct safety 
benefit and should not be included.  

Response: The NRC disagrees with the 
comment. The maximum allowable 
nominal enrichment of reactor fuel is 
currently limited to 5-weight percent on 
the basis of possible criticality concerns 
even in a dry environment, as well as 
currently' approved extensions to 10 
CFR 51.52 based on an environmental 
impact study for enrichments higher 
than 5-weight percent. Any future

approved enrichment extension can be 
readily handled by modifying this 
criterion.  

Comment 5. Replace "may not 
permit" with "shall prohibit the" in 
Criterion (1).  

Response: The NRC agrees and has 
used the phrase suggested by the 
commenters.  

Comment 6. Use of "pure water" and 
"unborated water" should be consistent.  

Response: The NRC agrees. The final 
rule uses the term "unborated water." 

Comment 7. Criteria (2) and (3) 
should not be applicable if the licensee 
does not use the fresh fuel storage racks.  

Response: The NRC agrees and has 
added the following provision to 10 CFR 
50.68 (b) (2) and (b)(3): "This evaluation 
need not be performed if administrative 
controls and/or design features prevent 
such moderation or if fresh fuel storage 
racks are not used." 

Comment 8. The meaning of 
"transportation" in criterion (1) is 
unclear.  

Response: The NRC agrees and has 
deleted the term.  

Comment 9. The phrase 'maximum 
permissible U-235 enrichment" in 
Criteria (2), (3), and (4) should be 
replaced by the phrase "maximum fuel 
assembly reactivity." 

Response: The NRC agrees and has 
used the phrase suggested by the 
commenter.  

IV. Section-by-Section Analysis 

10 CFR 50.68 

Paragraph (a) of Section 50.68 allows 
a nuclear power plant licensee 
(including a holder of either a 
construction permit or a combined 
operating license) the option of 
complying with Section 70.24 (a) 
through (c). or complying with the 
requirements in paragraph (b) of Section 
50.68. The corresponding provision in 
Section 70.24 is paragraph (d).  

Paragraph (b) sets forth eight specific 
requirements which a licensee must 
comply with so long as it chooses under 
the provisions of Section 50.68 to avoid 
compliance with the requirements of 
Section 70.24 (a) through (c).  

A licensee currently holding an 
exemption to Section 70.24 may elect to 
comply with the new alternative 
provided under Section 50.68, but if it 
does so, its exemption to Section 70.24 
is inapplicable to. and would not serve 
as a basis for avoiding compliance with 
the eight criteria in Section 50.68(b).  

10 CFR 70.24 

Paragraph (d)(1) of Section 70.24 
allows a nuclear power plant licensee 
(including a holder of either a

construction permit or a combined 
operating license) the option of 
complying with Section 70.24 (a) 
through (c). or complying with the 
requirements in 10 CFR Section 50.68.  
This paragraph is the corresponding 
provision to Section 50.68(a).  

Paragraph (d)(2) clarifies that the 
status of exemptions to the requirements 
of Section 70.24 that were previously 
granted by the NRC continue unaffected 
by this rulemaking. A licensee currentiy 
holding an exemption to Section 70.24 
may continue operation under its 
existing exemption (including any 
applicable conditions imposed as part of 
the grant of the exemption) and its 
current programs and commitments 
without any further action.  

A license that seeks an exemption 
from the requirements of Section 70.24 
must meet the criteria for an exemption 
under Section 70.14. The standard for 
issuance of exemptions remains 
unchanged from the old rule, since the 
Commission regards the former "good 
cause" criterion under the previous 
version of Section 70.24(d) as being 
essentially the same as the standard for 
issuance of exemptions under Paragraph 
70.14.  

V. Metric Policy 

On October 7, 1992. the Commission 
published its final Policy Statement on 
Metrication. According to that policy, 
after January 7, 1993. all new 
regulations and major amendments to 
existing regulations were to be 
presented in dual units. The new 
addition and amendment to the 
regulations contain no units.  

VI. Finding of No Significant 
Environmental Impact 

The NRC has determined under the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969, as amended, and the 
Commission's regulations in Subpart A 
of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule, would 
not be a major Federal action 
significantly affecting the quality of the 
human environment: and therefore, an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. The final rule provides an 
alternative to existing requirements on 
criticality' monitoring. The alternative 
method contained in the final rule in 
the new Section 50.68 represents a 
codification of the criteria currently 
used by the NRC for granting 
exemptions from the criticality 
monitoring requirements in 10 CFR 
70.24(a). These criteria provide an 
acceptable alternative for assuring that 
there are no inadvertent criticality 
events of special nuclear material at 
nuclear power reactors, which is the 
purpose of the criticality monitoring
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requirements in Section 70.24 (a).  
Experience over 15 years has 
demonstrated that the alternative 
criteria have been effective in 
preventing inadvertent criticality 
events, and the NRC concludes that as 
a matter of regulatory efficiency, there is 
no purpose to requiring licensees to 
apply for and obtain exemptions from 
requirements of Section 70.24(a) if they 
adhere to the alternative criteria in the 
new Section 50.68. Since the alternative 
contained in Section 50.68 provides an 
equally effective method for preventing 
inadvertent criticality events in nuclear 
power plants, the NRC concludes that 
the final rule will not have any 
significant impact on the quality of the 
human environment. Therefore, an 
environmental impact statement has not 
been prepared for this regulation. This 
discussion constitutes the 
environmental assessment for this 
rulemaking.  

VII. Paperwork Reduction Act 
Statement 

This final rule does not contain a new 
or amended information collection 
requirement subject to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 
et seq.). Existing requirements were 
approved by the Office of Management 
and Budget, approval numbers 3150
0009 and 3150-0011.  

VIII. Public Protection Notification 

If an information collection does not 
display a currently valid OMB control 
number, the NRC may not conduct or 
sponsor, and a person is not required to 
respond to. the information collection.  

IX. Regulatory Analysis 

The current structure of the current 10 
CFR 70.24 is overly broad and places a 
burden on a licensee to identify those 
areas or operations at its facility where 
the requirements are unnecessary, and 
to request an exemption if the licensee 
has sufficient reason to be relieved from 
the requirements. This existing structure 
has resulted in a large number of 
exemption requests.  

To relieve the burden on power 
reactor licensees of applying for, and the 
burden on the NRC of granting 
exemptions. this amendment permits 
power reactor facilities with nominal 
fuel enrichments no greater than 5
weight percent of U-235 to be excluded 
from the scope of 10 CFR 70.24, 
provided they meet specific 
requirements being added to 10 CFR 
Part 50. This amendment is a result of 
the experience gained in processing and 
evaluating a number of exemption 
requests from power reactor licensees 
and NRC's safety assessments in

response to these requests which 
concluded that the likelihood of 
criticality was negligible.  

The only other viable option to this 
amendment is for the NRC to make no 
changes and allow the licensees to 
continue requesting exemptions. If no 
changes are made, the licensees will 
continue to incur the costs of submitting 
exemptions and NRC will incur the 
costs of reviewing them. Under this 
rule. an easing of the burden on 
licensees results from not having to 
request exemptions. Similarly, the 
NRC's burden will be reduced by 
avoiding the need to review and 
evaluate these exemption requests.  

This rule is not a mandatory 
requirement, but an easing of burden 
action which results in regulatory 
efficiency. Also, the rule does not 
impose any additional costs on existing 
licensees and has no negative impact on 
public health and safety, but will 
provide savings to future licensees, and 
may provide some reduction in burden 
to current licensees whose current 
exemption includes conditions which 
are more restrictive than the 
requirements in Section 50.68. There 
will also be savings in resources to the 
NRC as well. Hence, the rule is shown 
to be cost beneficial.  

The foregoing constitutes the 
regulatory analysis for this final rule.  

X. Regulatory Flexibility Certification 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b), 
the NRC hereby certifies that this rule, 
if adopted, will not have a significant 
economic impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. This rule 
affects only the licensees of nuclear 
power plants. These licensee companies 
that are dominant in their service areas, 
do not fall within the scope of the 
definition of "'small entities" set forth in 
the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C.  
601, or the size standards adopted by 
the NRC (10 CFR 2.810).  

XI. Backfit Analysis 

The NRC has determined that this 
rule does not impose a backfit as 
defined in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1), since it 
provides an alternative to existing 
requirements on criticality monitoring.  
Accordingly, the NRC has not prepared 
a backfit analysis for this rule.  

XII. Small Business Regulatory 
Enforcement Fairness Act 

In accordance with the Small 
Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act of 1996. the NRC has 
determined that this action is not a 
"major rule" and has verified this 
determination with the Office of

In~formation and Regulators, Affairs.  
Office of Management and Budget.  

List of Subjects 

10 CFR Parr 50 

Antitrust. Classified information.  
Criminal penalties. Fire protection.  
Intergovernmental relations. Nuclear 
power plants and reactors. Radiation 
protection. Reactor siting criteria.  
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements.  

10 CFR Part 70 

Criminal penalties, Hazardous 
materials transportation, Material 
control and accounting. Nuclear 
materials, Packaging and containers.  
Radiation protection, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. Scientific 
equipment, Security measures, Special 
nuclear material.  

For the reasons stated in the preamble 
and under the authority of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the 
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. as 
amended, the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969. as amended, and 5 
U.S.C. 553. the NRC is adopting the 
following amendments to 10 CFR Parts 
50 and 70: 

PART 50-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF 
PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION 
FACILITIES 

The authority citation for 10 CFR part 
50 continues to read as follows: 

1. Authority: Secs. 102. 103, 104. 105. 161, 
182. 183, 186, 189. 68 Stat. 936, 937, 938, 
948. 953. 954. 955. 956. as amended, sec.  
234. 83 Stat. 444. as amended (42 U.S.C.  
2132. 2133, 2134, 2135. 2201, 2232. 2233.  
2236. 2239, 2282): secs. 201, as amended, 
202. 206, 88 Stat. 1242. as amended 1244, 
1246, (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842. 5846).  

Section 50-7 also issued under Pub. L. 95
601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951. as amended by 
Pub. L. 102-486. sec. 2902, 106 Stat. 3123, 
(42 U.S.C. 5851). Section 50.10 also issued 
under secs. 101. 185. 68 Stat. 936, 955. as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 2131, 2235): sec. 102, 
Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332).  
Sections 50.13. 50.54(dd). and 50.103 also 
issued under sec. 108. 68 Stat. 939, as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 2138). Sections 50.23, 
50.35. 50.55, and 50.56 also issued under sec.  
185, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2235). Sections 
50.33a, 50.55a and Appendix Q also issued 
under sec. 102. Pub. L. 91-190. 83 Stat. 853 
(42 U.S.C. 4332). Sections 50.34 and 50.54 
also issued under sec. 204, 88 Stat. 1245 (42 
U.S.C. 5844). Sections 50.58, 50.91, and 
50.92 also issued under Pub. L. 97-415, 96 
Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Section 50.78 
also issued under sec. 122, 68 Stat. 939 (42 
U.S.C. 2152). Sections 50.80 and 50.81
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also issued under sec. 184. 68 Stat. 954, as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Appendix F also 
issued under sec. 187, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C.  
2237).  

2. Section 50.68 is added under the 
center heading "Issuance, Limitations, 
and Conditions of Licenses and 
Construction Permits" to read as 
follows: 

§50.68 Criticality accident requirements.  
(a) Each holder of a construction 

permit or operating license for a nuclear 
power reactor issued under this part or 
a combined license for a nuclear power 
reactor issued under Part 52 of this 
chapter, shall comply with either 10 
CFR 70.24 of this chapter or the 
requirements in paragraph (b) of this 
section.  

(b) Each licensee shall comply with 
the following requirements in lieu of 
maintaining a monitoring system 
capable of detecting a criticalit-y as 
described in 10 CFR 70.24: 

(1) Plant procedures shall prohibit the 
handling and storage at any one time of 
more fuel assemblies than have been 
determined to be safely subcritical 
under the most adverse moderation 
conditions feasible by unborated water.  

(2) The estimated ratio of neutron 
production to neutron absorption and 
leakage (k-effective) of the fresh fuel in 
the fresh fuel storage racks shall be 
calculated assuming the racks are 
loaded with fuel of the maximum fuel 
assembly reactivity and flooded with 
unborated water and must not exceed 
0.95, at a 95 percent probability, 95 
percent confidence level. This 
evaluation need not be performed if 
administrative controls and/or design 
features prevent such flooding or if fresh 
fuel storage racks are not used.  

(3) If optimum moderation of fresh 
fuel in the fresh fuel storage racks 
occurs when the racks are assumed to be 
loaded with fuel of the maximum fuel 
assembly reactivity and filled with low
density hydrogenous fluid, the k
effective corresponding to this optimum 
moderation must not exceed 0.98, at a 
95 percent probability, 95 percent 
confidence level. This evaluation need 
not be performed if administrative 
controls and/or design features prevent 
such moderation or if fresh fuel storage 
racks are not used.  

(4) If no credit for soluble boron is 
taken, the k-effective of the spent fuel 
storage racks loaded with fuel of the 
maximum fuel assembly reactivity must 
not exceed 0.95, at a 95 percent 
probability, 95 percent confidence level, 
if flooded with unborated water. If 
credit is taken for soluble boron, the k
effective of the spent fuel storage racks 
loaded with fuel of the maximum fuel

assembly reactivity must not exceed 
0.95, at a 95 percent probability, 95 
percent confidence level, if flooded with 
borated water, and the k-effective must 
remain below 1.0 (subcritical), at a 95 
percent probability, 95 percent 
confidence level, if flooded with 
unborated water.  

(5) The quantity of SNM, other than 
nuclear fuel stored onsite. is less than 
the quantity necessary for a critical 
mass.  

(6) Radiation monitors are provided in 
storage and associated handling areas 
when fuel is present to detect excessive 
radiation levels and to initiate 
appropriate safety actions.  

(7) The maximum nominal U-235 
enrichment of the fresh fuel assemblies 
is limited to five (5.0) percent by weight.  

(8) The FSAR is amended no later 
than the next update which § 50.71 (e) of 
this part requires, indicating that the 
licensee has chosen to comply with 
§ 50.68(b).  

PART 70-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF 
SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL 

The authority citation for 10 CFR part 
70 continues to read as follows: 

1. Authority: Secs. 51. 53, 161, 182. 183, 
68 Stat. 929, 930, 948. 953. 954. as amended, 
sec. 234, 83 Stat. 444, as amended, sec. 1701.  
106 Stat. 2951, 2952, 2953 (42 U.S.C. 2071, 
2073, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2282, 22970: secs.  
201, as amended, 202, 204, 206. 88 Stat.  
1242, as amended, 1244, 1245, 1246, (42 
U.S.C. 5841, 5842. 5845. 5846).  

Sections 70.1 (c) and 70.20a(b) also issued 
under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425. 96 Stat.  
2232, 2241 (42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161). Section 
70.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec.  
10, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851). Section 
70.21(g) also issued under sec. 122.68 Stat.  
939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Section 70.31 also 
issued under sec. 57d, Pub. L. 93-377. 88 
Stat. 475 (42 U.S.C. 2077). Sections 70.36 and 
70.44 also issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat. 954.  
as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234).  

Section 70.61 also issued under secs. 186.  
187, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2236. 2237).  
Section 70.62 also issued under sec. 108, 68 
Stat. 939. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2138).  

2. In § 70.24, paragraph (d) is revised 
to read as follows: 

§70.24 Criticality accident requirements.  

(d)(1) The requirements in paragraphs 
(a) through (c) of this section do not 
apply to a holder of a construction 
permit or operating license for a nuclear 
power reactor issued under part 50 of 
this chapter or a combined license 
issued under part 52 of this chapter, if 
the holder complies with the 
requirements of paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 
50.68.  

(2) An exemption from § 70.24 held 
by a licensee who thereafter elects to

comply with requirements of paragraph 
(b) of 10 CFR 50.68 does not exempt that 
licensee from complying with any of the 
requirements in § 50.68, but shall be 
ineffective so long as the licensee elects 
to comply with § 50.68.  

Dated at Rockvi]le. Maryland this 28th day 
of October, 1998.  

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  
William D. Travers, 
Executive Director for Operations.  
[FR Doc. 98-30253 Filed 11- 10-98; 8:45 ami 
BILUNG CODE 7590-01-P 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Federal Aviation Administration 

14 CFR Part 39 

[Docket No. 98-NM-217-AD; Amendment 
39-10880; AD 98-23-13] 

RIN 2120-AA64 

Airworthiness Directives; British 
Aerospace Model Viscount 744, 745, 
745D, and 810 Series Airplanes 

AGENCY: Federal Aviation 

Administration. DOT.  

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment supersedes 
an existing airworthiness directive (AD), 
applicable to all British Aerospace 
Model Viscount 700, 800, and 810 series 
airplanes, that currently requires 
repetitive inspections to detect cracks 
and corrosion in the inboard and 
outboard engine nacelle structures on 
the wings; replacement of any cracked 
fittings and mating struts: and treatment 
or replacement of any corroded fittings 
or struts. This amendment requires 
repetitive inspections to detect cracking 
or corrosion of the eye end fittings of the 
outboard engine lower support or of the 
bore of the taper pin holes, and repair, 
if necessary. This amendment also 
limits the applicability of the existing 
AD. This amendment is prompted by 
reports of cracked and separated lower 
eye end fittings. The actions specified 
by this AD are intended to detect and 
correct cracking of the eye end fittings 
of the outboard engine lower support, 
which could result in reduced structural 
integrity of the engine nacelle support 
structures.  

DATES: Effective December 17, 1998.  

The incorporation by reference of 
certain publications listed in the 
regulations is approved by the Director

No. 218/Thursday, November 12, 1998/Rules and Regulations63130 Federal Register/Vol. 63,
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Secretary ('8 3 ) J -6 :2 
U. S. Nulear• Regulatory Comrnmission W FA 6,3111) 
Washington, DC 20565-0001 

Aftn: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff 

The following cowrner ae respecbvely submitted in response to the proposed 
changes to Criticalft Acident Requreineres, 10 CFR 50.68 and 70.24.  
published in Federal Register Volume 62. Number 232. Page 63825. December 
3, 1997.  

The phrase 'as required by GDC 63W of proposed 10 CFR 50.68 (b) (8) should 
be removed for th following rasons. Fmir some plants were •cicred before 
the General Design Criteria e promulgated and their licensing address 
the GDC on a cas;*4y-cas basis; the phrase in question infers that the General 
Design Criteria as stated In 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A are part of every 
ficenses' design basis. Second. the phrase does not add any substance since 
proposed 50.68 (b) (6) s~iply rnates the •Wiasnt portion of GDC 83: omitting 
the reference would be consistent with proposed 50.68 (b) (1) through (5) which 
implernnt GDC 62 without specific reference to that GDC. Thi)d. a person 
unfamiliar with 10 CFR 50 Appendix A would not recognize the reference to GDC 
63 as stated.  

Proposed 10 CFR 50.68 (b) (7), which places a five (5.0) weight percent limit on 
U-235 enrichment. should be eliinarted and the phrase maxirmum permissitble 
U-235 enrichment" in proposed 50.68 (b) (2). (3), and (4) should be replaced by 
the phrase "maximum fuel assemA~y reactivity' for the following reasons. First.  
the discussion in the Federal Register announcement does not indicate that the 
enrichment limitation is the basis for a safety analysis; it is simplty a statement of 
curnent practice. Second. the safety issue is fuel assembly reactrvity of which 
enrichment is only one parameter; burnable poison, material selection, and 
geometry are major factors affecting reactivity that could compensate for higher 
enrichments. Third, by modifying 50.68 (b) (2), (3), and (4) as proposed, the 
reactivity limitation objectve of fuel storage racks can be achieved without 
placing a limitation on fuel enrichment 

We apprecate the opportunity to corjment on this proposed rule change.  

Marcus H. Voth, 
Project Manager - Licensing 
612-271-5116. marcus.h.voth@nspco 

* Letter received by electronic mail on January 2, 1996 --- ATB 

ISOIO0077 990102 
'DR PR 
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Sa=will be consIldered 
10tloZI L, taken on the propo 

arut ar eents for 
10 onfreneswith Federal Av 

•, .05t ct.n the Chief, Air Tm 
#,de'rAy dats, v'e . or argu'e 

;eýdu~r~n such conferences = 
Sib Uls notice In order to beco: 4,f W•e record for consideration. " 

lo contaLined In this notice = 
V;t ge In the light of come 
ýOjg ham 1.200-foot transIti 

1d:=Lue 1f I72.191 (32 F.R. 21 
would be altered &s follows: 
tbmce southwest Along t 
boundarY of V-=9 to a 19-1= 

#w.J centered on the Tuscalo 
.ieO,; thence clockwise along tt 
Jw iongitude 17"000"' W.: then 

A., longtude 2713000"" W.  
iolafbeglXinnig excluding that Va: eaj~ minideWith "101~ and II C AI•-a.. transiton area 

be deleted and " then( 
,. long the southeast bound:.r 

d"y.3CS I .ow1..e l'o00'00" W Snrtt along''lwitude U"00'00 
U*th north boundary of V-19 

zre eat along the north bound 
of V-1u to a 19-mile rLdius arc can 

;so a the Ttaoosa. Ala, VORTAC 
l •along this anc to langi 

mIa V3.'000" W.: thence •noth &I= 
Wiet1• 37'0'00" W. to point of be 
azcZ. ,u th5t portion the 

,ef w P.--101 and the Gadsden 
5- tansition aea ." would b , therefor.  
Tz prposed additional A-irpace I 

waved for the protection of WR opera.  
am and for rdar 'vectorbw of aircrafl 
c and departilg the Birm=,lngh 

8"I oa=l docket will be available for 
c&=tzLo by interested Person at the kuthen Regional Offce, Federal, Avia.  
am Adminlstration. Room. 724. M4W Ti!Ia Street, East Point, U..  

T"l; amendment Is proposed under aw 3070(0 of the Federal Aviation 
Ad of 1958 (to U.S.C. 1343(aW).  

ned I Mst Point, Ga. on June So, 

Jarnz 0. Rocxas 
Dirctorn, Soas*Aer Region.  

OIL Dm. 97-790J'; iid. July 10. 197.  
s:49 aini..  

114 CFR Part 71 1 
lAifzpaft Mxtka No. 67-80-441 

T•iAmoN AREA 
PrOposed Deslgnalion 

"Pederal Aviation Adm.!-n•t-t-r., , 
ir-dran ameLndment to Part 72 

V tde"All AvtAzon nrlations that 
am a~tethe Cadmdn B.C.. tran

Persns ay ub-it Such 
SI.C, arv9mEnt as they .ComuIc~onj should be

PROPOSED" RULE MAKING 

be- S21m-tted In tr.P•icate to the Area Mma.  
aed a . Atlants Area O1:ce. Attento=: 

ted Chief, Ar Traft Branch. Federal Afta.  
In_ tion AdministratIon, Pon O1ce Box 
U- 20.34, Atlanta, 09. 30320. An communi.  
be cations received wlthin 30 dyZ after 

Zc publication of this notice In the Fu,=r,,s 
s 1111-1:3 will be considered before action 

rst IS taken on the proposed Amendment. No 
rd- hearIn is contemplated at this time. but 
me arrsagements for Informal conferences 
lie with Federal Aviation Administration 

ruY Ofcial may be made by contacting the 
its Chief, Air Tra€c Branch. Any data.  views, or argumenta presented dur-ng 
on such clnfercefns must also be submitted 
41 in•writing accordance with this notice 

In order to become part ot the record for 
he consideration. The proposl contained In 
lIe this notice may be changed In the light of 
a, comments received.  
is The Camden tasltion Ware would be 
Ce designated as: t ho t an"raca extacucia upward from 700 
r'f-% L bOVS toe WArUMa nhinl a 7-=il raw=u e Of Wocodward Wield (LauIuds 34"17"03" X.  
." 1ongufrt. 90'W'93" W.); wit.hn $ m=IUe 
M each side of thd 0460 bearing from ae 

~.Camden 2151 (latluje 3417-OT' X., longs_ud, 80*3.*.2J' W.). extenon f•ro the :7 YImUG radiu area to 5 mum" Morn~es" of %hs 

- Te proposed transition: are is re-.  
-QuIred for the protection of EMR opers,,cn a t Woodward Fie.ld. A precrilbed a 

Instumet &Ppr•.h Procedure to this 

I Airport ut1i"Mi the C&mden (private) . nondictional radio beLco in proposed 
t In conjuction with the .esignati- of 

Sthis transition area.  
This Amendment is proposed under 

section 207(a) of the Federal Avation e 
Actof 1958 (49 UA.C. 1348(a)).  

Issued In East Point, Oa. on June 21. G 1967.  

Oommio A. Wz.Luma, Jr. di 
* Acting Direacor, SO*4thern Revion. ai 

IPJ.L Doe. 97-7980: Pued. July 10. 17: 0 
0:4 a. -. l 

f 14 CFA Part 712 11 
lat-speme Doeket 390. 17-rA-I I 

FEDERAL AjIWAYS 
Supplemental Proposed Alteration 
On March 1, 1967. a notice of proposed rule ma•i-n was pultshed in the is. f 
uz. R=13M (32 1.1.. 3402) stating that the Federal Aviation Areny was con

sidering amendments to pert '1 of the Federal Aviation Rehulations that wouldJ reali V-I from Cape Cba•rks, Va, via 
the = of Cape Charles 012" and sells
by,. Md.. 20" T'rue radslal: to Sa&Sby=7; that would designate a segment of L 
V-1•S frum Norfolk. VL., Via Cape Cha.rles; to Snow =. Md.. Includllg a C, wet alte.-nate from Norfolk to anw EM "via DI'T of Norfolk 40" Lad S=,w • F 
= 8* True rad!ald; and that would revoke 
the legment o V-194 from Norfolk to der 
I cT Of Norfolk 001' and CaPe Charles 

313' True rdiL. Floors of I.= feet Pr"sove the furfac wer propsed for these wh aIruu~y aegm=ta These Actions were Pro. ernL

10=13 

posed to aimPij air tralc contirl pro.  cedures aOd Mlgt pIAnn in the Norfolk area.  Subseue&tn to publIcation of the notice.  
It waS deteftmln that the Snow HW1 2160 True rai would not suppo a £ Federal Airway. Accordingly, the vro
pomals Published In the notice are hereby 
cancelled and In Lieu thereof. consliderg.  
tLion Is riven to the following airway 
allinm nts that would serve the same 
pu.pos.  

1. Redeslgna•e the segment of V-194 
from Norfolk va the intersecton of Nor..  folk 001 T (OW" Weg.) and Hancum.  
Va.. 0720 T (0'8" hug.) radials: to the 
Intersection of Marcum 072M and Snow 
Hill 211 True radlals.  

2. PealSHM V-i from Cape Charles via 
the intersecion Of Cape Charles 009" T 
(012' 3ag.) and Salisbory 206' T '214' 
Nag.) radias; to SLaLsbwy.  

Interested persona may parti•cpate in 
the proposed rule making by submitting 
such wrtte.n dt. views. or Arguments 
as they may desire. Communiatuons 
should identify the airspace docket num.  
ber and be bmtt-d triliUcate to the 
D,-ectr. Eftrern Region, Atteation: 

hief, Air TmMc DIviala. Federal Avla
Li AdmlnIstrat•M. Federal Building.  John F. Won n ternational Airpom 
IJmaica. N.Y. 11430. All _comunications 
received within 45 das after publication 
if this notice In the FPmnA. RePirga 
rID be tonsidered before action is taken m the Proposed amendment. The pro
osil contained In this no•ce may be 
hanged In the light of comments 
eceived.  
An oMJcda docket will be available for 

.mlnatlon by interested Persons at the 
ederal Avistion A in' tratio• OMce 
f the Oeneral Cou-uel Attention: Rules 
ocket. 100 Independence Avenue 8W._ 
Tashlngtort D.C. 10590. An Informal 
ccket will be avalable for emzinauton 
t the omce of the Regional Air Trafi 
lvis•on Chief.  
These ••mndments ar Proposed under 

ie authority of sectIon 307(s) of the 
ederaL Avliao ACt of 1938 (49 UV..C.  
148).  

1srmed In WaLShington. D.C.. on July 3.  57.  

T. McCoaxA.  
AcMt Chk/j; Airspa-e and 

Ai Traffe •Rue Division.  
.L. D•O. 67-7-711: ,id July 10. 1967; 

9:0 a.m.) 

RTDMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
110 CFR Pol. 50 1 

ICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND 
UTIUZATION FACIUTIES 

netal Design Criterla For Nuclear 
ower Plant Construction Permits 
'he Atomic nergy Co•mibl, has un.
consideration an amdment to Its 
ulatim. 1o CPR Pert 10. -Lcensing of 
duotlmo and UtIlIzatlon FIcilitIs," 

Leh would add an A4pendig A. "Gen
SDamnI Criteria for Nuclear Power

MIIALJ I101TU1 VOL 132. NO. 132-TULSIAy, JULY I1, 19t7
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plant Construction Permits."I The put- t 
pose of the proposed amendment would 

, e to provide guidance to applicants In b 

developing the principal design criteria 
to be included In aplicatLOns for Com
mission oonstruW•tion permits. These 
General Design Criteria would not add t 
any new requirements. but ar intended c 
to describe more clearly present Com-p 
mission requirements to assist applicants 
in preparing applications.  

The proposed amendment would coln
plement other proposed amendments to 
Part 50 which were published for public 
comment in the Fzbt&.L RzIrsflI on 
Aurust 16. 1966 (31 FPR. 10591).  

The proposed amendments to Part 50 
reflect a recommendation Made by a 
seven-member Regulatory Review Panel.  
appointed by the Commission to study: 
Cl) T'Me programs and procedures for 
the licensing and regulation of reactors 
and (2) the declsion-making process in 
the Commission's regulatory program
The Panels report recommended the 
development. particularlY at the con
st-uction permit stage of a Ulcensing 
proceeding, of design criteria for nuclear 
power plants. Work; on the development 
of such criteria had been in process at 
the tume of the Panel's study.  

As a result. preliminary proposed 
criteria for the design of nuclear power 
plants were discussed with the Com
misionsg Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards and were Informally distrib
uted for public comment in Commission 
Press Release H-=52 dated November 22.  
1965. In developing the proposed criteria 
set forth In the proposed amendments 
to Par• 50, the Commission has taken 
into consideration comments and rug
ge3tions trom the Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards, from members 
of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34. paragraph (b). as pub
Ished for eomment In the Fz-KUL Rso
zstaz on August 15. 1956. would require 
that each application for a construction 
permit Include a preliminary safet 
analysis report. The mnim informa
tion to be included In this Preliminary 
safety analysis report Is (1) a descrip
tion and safety assessment of the site.  
12) a summary description of the f&acl
ity. (3) a preliminary design of the 
facility, (4) a prelminayT safety analysi 

and evaluation of the Facility, (5) an 
identification of subjects e-pcted to be 
technical speciflctiona. and (6) a pre
liminLry plan for the organiation.  
training, and operati•n. The following 
Information Is specifled for Iclusion. a 
part of the prellminar7 design of the 
facility: 

ti) The principal design criteria for 
the facility; 

Wl) The design bases and the relation 
of the design bases to the principal 
design criteria: 

(011) Information relative to materials 
of constructlon. general arrangement 
and approximate dimensions, sufcient 

In amuch U tUe Oocnm±M=u has under 
conslderstnon other =amndmatoM to 10 CPU 

Pr 0(51 FR.. JONI). the =amndmeant pro
POdhereinl woUld be a fu-thar rean==O to 

Fin 50 previously published for gommfnlt 
In the PXMf.AL R=Tm.

PROPOSED RULE MAKING 

o provide reasonable assurance that the ton. D.C. 20543. within go da•.  

Ln design will conform to the design publication of thise ; 

ass with adequate margin for safety: Rzorim. Comments received af.t, 

be"eea eSg rtrafrNesperiod will be considered ilt i ,bne "G eneral D e ig C riteria for N ucle ar ttca le to do so. but as u a c rD' i

sower Plant construction Permits" pro- cld,.  
sosed to be included as Appendix A to Menrtio caflot be given 1z;:.  

his part are Intended to aid the appU- to conimens ed within the Me 

ant in development Item (I) above. the speScied. Copies Of commrsents z 

rincipal design criteria. All criteria es- examined In the CIs bflS 
andaccpte Dcument Room at 171HS ?Vtk abusahed by in applicant Wahngtn D.C.pr edttX 

y the Commission would be incor- Wn, D.C.  
)orated by reference In the construction 1. Section 50.34(b) (3) (i) of 10 

sermit. In considering the issuance of Part SO is amended to read as follo'l: 

Ln operating license under the reula
ons, the Com~mission would asre that J 30.34 Contents of appllcatiolm: 

he criteria had been met hin the detailed pieal lufomation .efety antepy 

design and construction of the facility 
or that changes In such criteria have 

been Justified. (b) Each application for a eo•.tU.  

Section 50.34 as published in the F=- tion permit shall Include & .•
•et• aa~m reort T epore t *4, 

rw. Rzcrszia on August 16. 1966. would safety LanaysU report. 7U re Ptse 

be further amended by adding to Part 50 cover all pertinent subjects W0ecim I 

a new Appendix A containing the Cen- paragraph (a) of this section U 

eral Design Criteria applicable to the as available Information peto be -bt , 

construction of nuclear power plants minimum Information to be 

and by a specific reference to this shall consist of the following: 

Appendix In j 5024. paaragraph (b). 6 * 

The Commission expects that the (3) The preliminary design O 

provisions of the proposed amendments facfliy, including: 

relating to Oeneral Design Criteria for (1) The principal design criteria b 

Nuclear Power Plant Construction Per- the facility. Appendix A. "General De 

mits will be useful as interim guidance Criteria for Nuclear Power Piant Ca.  

until such time as the Commission take stuction Permits," provides gw,.  

further action on them. for establishing the principal desi, 

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act crtteria for nuclear power plantL 

of 1954. as amended, and the Admin.S- , , * * 

trative Procedure Act of 1946. u 2 A new Appendix A is added to reel 

amended, notice is hereby given that 2 AoUowad 

adoption of the following amendments 
to 10 CFR Part 50 Is contemplated. All n .u -, = ..  

interest.ed personA who desre to submit niderstion other a•anam•nu to i sc.X 

written comments or suggestions In con- (31 7.3. 1O001. the aeamemnt ptopael 
nectio. with the proposed amendments heren would be a urther • evision at I laze 

should send them to the Secretary. U.S. (b) () (1) previously published fee oo~n 

Atomic Energy Co-msn. Washing- in th F• 1Rw5 .  

Amxecx A-.OZW.AL D'wav CZMWe ORo NuAZaa PoaWF PFLr CouNom=CTN PstX=

TA.Io or ¢oluTzxe

Introcuetion: 
L Overal pLLnt. -qulnrIneflt: 

Quality standards ------ -------------- I----- - -
p sr g arm gn e -aa n a -rd s --- -- . . .. .. .. . ..----- - - - - - ------

Fine PrOteCtl= --n-------- ----- ------- --------------

Sharing of ayszti- -------------------- ----------- --
Rzecords neqU1keZa1 -----------....-----------------------------

1I. Prtecn by multiple jesio prodict banrers: 
]Rascts Clore Desig- -.-.- .- ..-.- - ....--- .-.------------ -...... .. . .  
Suppression of Power OdcilU -- - -----------------------
Overall Power C- an. .....----------- .....-------------------. 

R ec t oraO t Pressure .ound .l ....... ... ..--.- -----...  

Containzaant ---------------------- " ----- ----
IM Rquee•ar and radiation controls: 

Control 11ooM .. -.-.-.-.-. --.-..................------------ -

I uu vm n ita tio n and Con tro .Yste . .----------- --------- ..------ -.  

Fsson proe Monitwor and Col5.............. .  

Cor FProzectin Systaems -.....................................  
Enginerd Safety Fastures Protection ystems ...-------.---------
Monitoring RactW Co0oant PreurM Boundary .----------------....  
19onitoring 3adlacttIVt7 R41lea8se--s----------- ------------
LMontoring Foal and Waste rag5-•- -------------------...-

IV. Veliabillty and te•tabiltyr protetion YStems: 
Protec tion BS•tm abl.tL ...-.-.----.----------------------...  
PrtectWn Systms 3educLncy and Indep dence..--------------.. ...  

single Failure D---n.-.....-----.....---
Separation oftPrsction and 0on-tl Znstrnsnutamn S tml ...-.  

roWtct=o against Mulitple Disability for ProtectioU 5"',a------
gmsrgincr powe r for Prot.ct inM SIteMS -------- --........ . ........ .  

Damonstration o Functional opera ilit r P ro-te ton 9 " =e --- -----..  
Prc•uom Syst= Fall-Sa Design ---- ..---------------
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Group end ti• PC.  

K. i. S-•edaacy Of R*acTlv.ty ContrL ---- 7 

1ise.lity sutown Ca;abluty.. 82 
geaciity Hoddown Capaty........ 30 
geACti city control Systems Mfalfunction....,.... 31 
lMa~ifl Reactivity Worth of Control Radh........--. 32 

,,scwr coolant presaure boundary: 
r eacitar Coolant Presaure Boundary Capa b.it ........ ...........-. 33 
flsctor Coolant Piresure Boundary Rapid Propagation rallure Preventlon..-. 34 
gteactor Coclant Pressure Boundary B.rittle Fracture Preventi-.......... 38 
qsractor Coolant Pressure Boundary Surveillance ..-......-------- --- 38 

l ginesred safety features: 
A. General requirements for engineered aiety feasture: 

Eng•neered Safe•t Fsaturees fuis for Design . .........- .......... 37 
Reliability Lad TestabIlity of Engmeered Safety eatures ......... - - -38 

mergency Power for ngtneese ety P0atu- a................ S r3 
MiUle Prtac ...... 40 
Engnretred Safety FatUr Prfor=ance Capiity ............ --------- 41 

ng=ieered Safety Features Components Ctpapbty.-' -- --. 42 
Accident Aggr-LvatLn Prevention- .. .. ......-.... 

Z. •ne-ency care coobngr systes: 
fmlrglncy Core C0oing systeam Capabilty ... ..... .-..... .44 
Inspection Of Emergency Core Cooling systems------------------...43 
Testng of Emer cy Core Cooling Systems Coaponant. -.-.... ..- 4 3
Testing of Emergency Core Cooling zystemnL----------- ------------ 47 
Tr-.=g of OperstIonal Sequec of mergw=ny Core CoolIng System=s.. 44 

CQ Containment: 
Containment Design Basls ................-.-..................  
? -T Requirement for Conta.inment Mate•al ....................-.. s0 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Outside Conta•anmnt . ........- . 81 
C o n t a i n m e n t H e a t R m o v a l S y s t e = j -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
C0ontI-nent Isolation Valves ...................... .......... 53 
Containment Leaae Rate slenng .. 
Containment Periodic Loeakag alte Tsig~ 
Provisions fo Testing of Penetr-ina..... .  

ProvIstons for Testing of Isoai Vtves.. - .... 37 
0. Containment preasurse-reducing s•Stms: 

Inspection of Containment fleeaReedicing Syst=ms.. --..........  
Tesung of Containment Presuu ReEdusng lysems -.. . 9 
TerUstn• of Containment Spray systems-.. .0 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Oontainment Pressuz-Reduciln 
Systems--------- - - ----------- SIt 

Z. Ar cleanup s7stes: 
Inspection of Air Cleanup Systems .... .. .

Tesing o Air Cleanup Syste-m Cmoe. . . 4 
Testing ot Air Cleanup Syxtw........,...----- .... ,......- S... - 4 
Testing of Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup Sygtms ........ _. g5 

=. Fuel and wast Storage eyttema: 
Prevention of Fuel storage C11cl8y . ............  

Fuel and Wns torage Decay est......"7 
Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation. sbielding. .......... ,,.,.......- 

Protecton Against Radioactivty Raeis tr= spent Puel and Watst stora. - 0 
L. Plant efuent.: 

Control of Re1leses of Radlcactvity7 to the nvruonment.. ........... 70 
'I2naZUCh as the COMMIsSIon has uinder sonsideracion ether emandinent. to 10 CPR pert 

60 ($1 FVS. 10841) the amendiment Propod bherin would be a further revision to Part 80 
piusy published for comment In t1he Fnnz Ribon.

Intfroductiont. Very applicant for a can
muction permilt Is required by the prorALons 

ti 15034 to Include the prinpe! tesign 
nafw for the pro ed facility in the ap
Pliation. These O'eners~l Deeign Criteria are 
intended to be used as guidance In stLb..  
ILAbIng the pinCipal design attest for a, 
&,-4ar poewr plant The Oanasrl. Detgn.  
OtWU raedct the predominatin1geprsn 
1wih water power reactors as ege n 
kcuzed to date, but thetr appliebIlity Is 
Not lkntod to the" raCtOs They se eon""tred generally applicable to all power 

lader the Co~mmisalon teogiati.W25 an 
Sflhlcsn must provid~e assurance that Its 
Pftfltei ddlgn erIterla an~sea all thaa 
latin design I"= reqiuiredl to the In
isle Of public health sand safety. 'TbAt 
Uay be eao. POW" reacto SLWa orm b0 

cecmato sm&o thea General Design 
on>iat MIT not be necssry or appropriate.  

VANI firs bicimnt. and additional ati-

the tseign in the Interest at public safety.  
It 30 expected tat se•donasi• tera will 
be Iseded parti• y for =sual sites and 
envronmenta conditions, end for ame sand 
advanced types *I reactiore. Within Tisb am
tat the General Design Cutaice. should be 
used as a re nce allowing adtio-ns o 
daleotons a an lndividual ase may wanmn.  
Depanrxtres tF - the Ga• esral Dein Cri
tar%&a shoud be jAtinet 

The aritM arl we t mg•at•d as Gnexors 
Des' si mtrlea for P•rusPan Plant CM
struc n Pemli to emphasize thi Xe roe 
they stj= at this stage of the licensin procee. The aftterIa have been uteal;@-Led 
as Category A or Cetegory Z. Zzpsdaace has 
shown that MMI definTsv I::jxr=JaLoa Is 
&eeded at the eonstuction permit stag for 
the ites= liste In Category A thnWo those 
In Category B.  

L, Ovwj-,L P"Tr Rzuvnxnxrs 
Criterion 1--Q=uaty Ztcsdcrte (Category 

A). Th2we systams and Components of mc.  
to facilities which are essentia to the pro-

10215

vYneon of acci•dant whc could afect the 
Public health end mfety or o mitigation of 
thou Consequences ahall be Iden-,led and 
then designed. fabricated. sad erect4d to 
quality standarts t•a refoct the impor.=ce 
of the sa&et tuctIon to be perIormed.  

h geneally recornIzed codeo or stand.  
arsd on design. materias, fahqtoation. ant 
inspectlon a&-e ted. they 0l1i be Ideontied.  
Where adherence to such codes cc standards 
toes not sufice to amine S. qUaLity product 
in keeping with the safety funion. they 
shall be aupplsmentied or madfld as hates.  
nary. Quality assurance programs, test proce
dines. and inspection acctptance levels to 
be used sbhll be identified. A showtng of 
suffltency and &ppc&abLUlty of cods. stand
ardn. quality assurance programs, test proce
turs. and Inspection acceptano levels used 
Is required.  

Cutter•o-2-PeJflon•ace Standairds jCste
gory A). Those systems end Components of 
reactor fadltlU which 8,-e essenti81l1t the 
prevention of eceldents which Could affect 
the public heafth and safety or to mifip.  
Ition of their bonsequences -ha- be designed.  
fabricated. and erected to performance 
standards that wi eable the facility to 
withst~and. withourt lowe of the capability 
to protect the public, Me additional forces 
that milght be Imposed by natural phenoa-' 
ena such as eertquskn, tor•adoe. flood-.  
lag conditions. winds. Ice. and other Local 
sie ectus. Te tdse n bum so estalbshed 
shall reflect: (a) Appropriate coculdeaitton 
o the most &evere of these matural phemom
ena that have been retcored for the &Ite 
mand tha aurrounading ame and (b) an ap
proprtate margin for withstanding forces 
greater than the one to d1 refect un
Certainties abott the istaorleal data an 
flair sultahlllty en a basie for dein.M 

CrIteia o 3--FiTn Protectic (Caeg or A)..  
The reao fclty ehel be d••agned (1) Wo 

in the probability of events Such as 
Amre end arpLsiona and (2) to miiiethe 
potential eecta of such everAs to mstey.  
Moncombusthiba and fire resisttant materials 
anal! be used whenever practical throughout 
the facility. particularly in areas Contain
In& Cttica partons of the facility such as 
contaminant. Contro room. ant Compoentsat 
of engineered msafty features.  

Criterion d-4Eltl o! Systews (CategorT 
A). Reactor iscil•tles anal not abt sys
tems or c po-nnta uneis It is shown sae
ty Ia not ltpalre•by the 

Cruersios 5-Bscords Asquwwmemss (Cate.  
gFM A). Re~fl of the design fabrimatU= 
and eonstwution oC emsetal cotaponent.; of 
the plaunt sha be maintained by the eactor 
operat or under tim cotro throughout the 
Mloe c thge rActor.  
M. Po-ncTz sr 31T Stnuwr Fussion Pi-o.  

Criterion 6-Rccor Core Jesign Cafta.  
gV Al. Th4 react•r s shals be tesigned 
to function throughout its design Mutinme.  
wtthout exceeding acceptable fuel damsa 

limits which have been stipulated end ma
fld. The core desig tgthr with reliable 
process and decay ea remove!saytama.  
hl provides -this capability under all ex

pected Conditions of sormaL operation with 
appropriate margins for Uncertainties ant 
foar transient =tio2 which • an be atUi
cIpated. including the effects at the in of 
power to recirculation pipe t.tpplng eot 
of a tubno generator nt. Isoation of the 
rac frw m Its primary hae t aink and le• 
of a41 C aete Power.  

Criterion P1-lupressios of Power Osc~ic
tides (Catelory I).tbeforc desig togther 
with rellable ecofrte sh&Ualensre tOat 
powr 9sciLatiom which could Cense dam
age in exces ef acceptable fue damage 
limt. are not poesibe or can be riestily 
Cuppreased.
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tanoa jos Potter coesitiO? 

m),iO y i5. The reade shal be d _U 

rbb1rat the overll power com ant tb the 

power aperatin•O rang saLU not le .  

criterion O-ot mm C;¢o • 
SCnna •eary (Category A1 . The re J c oon-a 

pressure boundary ebsil be end 
cosrctds as. 10 have an exedigT o 

probability CO gloss rupture of calelfLant.  
lese throu t Its design 116tUe,0 • 

cnrterion u h C-•uC ntm5t Coagol A.  

conltainmet pall.e provided. he COU 

ataniont structure hal be dersnCed to aul

tahe the IAi tial ec f grow equipnlt 

failures. such as A large cooio•n• bfaldl

break. without loss of required MSILtgiY and.  

togsetur with other engineered safety Co.a 

tures an may be necets'ry, to "WLet for as 
lng as the Situation requires tea tunctionnl 
capablity to protect the public.  

IlL NccLZAE -n RafTIlON CONr?3OZ-A 

Criterlion 21- n-tl ROM (C91teyor B).  
T1he fality -,hall be provtded with a control 
room from which actions to malntain Wse 

operational status Cf theg-plant can be coo

toroled. Adequate rswtio- protection shall 
be provided to Permit a46Cce Ian under sc
ckdenTy condtions1. to equIpment in the con.  

trol room or otherl areoi AS neceISSaZ W shut 
down and Maintain Safe, contriof a the tactIl

ity without radiation exposures Of personnel 
in excess of lOCM 2o - I.it ahfl~l be pos

Ssiblse to shu the reactor down and main
ainet In a Sale conitIOflU If acc"ss t the 

control room is lost due to fire Or Other cause
Critcrton 12-Instrncnstion and Con)

trol Systemt1o•I1r ZyO1 1. Instrumenltation 
sid controls shall be provided as requred Wa 

mnonitor end. maintain ,srlablgs within Pre
-Tlbed oPe•ratis r tngeso 

ritteriol 13--rissidvI Pro-is Mo1Itors anid 
tn a tcategmy p. Means' zha be PrO, 

-Idsd for monittOrLg and ZmaIaMI.Ing 0o. 
trol over the Loon process lthrughout crea 

IfII and for ale conditions that Can re110n2 

a bly be antiCIpatd to cause 7W ,tUOfLN inr 
actvety of the cors, such as 01ndatn c

Position of control rods and ooncOatr~tI4011 01 

soluble reactivity cont?0l POI5OnUL 
CrntInW 14tCory Protection lYifen 

(Category 8). Coce protection syst6=s. td, 

gater with emso -ated equip--t. shal 13 
deeigned. to act 2,UtOCmatIW.ll t4 Prevent 0 
to suppress Conditions thaet could result Ui 
exceeding acceptble fuel damg limita.  

Criterlove 1l;eninve BOletV ?satM 
Protection SysItem 4Catslo 33. -protectiol 

systems saLl be provided JIM sesing ascc 
dent aitUatiOnt and Initiating the opearatilo 
of necessary enrrnteled Safety I eatUM.  

Critereo't 15.-MontoiefO1 Reactor Colda,) 
presswe Bounldary (Category 2).- U&Means 
be provided for moelt~taiO. the reactor Cool 
ant pressure boundary Wo detect ILakage.  

crifterion) 17-5fawllring dOOCIW4tiW 

Rrtelases (Cstiggov B). means Shall be MI 

vided for monitoring the 00o1ta122:111t W~ 

moephere. the facIlty ef5tu= dLec-baf 

patr~s. Lad the fac~lty SUfliOD ato radIi 

activity that Could be relese~d F ftm 

operations. tram anticipated Iransients. as 

from accident COMndMt005.  
Cnlt,,,O i -Wonitort~af Tins1 Gad War 

storage (Cafptegr ll3) monitorin &I 

alar~m ingt8 entsaloli ea1 be provided t 
fuel sand waste Storage and hand"'ing aera I 

conditions that might oO=UUUbU15 10"ie 
cQolluitT in decay Leat removal and 

rV. a=z~sLz~nTm 1 TsA~fz= OF 

criterionl Sys~Ott~f gteml BiUcb 
\ 4 (a~rg 3). p ot5Ction systems sh 
be designed tor high f=ZUinnAI reliabi 
and In-esar"lc stehibUtY menluratS UM" 
the Safety funictios to be part---&~

PROPOSED rULE MAKING 

CfrIOitto 20-FroUUtW960 SystemWL Ra
1edanc, end indepe ndenc (C ae gor 3).  

Vedunderncy end Independence deaigned Into 
protctin sysa ShIa be NuM1et1t to as' 

Sure tcat to sngle ailure or removal ft 

servie, cc gny eappoeIt or channel Of a6 
system will resul LA 0 lOf %a teProtection 

runcOn Lhe redu•d•llncy prove d saall 
InclUde. 68 L m-'imu= two channels o-f 

Protection for each protection functiOn to be 
served. Difelelt principles shall be uaed 

where necessary to achieve true lndepend
race of redundant instrutmentatioli com
ponenta.  

Critrino 21-Single Failure Detnitloa% 

(CategpOry 83. Multiple failures resulting 
from a single event shall be treated as a 

eingle failure.  

Criterion in-Sgr•ant•lj ol protection and 

C•ont Inst-entattmn System (Category 
B). protection Systems shall be separated 

from control instrumentati• n Systeams lothe 

eztens that failure or removal from ervie.  
atc any controL instruznns~ S 5yWt 

cocmpOnet or chlMnel or of thos c•o•mmo 
to control ins.ruentation and protection 
Circuitry, leaves intact a, System Satisfying 
ail MeuI"smen for the protaetieft channels.  

Crierion1 23? aotction AtomSt UMPlIpl 

DIJabtLtty jor protction Systeme (Categ
3 . T, e effects of adverts Conditions W whi• h 

redundant echanels Or protectio• Systems 
might be asposd LA common, eihe under 
normal conditions or those Of anI acc0efI.  

Shall not rsult in los of the protectioe 
function.  

Criterion 24-, n-enCY Power /eO PrO.  
tCtio, SyIstelm (Category •). In %he event 02 
laos of aLl ocs115 power, Sumelelt Laterlnal 

sourCes of power Shial be provided to permit 

the required functloning Of the PrVteIOu 

* opersbati of Protection systemWM (Cat,,or 
1B). Means shlln be Included for testing pro, 

tto1. Systems whi..the r a"tor is L• A opra 
* l=o to demonstate~t that no faWure or lae 

ot r--dund-iD has occurred.  
criteron 26gPatctiofl Syste au-SielSaiI 

Design (Categor•y •). The protection System 
I Shall be designed to fat l Into a fe sUta•t.  
. into a, State estabuiaed as tolerable on I 

I defined basIS If cond1tions such as discot 

r ld101io of She system, loes of energy (e0g 
% electric pawsr. instrumeint air), or advert 

environments (eKC euemse heast or Cole 

' Ine. Steam. Or water) are experienced.  

-V. RZAcLTITTr CONTSM
1 

SCriteio 27-J*dsml41Oaly of Xectivf* 

Contrpi (Category A). At hoot We epeng 

* en% eactivity control sy" t=s Preferably 
Sdifrater principles, shllm be provIdad.  

Crjtero Zj-stactivity, Hot Shtdmotn C4 
pcbi~lti 4Category A). At least Iwo of Ut 

T reactivity *contro systems provided shal 11 

'.dependently be Capable of makig and bni 

Ing Wh core guritical fom ay bat Stencil 

or lot operating conditlwn, including tho 

resuiltng fro - ower Chang". sumfcient 

l feast So prevent exceeding acceptable fur 
Ad damge linxite.  

Criterion 8S9-Isac"i~t4 87td050t Cap 

febLUty (Category A). At Ies~t one of the Sea 
,d tivily eontrct qsstemS provided sheall be a 

or pable Of making the Core gboritual WW 
or any ==nit== (Including anticipated Opes 

at umoal transiafts) ufIcien'taly fas% to preyS 

10 exceeding acceptable fuel damage hint 

5hUtdowU margins grester than the msi 

mnum worth of the menaseff oct15e Control I 

when fully wlthdraWu shal be provided 
criterion 30-.BttdcmaZ Ho144010 cc; 

it. bitlf (Category 8). At least came of the Mes 

all tITily Control. Systems provided shall 

ity capable of 1 main nd holdinigthe Ormni.  

lb artical undr, any Conditions witZ approp 
&to margins for conuatznglact

Criterion U-Aewct*Wiy Coxro 3 
X ealfu sectlos (Category &) . h 0-1t % 
control Systems be a 

Ing any single mafunction . i h " k 
planned Cozi unuo u w tthgzl aw l 44 11.  
ao m) of aL Control rod. Without bot .k 

reactivity transient which ull I 

elceedlug acceptable fuel dumap b~eC 

c ratel'¶o n 32- XaZ vim em 2z c rt 
of Control Lod i (CelePor A) lj t 

Include con•Ldenbise marg be 

On the maximum reactiIvty worth at 
reds or elements and on raes whic 
tivity can be Increased to etsu" re 
potential eqecu of a sudden or etye e 

of reactivity cannlot (a) rulpture theth4% 
coolant preinuo boundary Or IbItrki 
Cor. Lti support Structuree. or *the, 

Internals Su~talently 10 ImpSar tet 
uses of emergency aore coaling.  

VI. RZAC-oZ CoOLANT laisoUz VW• 

criterion 33- Reacfor CooleantPg 
Bountdry Capablity (Category A). TheA j, 
sco Coolant pressure bnary e• 7 W 
capable of accomodatg without 
and with only Limited ,allowac, for I 

absorption through plaStic defortcaucI? 
static end dynamic toed.' ICIPOse an 
boundary Componentl as a result of enz ? 
advertent and sudden release of emgT 
the coolaLt. As a destgn reference. t.hl ga.  
den release sheIL be takxn as that 
would mult from a Sudden reacmt• y aft.  

toli such as rod oeectIOn (Unles peve~e 

by poale mechanit• means). ?a rmod or cold wale? addiiUonl 
* Criterion 34-React-r Coolest Pnowe, 

I SOUPtdOal RaLPfd PropagationI Failure rie,.  
floss (Category A). The reactor coolant Wee 
surie boundary shall be designed to sia 
the probability at rapUUdly p1•ratng iy 

tI utaiue. ConWAldeUZst shall1 be g:V0 (a) Ta 
r the notch-tou-hfls -Propertles Of Saitera 

-eatnding to the upper S1hel CC the cu" 

awwnstlofl curve. (b2) to the state at armua 
matrals under static and transient IaI 

2Wg. (a) So the quality Control Specified IN 
SmaLtCrials and c=mponent Is-briOtL to 1It 

Bayw 61,,es. and (d) to the provwom flot *.  

rtro: over service teIMPeratureI and Lmdlairaa 
a GeOCU which MAY require aperCa 

- retScU¢•Oni 
CestUeVOU 3SCatrcoolant Pre681Ws 

a Lounsdc Brittle Fracture P-menei (Mai.  

t. Vo7 A). Under @ondRACUs where • ce s.  

Lu pssagure boundary System COMPOne=.  

ontructed cc ferritic materials may be VA.  jected So potential loasdings, Such aS a Mne 

yactyiviyTlnducad load~ng. Service teMPBS
L- lures Sh.-.11 be at esast 12** r. above ls 'a 
if duct~lty transituon (IMT') tcme-rsl- 1 

the CmoMOUAt MAtlaZWi f the CesuUR 
I. eneigy release Is expected to be absorbed IN 
Splati= deformation or 60" F. s&Wv the 100W 

- tmp=erture oC the componeat ma=tera It 

L-the rawiutin energy relese is expected WaM 
absorbed withL the elasc &train aNU 

as4 rangle.  
M l C ri I. 3 -- s e tor C o o la xt P y am 

al Bounidar ur eIne•l (Category A). Raw= 

coolant pressure boundary comaposnuta awe 

a. hae" provIWon for Inspection. testing, IS' 
C. Surveillance by appropriate means to sow 

a. the Struc al and lesjtight integrity Of " 

AW bouna coMonents during thaet earOi 

a- llsC-L lar the reactor veOsel. a meateds 

ut Survelance Progra~m Conforming will 
te. ASh-z-18s-,- shal be proveded.  

c-VU. zxtonr= BArYT PsavOse 

od .C lf e r ias 3 7? r atn g i riw d s afe *i F eS t" 
Bestwr Designt (Category A). kZEn36"in 

Scafet sy features ashal be provided In lSU OV 
be e.Itty 7c bak up tbs Safety provided by 01 

'b Core dsig•L. the reactl COCuelt Froe
ri- boundary, and Shell protection sysIems. AS 

a minImum, such engineered ssdety foatils
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_0 bdesldm ed to cope with ny LAY re2 

,,i=% pressure boundary break up to 
scflc.uding the circumferential rupture of 
0 •pip•. t that boundary assuming unob

60ýwd d.-lM from both ends.  

10ý jog~jtsllab~tlty and Testability of 
,We'd Saelay reaturs (Category A). -Al 

10,rd Sa--.fety features &sall be designed 
ior'S ,,•da high runctiona! reliability and 
0 rstabultY. n eterminingr t suit
ýAy of a faclity for a prposed ste, tbe 

of reliance upon and acceptance of 
der"Cent Lad englneeed safety &aorded 

te. "Items. including engineered saety 
suref will be Induenced by the known and 

___ cte~rd pertorma~nce capabWliy and 
,'AtDLU: Of the 6syrsems. ad by the extent 

____ the operahility of suchi systems can 
W tested end inspected where, appropri~ate 
be the life of the plant.  

ajeron j9--Zmergpeisy Po-e/r I• ng
.•red Selety features (Categry A). Alter
Is power systems shall be proded and 
.,ped mwith adequate independency. re

4 .-- ncy- capacity. Lad tastahllty to permit 
.. ,-functioning required of the engineered 

features. As a minimum, the Uonste 
sytem, and the OffJ1te Power system 

ncb• . I ndependently. proie ths a

L&ULZafailure Of & gnglt active 

crits1On 40-Vmissille protection (Category 
j. .rot,•on. for engineered safety features 

,ta be provided Lgainst dynamic *Coect n 
5 siee that might result •rom plant equip
latu fallues.  

c"rCeo 41--nsg'terred Safety Features 
perpormanas Capability (Category A). Engi
azed soeoty features such as emergency 
am cooling and Containment heat removal 

ffstem-t shall provide sufficient Pi!1rtormanc 
apahLWty to accommodate partial loss of 
Wetalled Capacity and still tulS the we

4ued sfty funti-o As a minimum. each 
aineod safety feature shall Provlde this 

3veuurod oatety function assuming aL failure 
t a single active o02po e nt.  
Criterion 43--ftgineared Safety Features 

Cmoren iteff Capability (Category A). Engi.  
aeered safty features Shan be designed so 
*t the capability of eah component and 
"eri•m to perform Its required functo Is 
got paired by the effects of I. los-of -col

at% accident.  
criterin• 43-Accident Aggravation PF

tettio• (Category A). ngineered safety geu
garis shall be designed so that any =Uc Of 
Us engineered safsty feate VWhich might 
acentusato the adverse aLter-a •tom Of the 
lna ef normal cooling Is avoided.  

criterion 4-otZmrgeny Cc" Cool P• BY$
tell Cepabite (Cate gory A). At Meast two 
c- acy acor ling yest-. Prf ertaly 
a dIffirt design principles, e4ch with & 
ospablutty for accoopllshing abundant @m-e 
Vney core ecoolng, shall1 be provided. Ea21 
meigezcy ace cooling syte= and the cor 
&hall be designed to prevent fuel and clad 
aamage that would Interfaere with the CMer
Vtoy cor cooling function and to limit the 
dlad macts.-wazer reaction to negligible 
aeiounts for all &sizs of breaks in the , -or 
enlant Pressure bounduT. InCluding the 
dauhle-ended rupture of the laorgt pipe.  
The performance at etch emergency ae 
feeling systema shell be evaluated conserve.  
ILIely in each area of uncertainty. The eys
lons shall not shere acurve cocopocents and 
&Aia not saren other features or components 
Sclo it can be demonstrated that (a) the 
fspaLbluty at the shard feature or cwn
Pluent to perlorm Its required funeton cnn 
11 readily ascertained! during we.0ce orpera
son. 4b) failur of the shared fuature or 
IXMPoncn does not ini2,at a Ices-of -Coolant 
"Cident. and (~c) capability at the shared 
tesrae or component to perform Its required 
tm~ttomo Is am 1mpaired by the effects of a 
101-0f-coolanit accident and Is not laet don-

PROPOSED RULE MAKING 

Ing the entire period tuis functtan Is ft.  
qulied following the accident.  

Criterion ESiapcfe 0) meigente) 
Core Cooling Systems (Categor- A). Design 
provisions Mail be m=Ad to fIalita" pliysli 
inspection at all critical parts of tht em.:.  
gency core ecling systems. including reactor 
vesesl lzitearui and water IocUOtIo noAsls.  

Criteon ae-Tasting Of ,Ie~ge'n' Core 
Cooling Systems Components (Category A): 
Design provisions shall be mads so that 
acve components of the emergency eGoe 
acolin Sytems.na Such so pumps and vTain.  
cLn be teated per•todic.a17 for operablIty Lad 
required functional perf ormance.  

Criter•on 47-Testtng of Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems (Category A). A capability 
&hall be provided to tlst peiodlosuy the 
dei~ve'y espabltty of the emergency oars 
tooling "sytems a" a loclatio as close to the 
oare "s s practical.  

Crifteion 48-Testing o, Opertional Se
quence of Kewg'"cy Core Cooling Systeuts 
(Category A). A capabilty shal be provided 
to test under conditions as CIO" to desgn 
as the full operatona sequence 
Max would bing the emergency core cooling 

systems into siamo includin the tranaor 
to alternate power sources.  

Criterion 49-Contaeineont Desir Basis 
lCaterory A). The coctainmeta stucuture.  
including eccess opening and ponetratIons.  
and Lany necesuss cantainment heat removal 
systems shal be designed so that Ot con
tianmesit structure can accemmodste With
atut.ecmeedIng the design leakage rateo the 
Pressures ad temperatures resulting r 
the largest eoedilble one=~ release following 
a I at-ctoolsat accident. Includin~g a aom
aiderable margin for efects I , metal-wuaer 
or other chonesica ruactions tha could omur 
as a consequence of fallurs ot emergency 
owe ooi Systems.  

Criterion 5-marl xequremnen tor can.
tai•Ment Material (Category A). Prin.ipal 
load Carsrying eomponents of ferritse ma
terials exposed to the external environment 
Lhall be aelecee so ths~t tbhcltemperatures 
under normal epenting and testing condi
tksare not less th•a 30 r. above nil duc.  

tillty transition (N= temperature.  
Crltertot 11I-eActor coolant Presture 

Bousndary Outside Coiitainsienf (Category, 
A). If part at the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary Is outstide Mhe ont~anment. appro
Prieto features as aeceesui shal be provided 
to pratect thg healtu and safety of tme public 
In ase" at n accidental rupture in tbat part.  
Determnlation of the LpPropriatenes Of tew
tuxs such as Isolation valves and additional 
contaiwment shall include consideration of 
th env2ronmental and populatin condition 
Surrounding the ite.• 

Criterion 5--Contatnment Seat Xemoval 
System s (Category A). Where aCTv heat re
moval systems ar needed Under acident 
COnditions to Prevent exeeding contain.  
ment design pressure, at least two systemsa.  
preferably of dIfferent, principles, each with 
fuM capacfy. shall be provided.  

Criterion S.-.Contatnmenf lactationt 
Velvet (Catevory A). Penetrations that re
quire closure for thsemcntainment; function 
shaLl be proteceted by redundant valivng and 
associated apparatus.  

Criteriont 5-Contaftmetin eask"ag Saft 
rasting (CAtegory A). Containment shall bit 
designed so tha an integrated Leakage fate 
testing can be conducted at design Preaigure 
after completion Land Installaticn Of anl pent
trattons and the leakage rate measured over 
a6 sudcisnt period of time $0 .erfl Its Con.  
forzancce with required performance.  

Criterion SS-Conctafament PertodIc Leak
age Rate Tatra#g (Category A). The Contain.  
msent salln be designed so that Integrated 
leakAge rate testing can, be dons periodically 
at design Pres- during plant lifetime.  

Criterion U-ProulsionU for Tasting o 
Penctrutlons (Caetagory A). Pt* WU 9=yson h

10217 

be made for testing penetrLtIons which have 
"client ML-S Or szps•son beileow to peruo m 
leak tightness to be demostrated at desgn 
pressure at any time.  

Criterion S7--Promsfuio /or Testing al Ise.  
Waien. Velver 4 Ctegory AlI. Capability shall 

be provided for tstIng functional operabLI.  
tty of valves Lad associated apparatus soen
tia to the containment function fcar sau.  
lisLzg that no failure has occ•-rd and for 
4e*teMLi g that Valve leakage does not 
exceed acceptable Ul ts 

Criterion $,.laspectton a) Conta•tn•et 
Presrre-.RtdWern Systems (Categoy A).  
Design provisions Shall be made to (ac-ltate 
the periodic physical lnspectian of all mP0o-
tang components of the contaanmeto pres
ture-reducLng eystems. such a. pumps.  

valves. spray notles, torus. and eumpe.  
Criterion 5--Testing of Containment 

Pres*ure-R educing Sysuems Components 
(Category A ). Tbe containment pressure-re.  
ducing system shaIl be designed so that 
active components. sucha u pumps and 
valves. can be tested perkod•caly for oper
ability end required functianal perform
local.  

Criteriao #6--Testing of ContarnMent 
Spray Systit? s (Category A). A capability 
shall be provided to test Pertlodlca7 the 
dUver-y capablity of the containment spray 
system at a position as close to the spray 
no1ss u Is practical.  

Criterion el-Testing of Oper•tional Se.
quean of Conteinment Preses.-Red- cinf 
Systems (Category A). A capability shall be 
provided tW tmt under Conditions W clase 
to the delsg as practical the full Operational 
sequence that would bring the 4on0ai"'ent 
pressure-reducing Systems UMamenmof. In
cluding the Wansfa to alternateI pQ1WW 
sources.  

Criterion ,-,n'e-tion of Air Cleanup 
Systefs (Category A). Design provisions shall 
be made to facilitate physical Inspection Of 
anl eritical paris of containment Wl cleaup 
Systa=. such a. ducta. liters. fans. and 

Criterion CS--Testing of Air Cleanup Sys
tests components (Category A). Design pro.  
visions 1hall be Lade so that active coppo.  
Dnten of the sir cleanup systems. such as 
fans and dtampers, can be tested Periodically 
for operability and required functional per.  
formL~Anc 

riterio, 64---Testn 0f Air Cleanup fye* 
tests (Category A). A capability shell be 
provided for in situ periodc tsting and 
surveollance of &be Wi cleanup systems to 
ensr~e (a) fiter bypass paths have a" 
deveoed •and (b) flter and trapping -mt
ial #&Tave not deteriorated beyond acceptable 

imilts.  
Cmerfron es-Tetilg of OFp-etio," so

quen,• of A& Cleanup Systems (Category A).  
A CIPeh~lltY shall be provided to test Under 
condition• ua close to design as practical the 
full operational sequence that would bring 
the air cleanup systs Into asctin. includ
M %bte transfter to alternate power Sources 
and the design aW now delivery capability.  

S. m. s= u WAM 8raRaW IT 3Tv-S 

criterion if-.?rrwentica of fuel storae 
Criticality (Category 1). Criticality in new 
and spent feI Etor sal be prventd by 

Physical systems or proceses. such Umean 
Sgemstril•y m e *conligurtloiwe shall be 

emphasia•d over procedural controls.  
Criterion a7-.rue snd Wste Stowe Do

my Seat (Category 8). Rei1able deasy heat 
remoaval1 systems shall be designe SO prevent 
damag to the fW in storage facilities that 
coul result In radolactivity Mrls to Plant 
opeating reass or tU Public enUtrons.  

Criterion gs-ueel and Waste Storaeg 
Rtadtation 5hie~dtng .qCatsgory 8). mgieldlng 
,or radiaton prptection shall be provided In 
Q&e design ar spent fuel and waste storage

PEIbAL UMIIT. VOL 32, NO. 132-ITIUSAY. JXtY 11, 19i7
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Reference 13

f rebruw7 2. 1903. as amended the 
;110.1 Irch 3, 1905, as amended.  

0 Mt of Scptember 4. ISM1 and the 
9 f ,Juy 2. 1962 (21 U.S.C. iu-nI, 

. 1.'• 117,I. 120, 121. 123-12C 434b.  
1041. p 76. Title 9. Code of Federal 
Pa, Los restrict= the' Iner•tate 

s .~oz; wie and certain profucts 
00; o bog c€olers and other cr
,. l aCe sw ie diseses, is hereby 

the fol.oving respects: 
' d15. ! Lbe reference to the State of 

,o) L pofagraph -e)t9 rang 

% Statt of Ohio are deleted.  
4-T. ; 81ma 312. u a=mzndd secs. 1.  

50 L 791-7l-2, U =s4a41nded. aMO 1-4.  
&- "• . 12M4. 12 ss. u a.m ede. soe. 1. 73 
3..s 4e1 sets. S end 11. 78 Stat. 13o. 132; 21 
stf 1141 L2113. 114,. 111. 117. 120. 121.  
V-Y-; '34b. 1341. 2P YJL 16210. as 

jft.vCe daft. The foregoing amend

Ven a become efectIve upon Wssu

ne amendment excludes a portion of 
•ct= County, Ohio. from the areas 
o.&=ed beCause of hog cholers.  

rberefore. the restrictions pertaining to 
u utenrstate movement of swine and 

,= products from or through cuaran
ged areas as contained In I CFR Part 
It M amended. will not apply to the 
cjcded aes. but will continue to apply 
W the CuLz-etI'ld areas described In 
11jit C). FUrther, the restrictlon v.ser 

ito the interstate movement of 
jeiw and sne products from non
usrnUned areas contained in said Part 

,I will apply to the ex.luded area No 
maas In Ohio remain under the quar

Te amendment relieves certain 
uinctionS preseZtlr Imposed but no 

I=je deemed neocssary to prevent the 
vrtsd of 1og Cholem Lad must be made 
eftctive Immediately to be of =aximum, 
be004 to affected persons. It does zot 
aPe that public parti1c•ption In this 
rTe nakring proceeding would nake ad
d infor=ation available to this 
tfaIm==t. Accrdingly, unde the 
sd=1mistZatVve procedure provisions in 
5 U.S.C. 553. it is found upon good Ca:se 
Cut notice and other public procedure 
'LIt rtespct to the amndriment are im
-ctimble and unnecessary, and good.  

eaMe Is found for makin it effecti ess 
than 30 dsa afiter publication in the 
?vua.. RxsZxs..  

DMae at Watshington D.C.. this lth 
dts of Februa&ry 1•L 

F. J. Mvu~nr.  
Actinv Admh~trator.  

AV7ic,•UUrW lCs=arcIh Service.  
IF' DI.-7.-23.0 To S.--72-::4, -,I 

(Dtket 10o. 71-'s.42 
PAIT 76-4IOG CHOLERA AND 

OTHER COMMUNICABLE SWINE 

Areas Qouaentined 
uut to Provio=s of the Act of 

Uq 22, 1w84 a &=ended. the Act of

RULS AND REGULATIONS 

Feruary 2. 2303. as amendied. the Act 
of March 3. 190,. as amended. the Act of 
September 6. 1961. Lad the Act of July 2, 
1962 (21 U..C. 111-113. 114g, 113. 117.  
120. 121. 123-126. 134b, 1341). Part 76.  
Title 9. Code of Fedeal Reculatlo= re
strictincg the Interstate movement of 
swine and certain prodcU because of 
ho cholera and other communcable 
swine diseases, is hereby amended in the 
following respects: 

In 576.2. in paragraph (e) (13) relat
ing to the State of Texas, "ubdivisoim 
(xvi) rela•tne to Smith County Is deleted.  
and new subdivisions (x=il) and (x11U) 
relating to Bexar County are added to 
read: 

(13) Texa. " 
(xxii) *That portion of Bexw County 

bounded by a line beginning at the Junc
tion OC Interstate Highway 410 and 
Fa=rm-tc-Market Road 78; thence. follow
ing Farm-to-Market Road 2 in-a nzorth
easterly direction to Plam-to-Market 
Road 1518: thence, following FLrm-to
Martket Road 1518 in a southeasterly and 
then aouthwesterly direction to U.S.  
Highway 87: thence, following U.S. Hlgh
way 87 IM a northwesterly direction to 
Interstate ]lghway 410; thence, fallow
Wns Interstate gheway 410 In a north

westerly directlon to its Junction with 
Tarm-to-Marke t Raid U.  

(xxUi) That portion of Sexar Conty 
bounded by a line besInning at the Junc
tion of the Bzear-Mfedina County line 
and State HMghway 1f: thence. followIng 
Stte-.mlhway 16 In a southatsterly dl
recUou to Farcm-to-MArket Road 471: 
thence. I flo~ilut Jarm-to-Ma~rket Boad 
471 In A a wthesterl and then north
westel directlon to Farm-to-Market 
Road 1857; thence.-lollowing Farm-to
Market FLOWd 1957 In a southeasterly and 
then southwesterly drectlon to the 
Beviar-3ledln Co-nty line: thence. 1o1
lowinir the Be-ar-Mednas County line in 
& northerly direcUon to its junctior with 

-tatt H9g1way M4.  
(Se. 4-. 23 SLt. 12. a emended, sew. L 2.  

1.2 BW.L 192-72& u a=medd ae. 1-4. 93 
&~At. 1264. M56. as~~dd sec. 1. 73 f~.t" 
4A. o=1. 3 &M U. 76 al. 130, 1= 21 -VE.M.  
US. 12. 125. I 2= . 211L. 7. V1.0. 122. 1*-122 .  
234b. IM: 2 ?.J. 1=20. as a=Mendd) 

Eftctc daft. The foregoing amend
inenta safll1 become effective upon lsru
an=e 

The amendments quran•tne portions 
of Beys County, Ter- bece&=e of the 
exist=n:e of bog ch:lera. This action is 
deemed necessary to prevent further 
spread of the dlsesse. The rstrictions 
pertain g to the interatate movement of 
swine and swine products from or 
th-oush quaran•tned areas as contained 
In I CFh Part 71, as amended. will aply 
to the quarantined portions of such 
cou=ty.  

The amendents aLso exclude a por
ton Of Smith County, TeL. r the 
areas quarantned because of hot o c ra..  
No areas In. Smith Cowity, Tex- remain 

ndrthe QuaranttnL Therefore, the re
strictioins pertsining to the tnterstate 
movement of "wine and swine produicts 
from 67 through quarantned agna as

contained In CFR Part 75. as amended.  
will not comply to the excluded area. but 
wil continue to apply to the quarantined 
area described In § 76.2(e). Further, the 
restrictions Pertazinng to the Interstate 
moveTmentr of #wine and Mat products 
from nOnquarLntLned reas contained in 
said Part 76 will aly to the area ex
cluded from Quarantne 

Insofar as the amendments Impo cr
tam further restrictions necessry to 
prevent the interstate spread of hog 
cholera, they must be made effective im
mediately to accomplish their purpose in 
the public Interest. Insofar as they re
lieve restrictions, they should be made 
effective promptly in order to be of max
im=u benent to affected persona.  

Acoordintly. under the administrative 
procedure provisons In 5 U.S.C. 353. It 
in found upon good cause that notice and 
other public procedure with respect to 
the amendmenta are Impractcable. un
necessary, and eontaUry to the public 
Interest, and good cause is found for 

aking them efective lek than 30 days 
after publication In the Fzvzu.  

Done at Washington. D.C, this 16th 
day of February 17•7L 

F. J. MVLW.t r 
Acting Ad m inistrator, 

[1a Doc.72-2393 Fled 3-10--71;1:4a a3l 

Tite I -- T-OMIC ENERGY 
Chapter I-Atlomic Energy 

COmmission 

PART SO-UCENSING OF PRODUC
TION AND UTILIZATION FACILITiES 

General Design Criteria for Nudear 
Power Plants.  

The Atomilc 31mers Commission bas 
adopted an amnentbnent to Its regfulation~s 
10 CFR. Part 10. "Lleensins of Produc
ton and UtViliation Faciltis," which 
adds an A;peu=l A. 'Oemem! Design 
Criteria for nuclear Power Plants." 

Sectlon 3034(a) of Part S0 recuires 
that each aPPliCation for a construction 
Permit Include the preliminary design 
of the facility. The followine information 
is specifed for inclusion as part of the 
prelMUlnaoy design Of the faciltY: 

(1) The princw desAig criteria for 
the facility 

(I) The desire bases and the relation 
of the desn bases to the principal de
agln criteria 

(01) Information reative to materi
aLi of contctiroeneral arrntement.  
and the approximate d1menslons, sum
cleat to provide reasonable assurance 
ttI th•e n�na design will ecoform to the 
deeig bases with adequate ma-rin for 
safety.  
The keneral Deal= Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants" added as Appendix A to 
Part 50 eatablish the minimum require
m=ent for the principal desn criteria 
for water-cooled nuclear power plants 
similar In design Land location to plants

Pi10LAL aIGISTas VOL 36, NO. 3--SATUSDAY, nUUA&Y 20. 1971No. 3--Pt. I-- .,



for whlch construction permits hai 
been issued by the Comnm ison. Theyr al 
provide guidane In estabfishin th 
principal design criteria for other type 
of nuclear power plants. Principal de 
sign Criteria established by an applic•n 
and accepted by the Commission will b 
incorporated by reference in the con 
structlon permit In considerlng the Is 
suance of an operating license unde 
Part 50, the Commission wiH require as 
surance that these criteria have bee 
satisfied In the detailed design and con "structlon of the facility and that an, 
changes In such criteria are Justified.  

A proposed Appendix A. "General De.  
sign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plan 
Construction Permits" to 10 CF a Pr 
50 was published In the Fuznza Rizrsres 
(32 P.R. 10213) on July 11. 1987. Thu 
comments and suggestions received Ir 
response to the notice of proposed rule 
making and subsequent developments Ic 
the technology and in the licensinrproc.  
eSS have been considered In developing 
the revised criteria which follow.  

The revised criteria establish minimum 
requirements for water-cooled nuclear 
power plants Similar in design and loca
tion to plants for which construction 
Verm'ts have been Issued by the Commis.  
Sion, whereas the previously proposed 
criteria would have provided gruianc 
for applicants for construction permits 
for all types of nuclear power plants. The 
revised criteria have been reduced to 55 
In number. Include definitions of in.  
portant terms, and have been rearranged 
to Increase their usefulness in the lU
censing procem. Additional criteria de.  S scribing spec~e requirements or matters 
covered In more general terms in the 
previously proposed criteria have been 
added to the criteria. The Categories A 
and B used to characterize the amount of 
Information needed In Safety Analysis 
Reprts concerning each criterion have 
been deleted since additional guidance 
on the am&n-t and detalL of information 
required to be tubmitted by Applicants 
for facility lice=ses at the construction 
permit stage Is now Included in I 60.34 
of Part 30. The term "engineered safety 
fe&tures" has been elimninated from the 
revised criteria and the requirements 
for "englnee.-ed safety features-" moor
porated in the criteria for Individual 
systems.  

rurther revisions of these General 
Design Criteria are to be expected. In the 
course of the development of the revised 
criteria. important safety consideratios 
were identified. but Specific requirements 
related to some of these eonsiderations 
have not as yet been sarucen±qy de.  "veloped and imlformly applied In the 
Licensnlg process to wrr-ant their in
clusion in the criteria at thts time. Their 
omission does not relieve any aulicnt 
from considering these matters In the 
design Of a Specific facility and satasy.  
Inc the necessary saety requirements.  
These matters Include: 

(I) Conside-ratln of the need.to design 
against sigle failures of Passve com.  
ponents In fluid systems itoportant to 
Safety.

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

t (U) Consderaticn of redundancy at 
o diversity requirements for fluid system 
e Important to safety. A "system" eoun 
a consist of a number of subsystems ear .- Of which is separately capable of pei 
,t forming the specifed system safety f uni 
e tion. The min- ium acceptable redz. dancy and diversity of subsystems an 
- components within a subsystem and tU 
r reQulred Interconnection and Independ 
- enee of the subsystems have not yi 
I been developed or defined.  
- (D) Consideration of the type, si 
r and orientation of possible breaks In th 

components of the reactor coolant pres 
. sure boundary in determining design re 
t quirements to suitably protect agains 

postulated los of coolant accidents.  
L (Iv) Consideration of the possibility a 

s Systematic, nolrandom. Concur-rent fail 
L ures of redundant elements in the desW 

of the protection systems and reactlvitý 
control systems.  
lh addition. the Commission Is giv1l= 
onsideration to the need for develop.  

ment of criteria relating to protectioz 
against industrial sabotage and protec.  
tim- Against common mode failures Ir 
systems, other than the protection a&W 
reactivity control systems, that are Ila.  
portant to safety and have extremel 
high reliability requirements.  

It is expected that these criteria wM 
be augmented or changed when specifc 
ruzirements related to these and other 
considerations ae suitably Identfed and developed.  

Puruant to the Atomc Energy Act of 
1954, as amended. and Sections 552 and 
152 of title 5 of the United States Code, 
the following Amendment to 10 CFR Part 
10 Is published as a document subject to 
cdificatIon to be effectlve 90 days after 
Publication in the F'snyvit PZxiSZT= The 
Comnission invites an int ted per.  
sons who desire to submit written cOnments or suggeStions in coMnecton with the amed-ent to send them to the 
secentary. U.S. Atomic Energy Conmmis
sio Wnahlngton, D.C. 20545, Attention: 
Chief, Pubtlc Proceedings Branch. Within 45 days after publicaton of this notice 
in the PFasM Rlzlaz:o . Such submissions wi be Siten consideration with the 
view to possble further amendments.  
CoPieT of c.mments may be exLainedta 
the CO.mmisslno Public D•ocument o 
at 1717 B Street NW.. Wahington. DC.  

I. Section, 6.4(a) (3) U) is amended 
to read as foliows: 
150.34 Contents of applkcaons; tack.  ftleal Info•,nrmsdon 

(a) Prei.m"Mn s .ft anaZlysis report.  
Each applicati= for a eonstruction Mer.  mi Shin incude A Preliminary Wsae analysis reporL The minimunm inorma
Uo to- be included shall comsist of the 
Wailting: 

(3) The Preliminary desli of the fa.  
Ci111ty Including: 

(1) The ?rZlzcll design criteria for 
the faciliq. Appendix Ae.necaj Desrtg 

* Genm'•l defiu er.a f e C= dsmtl proc•ng sdlhiee are bein ir,-toped.

id Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants 2s lishes mintmum rqual rcuntsf Id Principal design eriterta for wate * th nuclear power Plants Simflr in~ r- and location to plants for W-ti 
€- struction permits have previitn 

i- Issued by the Commisd=on anp d tgldance to applcants for corstc t 
.e Permits in establishing prillcpade, criteria for other types of nuclei 0 It units: 

e 2. A new Appendix A Is added to 54 as follows: 
- APmmz A--OzxnAL Dw 
t Nzatown ftaan 

Tabe D/o Ccntents 

azlnerrsons 
r Nuclear Power Unt.  

Loss of Coolant Accidenta.  

Anticipated OPertio•zu•l•.Cocur.  

L. Overan Requiremente: Qual.ty St.tdards and Reoord ....  Des•lnt= Zae for Proection Agluz • Natual Phsno.insna_....~ I 
F ilre Prot•ction..-- 

unvu-nmanazl &nd W1ie p 
h a to Stzructures. stms, ang 

M. Protectoan by Mulmfle issrios hV 
act Zwrierv: 

Rectou Deslna a..Co....... I 

Zeactor olat Ptesstie Roun4ary. 14 
ReOLM=r COo=an Sytem Desi_.. U is Containment 

-D--.. ....... 15 lasculcs Power S1's. .. 7 
mospection and Testing of itlctrical 

Power S ms -..- Is Control Room ..... L.. .  
.I Protect$= -d xeactivity COouO.  

System: Protection- Lytem • aotins - Of 
Protection System RatlaeStY mod Test

Abslity ~----2 Protectlon System IAnepeSnanc.  
Protectlon System faUlr Modes..... M Bep..salon Cc Protectton and Contol 

Systems --------- a ProtctimSgym Requine• nts for 
Reactivity control . . unc.o.z.. .... 2 ReacaTiity Contral System Redundancy 
and .............  Combined ReacUTIvty Control Systems 
Capability. rT Reactivity Limits -- - ----- ---------- 3 Protection Against Anticipated Oper
stailon at c. . P 

XV. Zluid systems: 
Quality of Reactor Coolant Peasure 

Fracture Prevension of Reactor Cool.  a Pressure B oundary ...........  
Inspection of Reactor Cooiant Pressure Roundary --- - .......--
Reactor Coolant lakeup ....... =3 Residual ,at Removal ------- 34 
Elergency Core Co3g..........  nspection, o Enoe1ncy Core COoi 
'Tecsting of mergency Cool 

System ------ - !n 3
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structu••l and lIektight Integity of Its cam.  
poofents (2) the Operability and the PT1OrZo 
ante of the active components of the gystem.  

an 3) the Operability of the "Satem as a 
w ndole une can.td.i as cum to de

sign Me pmitlc&L the performance of the full 
opermsto sequefle that birta the system 

Into operation Lor rctaor shutdown and for 

los.,of-cooiA;t accidents. including opera
tion of applicable portions of the protection 

system and the transfer bet-Ien normal and 

emergency powx so-urc&.  
V. Re•"eor ClttJZ79Im*n 

Critenon 0 --i~..Coyaitmeinrt design basti.  
",me reactor cont5ainaent structure. includ
ing acces openings. penOetrattos. and the 
containment best removal system shall be 

designed so that the containment structure 
and its internal compartments can accom
modate. without sexceding the design heX
sae rate and. with sud-leisu margin, the 

calculated pressure and temperature cOndi
tions resulting from any loss-cf-CoOLa5t ac
cidet-. Thils marein shall rMeet consider.
tion of (I) the seemts of potential energy 
soutm which ha•e not been Included •n the 

determi••t•lo of the peak conditions, such 
as energy in srteam genetrats and energyf 
from mete.l-wter and other chemI8caL resc
tions that may result froma deraded *zmer
geacy core cooling functioonin. (21 the urn
ited experience end experuments. data aval
able for defining accident phenomena end 

contain,. at r.esponese. and (3) the con
evausm of the calcilatiolal model end 

Input parameterSi criterion $--rracture Pr-o're • of Cos 

ainmitrt p-esrurs boutdrT. The reactor 

containment boundary7 asha be dertgned Ira& 
puoclefnt margin to aure that under opes
ating. maintenance, testing, end postudlated 
accident conditions (1)3 Its eritIc InAl~eifial 
behave in a nucbrttle 0ne ad (2) the, 
probability (2 rapidly Propagating t-actul 

-Is Wizltrrzd. The design shell red"ct Von
sideratiofl of service temperatursm end Miley 
conditions of the contdaiment bound7 ma6
teriel during, operation. mIaitenance, test
Mng. eand postulated accidt conditions. and 
the uncertainties in. determining (1) teo.
riel Propeattee. 121 restdual. .teAdy-Mtat. &ad 
trasient stre"ses. end 43) a • ft Ieas.  

Criterion 52-Cepaba~JJtt for o~tainmea 
leakage rnot tanig. The reactor containan% 
and other equipment which may be sub~ected 
m containment tet condtlens sball be do

signed so that periodic Integrated I*~ 
rate testing cn be conducted at conte"to

ent aSign preuu Pre e 
criterion 5sj-?rU*:,&s for cs e ndetthie 

tesUng and is~pection. Tba eamotor contain"
ment shell be designed to permi (1) inxpeo-l 
tien Of anl 33 traut arise. ac as penatra.  
ttans. (2) an appropriate esvelfanc prol
gram. and (3) -periodic eactinig at eontaID.  
ment design pritssrtir CC the leattl42i- CO 
penetrations Which have resilient seLal Mg 
expansion bellow&.  

criterion Sd-Plpft'f 8eptsta P010tSft" 
contaeinient. fiping ... tJ penstrtelnl 
primary reactor containzmsn shall be Pro, 
Tided with leaL dertectlo2 MOISatIGI. end eon
tainmanttcapabl~tiee baTing rdundanlcy.re 
liability, and performance capalalities wind 
reLect the impomrtance to Ualmt at isolatind 
these piping systems. Such lpiping system 
shell be designed with a capabilty -o W 
periodically the operability Of Ume isolsillai 

Lvais, Land associated epparatus end to dster 
mIne I Valve leaVag is within accepteax 

limits.  
criterion 55.-Xeoctof ocomtai Prissuil 

boundary peneratlss conetMeud. EacI 
line thait Is Part of fhe reactor cooIlTa pies 
eure boundary and that penstratee psim 
roeator containme~nt 221-n be provirded w=t 
containment nstlcato valves as follows. =o 
less It Can be demzonstrated that thoe con
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tainment lsolation provisions for a specific 
class of .•n.in such as In•iriunx dUns. ae 
acceptable oan some other defined bass: 

(t) One locked closed .soalatln valve In
sat and One locked closed Lsolaton vrla 

Outside containment: or 
12) 0ne automaticu isolation valve Inside 

and one locked closed lsoiatio. valve outside 
containmet" or 

(3) One locked closed isolato2 valIve In
sids and one automatic Is0oltion valve out
side containment, A. simple check va•Jt may 
not be used as the autOmai IsaatiMn vTav 
outside conUtAimet: or 

(4) One automatic isolation valve Inside 
and one automatic tsolation valve outside 
containment. A simple check valve may not 
be used as the autesaLtic isolation valve out
side containment.  

Isolatlon valves outside coUtalnmdet Saell be 
located as ClOse to containmnist as practical 
and upon 100 Of actuating power, automatic 
isolation valves sa be desIgped to tak the 
position that provides grester saety.  

Other appropriate requirements 'to m•i
mise the probability or consequencesz at an 
accidntal rupture of thes lMnsa or lnes 
connected to them shall be Provided as 
necessary to umre adequate sfekty. Deter
minastion of the aPprOPtitenms of these 
requirenients. such as higher qualIty In 
design. fabricatio, and testing. "412Itina 
provisions for Inservlce inspectio psOtec.  
tion against mane severe natural phenomenza.  
Lad additional Isolation valves and cofn i

(ntl. shall Include conaideration Of the pop
uti-,on density, use caracteriatte. and 
physical chsractex-.•st of the late e=TUC= 

crierilml 5gri e y tcovtaintmeft Lot 
tric. Zach lna thait conects dirctiy to the 

conta¢inment atmosphee and penetrates 
primary recto• r t shall be pro-l 
vided, with cnainmen-st Isoation% jvale at 
follow, unless ft WiM be deMOfStrateld t•At 
the containment IsolWio prOvLisiMn fte a 
specific class of liner such: Mg Instruanent 
lines are acceptable, on some othr defined 
basis:.  

(L) OVe locked Cosed ft"MaMo valveI In
side and one locked closed Isolation valve 
outside contaLnU=at o 

(2) One, automatic ladation valve inside 
and one locked closed W"nali "Valv iras

• Id" G • •==V Or a € o l 

(S) One lacked dod bolation vafve M
side and on. automatic Isolaton valvmawlu
gumde nta~nimet,. Aipl - bect Mr. may" 
not be used as the scutomat icmolation valves 
ouutsde conwazzmsnt Or 

(4) 0". SaU211Ati awds",f 'rals Insjd 
&a cm es ustiOcn twscl~on vanv oautae 
cualsahimeat A. simpe obeck 112" 00y B09 
be used as tas entomaIle Islaumo 551w Cut

Isclation valves outside eonUIZSMiLmsftabll 
be ~loaed as el, to the COntalnman as 

L pra~cti Land upon 10a Of acTtuaiMS Power
aUtomatic Isoaitiovalves shell be designed 

Fto take the position tham prvide Fistple 
safety.  

crtterioa U7-Closdc rim-tW ImIIOSO 
S elves. Each. line that p&enetate priSmr NeV 

*actor ocontainment end Is ssither pert Of the 
:*&ecuor coolant presure botmdazY nor eon., 

Snected directly to ths, containment atmso 
u hr hn bale at least. ena ecteaxnmnil 
. wslto alve which &hall be either auto.  

I' mag", cc locked dlated. or caps"bat ci emot 
- manuaL operatu=n Tisi valve %han be cut, 

B ide Cotainment and locsatd Is close o I*h= 
containment as pracicual.J A siVW ebsec 

Svalve may not b6 Used at t06 5titO5 
IL Isolation Wlva.  

Vt l d xend eta voi~ottraf btrl 

hCritrron EO-CofrZof ream of55 ravdio 
41ectiva mortlesii to the enutoIrcstdnt The &M 

L.clear Power U=t design shall include mean

to Controa snutably the role&" of radOacti,5 mataral In gaseous and lIquid ee..uent, 
ad to handle radiosate soid wastes Po..  

dUeed durinfg 31tM&L reator operio•-oOCZ n.  
cliding anticipated OW-LtatIoa 0cWT-~A&M 
Suacita holdup capecity shall be provided 

for retention of gaseous and liquid emuenat 

containing radiasctire mnaterials. Par-icu.  
l&:ly where unfavorabie lte aMnl.mnsatai 
conditions can be expected to mpos un.  
usual operational LImitations upon the To.  

lease Of such estlents to the environment.  
crtl5?IO1 61-iuel storage and handliag 

and ratoactivity controg. The fuel Msto" 
Lad handling, radioactive waste. end other 

systems which may contain radioacutivty 
shall be designed to asw-r adequate iesy 

under normal eand postulated accident con.  
dltions. These systems shall be destgred (1) 
with & capability to permit Inspection and 

testing af components Limportant to salety.  
(21 With suitable s-'ldIng for radiatio.  
protection. (3) with appropriate contain.  
minau. coninement. and 1irtaing systems, 
(4) with a residual best removal capability 
having reliability and testability that re.  
flecZt the importance to safety of decay lbet 
and other residual hbet removal. and (3) 
to prevent signlfcant reduction In fuel 

stocage ecoolant Lnventory under accident 
conditions.  

Cratgrion 8*-P're'iffon of critcaity ig~ 
fuel #torsowgS eand lssiar. Critucality Inl the 
fuel storag Land handling system shall be 
prevented by physca systems or Processes.  

preferably by use of geometrically eafe 

crtteIm Ig3-Mowt~fostalg uel MWd wante 
storsce. Appropriate systems shal be pro.  
vided In fuel storage and radioactive waste 
systems and associated handling amn (1) 

to detoaect coditons that may result LIn I=
of siesidua beat removal capability and ar.  
*miva radiation leves sad (2) to bntiave 

appwropate safety actiom.  
criterion 94-MelunteoSrft radioactivity ft.  

leaser. Me.ans sh'a be provided for m-ontor.  

Lac the moato: containment atmosphere.  
spaces conaning componets for reclrcula

tion Of 1o-cf-COOisnt accident fluids. 1121.0 
ent discharge Paths, and the plant environs 
for naioactsvIty tha may be relWasd bia 

normal operetios. lincldingy anticipated 
operational occ•rrences, and fro postulated.  

(Seca. ML 182. S atat. D&. 93: •82 VUZ

=1. 2=) 
sted at Wa.,tg1tO1. D.C. tris 1012 

day of F Pbem 1971.  

For the Atomic Ener7 CoM=1dMn 
W. EL McCcc.  

Secretas7 *I the Ca~mkintaxi 
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DIRECTIVES.  
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
OPErRATED 3 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
"NUCLEAR OIYUSICK 

POST OFFICEBOX y 
GA* V tIDGg* TERNES.EE 27U3 

"S"'eber 6.1967 1EP1% 

S._,Mr. . . P rice 
"* �lDrector of Regulation 

• U.1.6A't.i- Maergy C•o•iszio 
W .aington, D. C. 2054"5 

Dear Mr. Price: 
Subject: 'Reviev o•f TAZC "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Pover plant 

Constzoctio Pe=ita t Federal pegitr il 1 .6 
-. Mhe subject doc=et hb= been revieved by =.mberg of the staff of the Jucear Safety LTforatjCn Ce=ter. We realize and appreciate the great =mount of York that JOu sttaft has done in bringing these criteria to their Present fom=. We Participated in the initial review of. the criteria rvben they vrere issued it November 1965 and ve are pleased to have the opportunity to ieviev this later *version. Our. conents are enclosed in'tvo partas (2) general ccC==ta Vhich apply to the entire et" of criteria and (2) specific coents on the individual criteria and in a rev cases on sections" such as VI,, Engdineered Safety Features.  

With a few exceptions, the scope of the criteria seems broad enough Ltnd.  generally vell organized. 'e do have rather extensive coments oa those criteria vhich deal vith Protection syste=. A difficult plroblem is that of assessing reliability. The "single fai±lure criterion" is an attemprt to relieve thin situation, "ou t its applicaticn is subjective and It ha.s different meanings to different i:A dual.•. Another Problem area is that of the use of the same Instr==ts for both perating the plant and providing protection.  We believe that s•ch irterdependence can only degrade the reliability and performance of the protection system. Proble.s such as these -Ake the task of vriting criteria and standards quite difficult.  

Fur-ther, the absence of clear'definiticts of ter~ms, vhich to many are rather loosely understood, could 1it the effectivenes of the criterl 
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Enclosure 

cc A. J. Pressesky

K-,

We a•ian vish to coend you for the sinitficant contribution represented 
by these criteria.. If you have questions concerning our c=ents, we Vill be 
glad to discuss then vith you.  

Sincerely yours, 

.:. B. Cocttrell, Direc or.• 

Nuclear. Safety Information Center 

W3 oJFB ..

•T j ..

Kr-. E. L. Price

m
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General Comments 

"1.. The ramifications of civil disobedience, riots, strikes, sabotage, and 
the like have not even been mentioned. With this vast potential risk 
in mind, should not the physica.]. security of the plant be considered? 

2. Since these criteria, vill be used by many groups vhose terminolog is 
not eLvays (or even usually) in agreement, a set of definitions is 
badly needed. For example - what is a system, component, engineered 
safety feature, failure, redundancy, channel, surveillance, monitoring, 
"alffinction, protection system, loss of coolant accident, etc.? 

* 3. Since "single failure criteria" are to be applied to systems other than 
those for control (for vhich criterion 23 is the definition), it is 
extremely important that they be clearly defined for all system.  

4. Since the introduction uses the phrase "nuclear.reactor plant" vhy is the phrase "reactor facility" used in the text of several of the er-.• 
teria to mean the same thing? 

.3o



Specific Coirentt 

4 •Title - General Design Criteria for Nuctear power Plant Construztion Permits 

The title Is real.ly not grsatIc.Jly correct, since it infers that we 
are designing a "construction permit".  

Criterion 2 - Performance Standards 

1. Line T: Delete "performance" since this coud be construed as 
a.pplyifg• to operating performance onlT.  

2. In regard to earthquakes the "arprorriate margin for withstanding.  
forces greater than those recorded * . ." has not been defined 
here and furthermore it would be extremely difficult to do so at 
least with our present understanding of earthquake phenomena.  
Therefore, the criterion should state what constitutes an ade
quate margin.  

Criterion 4 - Sharing of Systems 

We agree with criterion 4 as it applies to the nu~lear reactor plant but 
it should be extended to apply to systems, sub-systems, and especially en
gineered safety features.  

Criterion 5,- Records Requirements 

1. Line 2: Shomld read, "Records of the design, fabrication, in
spection, testing and construction of . . .. " to be sufficiently 
inclus ive. The performance of engineered safety features must 
be determined as a datum for evaluation of subsequent tests re

-:'. quired of the system. For example, criterion 46 states %hat 
active components be periodically tested for required perfor
"mance.  

"2. Line 5: Change "its" to "his" to refer to the operator's 
control.  

Criterion 6 - Overall Pover Coefficient 

For this entire criterion it might be better to say that "the reactor 
shall be designed so that either the overall power coefficient in the 
power operating range shall not be positive or reliable controls which Vill 

eliminate or minimi:e the undesirable effects of a positive power coeffi
cient shall be provided, tested and proved effective."
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Criterion 0- Containment 

'We imfer from subsequent criteria that the protection" system is not con

sidered an engineered safety feature even though there are reactors that de

pend upon the protection systems to york in order not to overstress the con

tainment. -Thus, either "engineered safety features" should be defined to 

include -the reactor protective system, i.e., scram functions, or this and 

* "iother functions should be specifically mentioned. We prefer the former Ll

* I ternative.  

- " Criterion .11 Control Boom 

The aims of this criterion are certainly desirable but it is difficult 

if not impossible ti prove the criterion has been met. Hovever, some clari

"fication *is needed, for example, if a fire in 'a panel renders the controls 

of smne emergency system inoperable, the criterion can be interpreted to 

dean that two separate control rooms are required. Is this the intent? 

Criterion 13 - Fission Process Monitors and Controls 

1. Line 4: Delete "throughout core life and" since it is redundant.  

2. The examples cited should either be deleted or augmented bY L more 

comprehensive set including flux, hot spots, etc.  

Criteria 1I and 15 - Core Protection Systems and Engineered Safety Features.  

These criteria exemplify the fact that a more detailed definition of 

containment and engineered safety features needs to be included. One Could 

define the engineered safety features as including scram system, core pro

tection system, etc., and the. eliminate Criterion 1.  

* •Suggested Criterion - Monitoring Engineered Safety Features 

We suggest that this criterion be inserted at this point: Instrumenta

tion shall be provided to monitor the perforzumce of engineered safety 

features during the course of the accident and to monitor the condition of 

the reactor itself under these conditions.  

"Criterion 16 - Monitcring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 

This criterion defines the monitoring that is necessary to prove compliance 

vith Criterion 9. (Similar proof is required by Criterion 36) In cases of 

this nature croas referencing of criteria should be made for the sake of 

clarity.
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Criterion 17 - Monitoring Radioactivity Releases 

: This criterion was written to specify monitoring to meet the specifics
tions of Criterion TO, which should be cress referenced here.  

"Criterion 18 - Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage 

."Specification of criticality monitoring should be included in this cri
terion; for example, as'by reference to 10 CFR, Part 70.•3.  

Criterio- 19- - Protection Systems Reliability 

"There is no guide for determining whether or not the functional reliabi
lity and -in-service testability is co-ensurate'vith the safety functions 

1- a be performed. Every designer could claim that his system met this cr1
terinn, and challenge a reviewer to show otherwise. Arguments about this 
"criterion most likely Vill include comparisons to somewhat similar protectio= 
sTstems for somewhat similar nuclear power plants that have been reviewed 

S-" and approved.  

This criterion is of questionable Value and we recozmend its cmission.  
A 'aet of rules for designing protection systems would be more useful than a" 

• .general statement of desirable results.  

Criterion 20 - Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 

-The criterion is not clear as to the extent of .the effects of a single 
ftilure that need consideration. Apparently, considerations of effect are 
to be lImited to & component or channel - resulting in a severe limitation 
in the value of this criterion. This is another example of a criterion where 
definitions are needed; for example, component, channel, ani system need to 
be defined.  

Criterion 21 - Single Failure Definition 

A judgent of the extent of failures caused by a single event hinges on 
* *1 credibility. First, there is the probability of the initiating event, then 
2 the probability of progressive failures. A single event of sufficient magni

tude will certainly prevent the functioning of the protection system. De
-I tailed guidelines for describing the required independence of redundant equip

sent are needed. Examples are spacing between cables carrying redundant sig
nals, methods of separating electronic equipment- handling redundant signals, 
methods of isolating redundant logic devices wLich, combine redundant signals, 
etc. Unless more detailed information is given as to what is to be -considered 
credible, this criterion serves little purpose..
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Criterion 22 - Separation of Protection and Control Instrumentation Syistems 

This criterion apparently recognizes the need for separating protective 
ant control instrumentation but compromises. this objective with the qualifi
cations permitted. The net effect is to permit the intimate intermingling of 

the system that normally operates the plant ana the system that is intended 

to afford protection. We strongly recommend that no exceptions be permitted 

to the separation of these two systems as the only effective means.to insure 
the vital integrity of the protection system.  

Both of these systems in the new and larger reactors are complex. Despite 

the use of buffer amplifiers in attempting to isolate the effects of failures 
in the two systems, the systems are not independent when the same signals are 

coupled into each. Additionally, the objectives of operation are not those of 

protection. When the two systems are intermingled, signal processing equip
ment is invariably designed for operating the plant rather than for protection..  
Inadequate control demands that corrections must be made in the equipment to 

allow operation, bht inadequate protection equipment may be discovered only 
after their need during an accident. KLxing of the two systems as allowed 

by this criterion diverts design attention from the requirements of protection 

to those of opiratien. Such mixing also increases the probability that pro

tection will be-lost as the result of a failure in the control system that.  
initiates the accident requiring protection.  

The basic -justification for independence of protection and operation 
systems, in our opinidon, Is the relative ease with which.the protection func
tion can be assured with independence, and the great difficulty of realizing 

such assurance with interdependence. We believe it -is easuer- to separate the 

systems than to assure that their interacti.ons are harmless. We believe it 

is easier to maintain independence than to insure, for the 3ifetlme of the 

plant, that deliberate changes or Inadvertent alteration of the operation 
system rill not adversely affect the protection function.  

The dismal list of accidents caused by design errors, and the much larger 

list. of design errors caught before they caused accidents, lead us to believe 

that design errors will continue to occur. We believe further that indepen

dence of operation and protettion is. one of the best defenses against the 

possibility 'that a design error may cause an umprotecteL accident.  

It may be possible that for some combinations of protection and opera

tion- instruments no conceivable failure of the operation function involved 

can result in a situation requiring action of the protection function involved.  

To the extent that this can be proved, both initially and throughout reactor 

lifetime, the particular interdependence could be acceptable. k hypothetical 

example Is the instrumentation used to measure and control the pressure of a 

sealed containment enclosure. The- operation function is used principally to 

provide a pressure differential between the inside of the containment and 

the outside, and thus to provide a means for surveillance of the leakage rate.
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The prctection function might be to initiate reactor shutdown, emergency 
cooling, and isolation of process piping if a rise in containment pressure 
should indicate the presence of a serious leak of potentially radioactive 
fluids. It might be demonstrable that nO failure vhatever of this instru
mentation could induce a substantial leak of radioactive fluid, in vhich 

Scase no real interdependence of operation system ana protection system vould 
in fact exist.  

"The basis of the above example is the impossibility that failure of the 
operational function or equipment could ever, under any circumstances, lead 
to a-situation where the protection function would be needed. Therefore, 

* s 8ha~riJ~ng of equip=ent (common elements) between the protection system and the 
.'1 *operation system.could not lead to interaction between the two systems. It 

Ls difficult to prove conclusively this lack of functional interaction. More 
"difficult is the problem of ensuring that this ýack of interaction can and 

- will be maintained throughout the life of the plant. Operators are not de
signers; operators in charge of the plant at-the end of its I0-year life are 
not the ones who may have discussed protection problems vith the designers 
at the beginning. Subtle considerations are apt to be forgotten or ignored.  
It Is easy to ftorget that plant protection ves originally based on the Lm
"possibility that failure of certain opiratibn instruments -could. result in a 
"need for protection-system function.  

Criterion 24 - Emergency Pover for Protection Systems 

Design requirements related to power supply include consideration of 
both Criteria 24 and 26. There is an anomaly here in that Criterion 24 per
mits the protection system to requite power to provide protection, whereas 
Criterion 26 requires the system to fall into a safe- or tolerable state on 
loss of pover. To the extent that Criterion 26 can be met, alternate power 
sources become an economic or operational consideration rather than being 
needed for safety.  

Criterion 25 - Demonstration of Functional Operability of Protection Systems 

. * We agree vith the intent of this criterion but suggest that the wording 
be changed to state ". , . demonstrate that no failure causing a reduction 
of redundancy . . rather than " . demonstrate that no failure or loss 
of redundancy .. . . Some systems may have extra elem=ents whose failures 
do not reduce the redundancy 6laimed for the system.  

Criterion 26 - Protection Systems Fail-Safe Design 
This criterion places a requirement not only on the protection system 

but on the plant as well. For example, a plant design could be such that 
operation of the protection mechanism when not needed vould .be highly un
desirable. (An-illustration Is the closure of the steam stop valves in a
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""I W.L) Criterion 26 requires the plant to be able to accept oeration of the 
protection-system when not needed. . e betieve this is a good objective and 
we support this criterion.  

'; section V - Reativity Control .  

1. The title'of this section should be "Reactivity Control for Reactor 
"Shutdown".  

2. This group of criteria should distinquish more clearly between 
functions of reactivity control; namely, the dynamic reactivity 
"reduction process and the static hoiddomn functions. The first 
function must be performed at such times as in pover transients 
and loss-of-coolant accidents with the objective of preventing 

• exceeding "acceptable fuel damage limits"* referred to in Criteria 
"28 and 29. Margins expressed in terms of shutdown parameters 
are inappropriate and inadequate for the dynamic function.  

The reliability with which each function =ust be carried out 
. depends upon the seriousness of the consequences of failure of 

* •that function.  

-Criterion 2T -. Redufidancy of Reactivity Control 

This criterion is not clear. It does not state whether the two reLcti
vity control systems (1) should both be capable of .both increasing and 

"* decreasing reactivity for operation, or (2) should both be capable of fast 
shutdown, or (3) should one be for fast shutdown and one for hoiddovn. We 
recommend that the word "shutdown" be substituted for "control" in this 
criterion. These systems should also meet the requirements of Criteria 26, 

' 29, 30, 31, and 32.  

Criteria, 28, 29, and 30 taken together indicate that one of the shutdown 
S-sstems is not required to cope with positive transients and is essentially 

a method of obtaining reactivity holddown capability. However, reactors 
. :-that must be shut down rapidly to allow the contaicment system to function 

need two separate and fast shutdown Vyste=s. k single fast or "primary" 
. shatdown" system together with a "holddovz", or slOv, "secondary" shutdown 

system is not satisfactory in this case.  

Criterion 29 - Reactivity Ehutdown Capability 

As stated in our coents on Criterion 2T, some reactors require a shut
_/ ;~ dodn to allow the containment to function. In such cases, this criterion 

.4
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should require that two shutdown systems be aLpplied. Each such system should 

'be capable of preventing an unacceptable situationm 

This criterion carries a reference to shutdown ma-rgin. that could vell 

"":be made a separate criterion as the shutdown requirements are a function of 

A the number of rodsl, reactor operating conditions and function desired (e.g., 

reduction of nuclear power level or hoiddovn of the subcriti•cl reactor).  
Although we have not addressed ourselves to these conditions in detail, we 
%sbelieve that L ar-gin. much greater than the vorth of the most effective con

"""trol-rod is needed for reactors having many rods.  

Criterion 30 - Reactivity Holddov, Capability 

In cases requiring thb reactor to -be shut down in order to achieve con
tainment, two of these systems should be required. See co=ents on Criteria 

2T a.d 29.  

, .Criterion 31 R- Peactivity Control Systezs Malfunction 

"This criterion should be expanded to include all failures of the plant 

operating system that are capable of increasing reactivity. Zn particular 

this criterion should not be limited to the unplanned withdrawal of only 

one control rod since a failure of the control rod operating system may ndt 

be restricted to the vithdrawal of only one rod. All failures that may 

affect the performance of the control rod operating system must be considered.  

Of a more general nature, all faZlukes that can introduce reactivity in

creases must be considered. In addition to control rods, there are coolant 

temperature changes, and perhaps even void effects that need analysis.  

" C-riterion 33 - Reactor 'Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability 

"We agree vith the intent of the criterion but it is not clear what is 

:"'I mneait by "positive zechanLcal means" for preventing a rod ejection. A defi
.. nition is needed.  

Section VII - Engineered Safety Features 

S '•With the exception of reactor shutdown systems, all other engineered 

"* .. safety features are discussed in this section. These are: emergency power 

' .system, emergency core cooling system; containment enclosure system, contain

tent pressure-reducing system (including containment heat removal), and air 

cleaning systems.  

For each of these systems, there should be criteria for design of the 
system -and their components s -Yell as criteria for testing and inspection.



The objective of these criteria %ould be clearer if each system were treated 
in separate subsections and the criteria for etch vere set up in parallel 

• . form. Thus, there vould be criteria for the inspection and testing of 
• .'emergency power system (nov covered in 6n1y Criterion 39) as well as the 

inspection and testing criteria for the other engineered safety features.  
Criterion 52, "Containment Heat Removal Systems," would be grouped with 
Criteria 58-61 Vith vhich it is generally usociated. Such a. rearrangement 
raiesea questions on. other points of apparent inconsistancy, e.g. ,'Criterion 
60 is seen to be but a special case of Criterion 61, etc.  

Criterion 37,- Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design 

Again a definition of engineered safety features is necessary. For ex
ample, if the scram must work in order that the containment not be over
stressed, then the scram system must be considered part'of an engineered 
safety feature.  

Criterion 38- Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features 

We agree vith this criterion. Rowever, its title and inclusion in 
Section VII, bath of vhich pertain only to engineered safety features, does 
not reflect its more general applications vhich include "inherent" as vell 
as "engineered safety features". It would more appropriately be included in 
Section I.  

Criterion 39 - Energency Pever for Engineered Safety Features 

A difficult point in the application of this criterion is that of re
"* •'umdancy in the offsite pover system. For example, a plant failure that 

results in shutting off the electric generLtor driven by the reactor could 
produce the loss of all offaite power. The probability of this consequential 
loss of offaite power varies videly as' result of changes in the power 
system and of variations in. power system load. As a result of this vide 

. vari'ation in the reliability of offaite pover, veirecommend that this cri
* terion require that redundant and independent onsite, power system be re

"quired such that onsite pover alone be capable of supplying the needs of 
'he engineered safety features after a failure of a single active component.  
in the onsite power system. We do net believe that the offsite pover is 
really independent of the pover from a main generator operated from the 
reactor to be safeguarded.  

Criterion 40 - Kiisile Protection 

Analysis shall be made to shov that fragments and components that could.  
be ejected from highly pressurized system's rotating equipment would not

A
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impair the f~mction of an engineered safety feature. Typical missiles re

."quiring analyses are such items as primar system valves, flanges, instruen

tation, etc. When rotating equipment is not completely contained:, such as 

in a concrete vault, a missile map shoulo be provided. for rotating equipment 

- . (e.g., main turbines, pumps, etc.) 

Criterion )l - Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability 

"We agree vith this criterion as far as It goes. In particular the de

tailed requirements for the emergency core cooling system as contained in 
S"" 

Criterion 44 illustrate the desired amplification (but for that system only).  

Thus, it could be generalized and added to Criterion 4a 1.s follavs: "The 

performance of each engineered safety feature shall be evaluated conserva

tively in each area of uncertainty. The sstems sha-l not share active 

c. ponenti and shafl. not share other features 6r coponents unless it can 

be demonstrated that (a) the capability of the shared feature or component 

to .perform. its required function can be readily ascertained during reactor 

operation, (b) failure of the shared feature or component does not initiate 

a 10os-of-cOOlI9t accident, and (c) capability of the shared feature or 

component to perform its required function is not impaired by the effect's 

of a loss-of-cOOlant accident and is not lost during the entire period 

this function is required following the accident." 

Criterigo 42 - Engineered Safety Features Cc=ponents Capability 

We see no need to limit this criterion to the loss-of-coolant accident 

*"and suggest that • . . "by the effects of a loss-of-coo2lut aicident" be 

... chnged- to read. "the effects of zhe accident for wLhch the function is 

S• required." 

Criterion 43 - Accident Aggravation Prevention 

It is not obvio%s what purpose this criterion is intended to serve. If 

"A somethin specific is in mind. here it should be stated, i.e., are ve.vorried 

SIabout the core becoming critical again, or inducing a thermal shock, etc.  

pe Prhaps this- should not even appear here bmt be in the general discussion.  

Criterion 4 - Emergency Core Cooling Systei5 Capability 

*": • As noted in the ditcussion on Criterion i1, vi vould restrict this 

"criterion to .the first tvo sentences (having already included the remainder 

of this criterion as a general requirement in Criterion 4l). Rovever, as 

we interpret the intent of these sentences, each of the two emergency cooling 

"systems should cover the whole range of pipe break conditions up to the



".' mimum. To make this point clearer, it might e better to rephrase the 
second sentence defining the cooling system requirements as follows: "For 
each size break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including the 
double-endei rupture of the largest pipe, at least two emergency core 
cooling systems, preferably of different design principles and each with 
a capability for accomplishing abundint emergency core cooling, shall be 

.. provided." 

Criterion 68 - Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion and suggest that in addition 
to "the transfer to alternate power sources" the operation of the reactivity 
control system (which must shutdovn the reactor and then provide holddovn 
in the cold condition after the loss-of-coolant iccident) should be mentioned.  

Criterion 49 - Contain- nt Design Basis 

'We agree vith the intent of this criterion but feel that the following 
need some elaboration: .  

Line 10: "Cons$derable Margin" should be defined in uie manner.  

Line 13: What degree of failure of the emeegency care cooling sFystem 
is assumed? 

Criterion 50 - MYT Requirement for ContaLiment Material 

SThis criteria needs further clarification. The temperature of the steel 
"* members in question under normal operating and testing conditions should be 

defined, i.e., the temperature of the component when the ambient temperature 
is at its lowest recorded (or perhaps expected) value. Furthermore, the 

"requirement of En + 300 F has no meaning in the eyes of the stress analyst 
although it has found some Usage. 'This temperature is half way betveen KM 

*: and. FTE and unless there is adequate justification of which Ye are unaware, 

we recomend using X + 600 F which defines the transition, e.g., tempera

" •t•re at which cracks von't propagate at stresses less than yield.  

"Criterion 51 - Reactor Coolant Presture Boundary Outside Containment 

The intent of this criterion is not clear. It would appear that Criterion 

"53 which requires redundant valving would also cover reactor containment 

" coolant boundaries outside containment. If, however, it Is intended to re

quire extensions of the containment, it should be specifically stated. In
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"anLy event . . • delete "appropriate" and "as necessary" in lines I and 5 

and the entire last sentence vhich begins, "Determination of . • .". These 

vords do not materially contribute to the sense of the statement of the 

criterion and therefore should be omitted.  

Criteria 54. 55, and 56 - Containment Leakage Rate Testing, Contai=neit 

"Periodic Leakage Rate Testing, and Provisions 

* "for Testing of Penetrations 

TFolloving the vwrds "design pressure" it is suggested that "defined by 

"-'. Criterion 49" be inserted..  

..Criterion 56 

This criterion is not sufficiently inclusive. The types of penetrations 

which should be tested shculd EOT be liited to the tvo that are mentioned, but 

S..for instance should also inclu-e electrical penetrations and piping penetrations 

that do not require expansion Joints. The penetration testing in usually.  

done at greater-than design pressure.  

Ckiterion 66 - Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 

We do not understand the implication of "or prcesses" at the end of 

the first sentence, nor do we believe that it is -practical to depend upon 

procedural controls to prevent accidental criticality in storage facilities 

of power ieactors. Rence, the last sentence of this criterion should be 

" chan ed to read as follo•s: "Such means as geonetrically safe Configuations 

"shall be used to insure that criticality cannot occur." 

* Criterion 67 - Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat 

To the extent that removal of decay heat is a function necessary to 

prevent escape of fission products, decay heat removal systems should 

"be designed to the same requirements for redundancy, inspectability, and 

"testability as engineered safety features on reactors. This should include 

facilities for supplying a&ddiional coolant fluid in the event of accidental 

-loss.

a
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AT1TMIC EYT.RCT MMSSIOZn 

AMN2DMZT TO 10 CYR 50 
CEM!RAL DES ICN CRITZERA FOR N'CLARi P0,•R PLJL\-TS 

Ravort to the Director of Regulacion 
by the 

Director, Division of Reator Standards 

THE PROMM2 

1. To ccnaider publication In effective form of an amendment to 

10 CYR Part 50, "Liceing of Production -nd Utilization Facilities," whi•h 

vould add am Appedixz A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Fover Plants".  

BAMGRDU'D AND St•-OJJMT 

2. A: Regulator Meeting 255 on June 28, 1967, the Commission 

aprov d publication of a Xotice of Proposed Rule Kakin to amend 10 CFR 

Part 50 by adding am Appendix A. "Ceneral fesign Criteria for Nuclear Power 

Plant Construction Permits" (AEC-Kt 2/57). That proposed am-•en• vwas 

published In the Federal Register on July 11, 1967t vith a 60-day cemnent 

"period.  

3, Comments from twenty-one ogeraisations and individuals, as 

listed in Appendix "I', vere received In response to the previously proposed 

mndnmt. Because of the ol•m•, the commaet are not attached. Copies 

of all coments received have been placed in the Public Document Room.  

A. The general reaction to the poaposed criteria vas favorable.  

The published proposed criteria were regarded as a considerable ecprovement 

over those originally released In Preas Izlease 1-252 dated November 22. 196S.* 

Kon. of the comnentators objected to the issuance of General Design Criteria.  

Ktst of the comments received vera in the fore of suggested improwncents In 

language to facilitate understanding of the intent of the criteria, vith few 

*Secretariat Notes A copy of AEC Press Rlease H-2.52, November 22, 1965, is 
on file in the Office of the Secretary.  

"-2
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sugetstions to chants or delete many requirements. The rte significant 

counts and our resolution of than Vera: 

a. fUblishad Criterion I - Qualitv Standsrds 

CoNmnt - It should act be necessary for each applicant 

to shoy that an appliacabla co or standard is 

sufficint. A hmring of sufficiency should be 

required only for those Ites not coered by 

an applicable code or esandard.  

Immolaion- This c Lcs-l" bUs been modified to provide 

that 4 hbViogV of %Lfficie=Y- is Mnt necessarily 

required, but an evw•altica by the applit-a.ct of 

the applicable cod" end standards to datarulme 

sufiency Is necessary (see lov Criterion 1).  

uclear code and standard.s have not been devel

oped to the degree where it can be assumed that 

they are sufficient. The number of cod•s that 

has re•uned In an "Issued for Trial Use and 

Comsnt" status for long periods of time and the 

additional requirements contained i. tbe addenda 

to accepted codas Indicate the need for an appliant 

to evaluate applicable codas and standards to 

assure their sufficiency.  

b. tublished Criterion 11 - Control lonc 

Cosmmnts - (1) The criterion as published could be iater

preted to esquire two control room end (2) Part 

10 Is ect applicable to accidents.  

Rasolution - The criterion ha~s been rewritten to make It clear 

that only oe control room is required and reference 

to Part 20 bha been deleted (see New Criterion 19).  

It should be noted Chat we have discussed control 

(DI FFRM USIZ ONLY 
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room requirements vwith ldustry representatives it 

order to =derstand better their vievs. Out reactor 

manufacture•t. spported by several utilities, made A 

presentation to the re*lVatory staff cc thia subJect.  

The new warding of the criterion is in areem•et vith 

the Industry position expressed in these discussions.  

c. Ptblished Criterion 28 - Reativity Rot Shutd-ow Capability 

Consent - The criterion can be interpreted to require teo 

reactivity cttrol system capable of fast shutdom.  

lsoilutico - The criterion t•a be=n rewritten to make It clear 

that only one syste =at be capable of fast shut

dm (sea New Criterion 26).  

4. ftblished Criteri•o 35 - Reacter Coolant ?ressure Boundary 
Urit••le P•tctare Prevention 

Cosent - The requirement• of this8 criterion are too specific 

and ahould be deleted.  

Resolution - The criterion baa been rewritten in a mare general 

form. ALL referencas to specific margins above Mn 

eanparatura have bean deleted (aee New Criterion 31).  

Inateria draft revisions of the criterion as fracture 

prevention vert discussed vwth the major reactor m-n

facturers. This resulted in a change in their position 

from recomendin that the criterion be deleted to n

comending that It be retained in the revised form.  

a. Published Criterion 39 - Emeziency Power for Rnaineered Safe"y 
Pastures 

CoMent - (1) The rtquir•a•et that offaite power mst satisfy 

the "single fallure criterion" is impractical and 

(2) eliminate an rsfarence to offsite power.  

AUSE ONLY 
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-easolution - The criterion has been r ir-ttn to at it cleazr 

that the ©ffaite power sysm ead not meet the 

"single failure criterion." leference to offslt 

power has not beez deleted because ve baleve 

that offelte power ie required to Pr • dequate 

assurance of safety (sac Rev Criterion 17). Nev 

CriteorlA 17 has bean discuseed with the Ji Su

COmISlttee Which Ls developing criteria for power 

requirements for nuclear pover =its. The mnemb 

of the subcommittee Indicated that the new criterion 

Ia acceptable and consistent with their requirs

Ments.  

f. Published Criterion 44 - laerene'y Core Cooling S$Tstem

Cornent - Wo Independent emergency core coaling systemt are 

not aeceasary.  

Resolution - The criterion has beeu rewritten so that one system 

with sufficient redundancy in acceptable (see New 

Critarion 35). An interim version of the revised 

Criterion for emergency core coolng was discussed 

with the AXS System Engineering Subcomittee. This 

subcommIttee is In the process of developing crieeria 

applicable to pressarized-vater reactors. 7his 

intaria version. which 1resented the oe system con

eapt. -as accaptable to the AMS rroup with minor 

suggestions for duanegm in wording.  

. ?Published Criterion 49 - Containment Design Ba.i• 

Coment - Functioning of the emergency core cooling system 

is required for contoinment integrity; therefore, 

FFICIIAL USE ONLY
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it is inconsistent to require that the containent 

design be based an the assumed failure of emergency 

core cooling systems.  

Iesolution - The criterion has been rewritten so that for contain

ments a design margin which reflects consideration 

of the possible effects of degraded emergency core 

cooling performance Is required (see New Criterion 50).  

5. The staff met In Tebruary 1970 with an ad hoc Al? group, which 

included representatives of reactor manufacturers-, atiltles and architect 

engineers to discuss the revised General Design Criteria. The co=ents of this 

group were reflected in a June 4, 1970 draft of the revised General Design 

Criteria that vna forwarded to the A!? for co-mt. The Alf forwarded coments 

and stated it believed the criteria should be published as an effective rule 

after reflecting its comnts. These coments have been reflected in the 

General Design Criteria In Appendix "A".  

6; The revised criteria establish minimum requirements for the design 

of water-cooled nuclear power uniti and provide guidance for the design of other 

nuclear power units whereas the previously proposed criteria provided guidance 

for applicants for construction permits for all types of nuclear power plants.  

7. The revised criteria Include definitions in accordance vith -ocunts 

received from industry that certain crucial terms should be defined. In addi

tion. the criteria have been rearranged to increase their usefulness to desiners 

and evaluators.  

8. The Category A or I designation for each criterion which was In

eluded In the previeusly proposed amendment has been deleted. These catetories 

had been included to provide guidance on the quantity and detail of Information 

required for individual Items at the construction permit stage. The amendment 

to 1 30.34 of 10 CFR Part SO. published December 17, 1968, gives sufficient 

guidance in this area.  

-6
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9. The revsed crite•LA 4o not Include the tars "engineered safety 

features. - The requiremnts in the previously proposed criteria for these 

features hae be e incorporated In the revised criteria for the individual 

systems which a-. used for this purpose.  

1i. There are new criteria which do not have direct comterPrrts 

In the previously proposed criteria. loat of these do not represent new 

requirements bu• -repeent more specific guidance an requirements that were 

included in the previously proposed criteria In a sort general form.  

11. The regulatory staff has considered el €anccts received in 

revising the criteria and bas worked closely with the Advisory Co=dttee on 

leactor Safeguards in the development of the criteria. The criteria in 

Appendiz "A" reflect ACRS review and commnts.  

STAll XUDGMETs 

12. The Divisions of Reactor Licensing and Cotpliance and the Office 

of the General Coisel oncur in the reco==endttion of this paper. The draft 

public annoncement was prepared by the Division of Publc I•1ormation. The 

Office of Congressional Relations concurs In the draft letter to the Joint 

Conmittes an Atoumic Enarp.  

uE)OMMMfATION 

13. The Director of Regulation recemnds that the Atomic Energ 

Co•isssiGI 

a. A publcation In effective form of the amudment to 10 Cfl 

Par SO which vould add in Appendix A, "Gentral Desig Criteria for Ruclear 

Pover Plants" establishing itium, raquitements for water-cooled uclear 

power plants similar In design and location to plants for which construc

cion peraits have been previously Issued by the Commission 'nd providing 

guidance to the applicants for construction permits for establishing the 

prin•ipal design criteria for other types of nuclear power plants; 

-7
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b. Note that the mndiont to 10 Cfl Part 50 set forth in Appenaz 

LS vwin be puimebed In the Federal Re•i•ter, to be affective 90 dlv 

af ter pub~lication.  

c. Note that the Joint Couettee C Atowic Inergy vwil be informed 

by letter such a Appendix "V 

d. Note that a public - -otm.eent esuch Append Or win 'be 

Ilsued when the aiendmtnt Is filed with the federal etrister.

LIST 0F EqaLOSURS

"A!* Notice of ae M Na.S ....... k.........................  

"an Lit of Comuts s Notice of Proposed Rule 
Kek•n • published to the federal Register.  
July l 1967 2 (31 1023) ..........................  

"C" Draft Latter to the Joint Countttee en Atomic 

"oD Draft Public At ou.cemeut ............................

Page ro.  
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TITLE 10 - AT~aIC IERGI 

CHAFZ I *- A.TIC ENERG CIMSSI O 

?ART 50 - LICERSD( OF PRODUCTIM AXD UTLU. IZA0 IOACILMTIS 

Gentral Design Criteria far Nuclear Poer Plants 

The Atomic Energy Cacmission has adopted an aendment to its 

regulations. 10 CRl Part S0. "ZLcensing of Produ•tion and Utilization 

la:Lafties," which adds an Appendix A, "Central Design Criteria far 

Nuclear Paver Plants." 

?Igagraph 50.34(a) of ?art 50 reqzires that each application 

for a construction peamit Include tha preliinary design of the 

facility. Tha folloving information is specified for Inclusion 

as part of the preliminary design of the facility: 

(1) The principal design criteria for the facility 

(11) Thu design bases and tha relation of the design 
bases to the principal design criteria 

(iLi) Information relative to materials of coustruction, 
general arrangeentn, and the approximate dimensions, 
suffiflent to pravide reasonable assurance that the 
final design will conform to thu design bases with 
adequate margin for safety.  

Th• *Cnaral Design Criteria for XucLar lPaver Plants" added as 

Appendix A to ?art S0 establish the ui1im- requirements for the 

principal design criteria for water-cooled nuclear paver plants 

S..-*.i~z "I
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similar in design and location to plants for whicb construction 

permits have been Issued by the Commission. They also provide 

guldsuca in aseblishIng the principal design criteria for other 

types of u"nlear power plants. Principal design criteria established 

by an applicant and accepted by the Coumsulic vill be incorporated 

by reference Lt the construction permit. Zn considering the issuance 

of an operating license under Part 50, the Commission will require 

assurance that these criteria have been satisfied tn the detailed 

design and construction of the facility end that any chanes in 

sucth criteria are justified.  

A proposed Appendix A. "Gnaral Design Criteria for Nuclear 

PloverplUnt Construction Permits" to 10 M Part 50 was published 

it the MZLL IZTU (32 n 10211) on July I.1 1967. The comeents 

and •ug•esticun received in respanse to the untice of proposed rule 

-1-4, and subsequent de•elo••nts In the technology and In the 

licensig process have been considered In developing the revised 

criteria which follov.  

The revised criteria establish minimu requirements for water

cooled nuclear power pIlats similar in design end location to plants 

for which constructiLan permits have been issued. by the Coa.ission..  

whereas the previously proposed critaria would have provided 

puidance for applicants for construction permits for all types of 

nuclear paver plants. The revised criteria heav been reduced to 

-10- Appendix W"
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CIL) Conmas ration of redndancy mnd tiversity requireen:ts 
for fluld systems mportmnt to safety. A "system" 
could consist of a number of subsystems each of which 
is sapzrately capable of perfoming the spectfied syaten 
safety function. The u.iamu acceptable redundancy and 
diversity of subsystems and components vithin a subsystem 
and the required Internectie and Independence of the 
subsystem-s have not yet bean developed or defined.  

(LUI) Consideration of the type, size. and orientation of 
possible breaks in the compnents of the reactor coolant 
pressure br=dary In determining design requirements to 
suitably protect against postulated less of coolant 
accidents.  

(it) Consideration of the possibility of systematic, man
ra•dom. concurrent failures of redundant elements in the 
design of the protection systems end reactivity control 
systema.  

In addition, the Comissin Is living consideration to the need for 

development of criteriLa relating to protection against Industrial 

sabotage and protection against econ mode failures In systems, other 

than the protection And mectivity cntrol systems, that are important 

to safety end have extremely high reliability requirements.  

It is expected that these criteria will be augmented or changed when 

specific requirm•ents related to theme and other considerations are 

suitably Identified and developed.

- 12 - Appendiz "A"
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sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of th4 tunted States Code, the 

fallaving amendment to 10 Cl Part 50 Is published as a docume•t 

subject to codification to be effective 90 days si tar publication 

Ia the TZDEZAL t UZSL. Tha Caiissinla Ivites all Interested 

persons vto desire to submit written comments or ruggestions; in 

connection vith the amendment to send them to the Secretary. V. S.  

Atomic Energy Coimssaln, Washington, 3. C., 20545, Attention: 

Chief. Public Proceedings Branch, within 43 days after 1ubLica

tion of this notice In the 7lALDE ]ZCISTUL. Such ubmission&s 

will be given consideration with the view to possIble further 

amendents. Copies of e txinea may be ez.uined In the Comassieoo' 

Public Document Roo at 1717 L Street, 1. V.. Wasbington, I. C.  

1. Subdivision 50.34(a) (3) CL) is amended to reed as follows: 

1 50.34 Cortento of applications; technical information.  

(a) ?reliinsr- safety analyrsts report. Zach applcation 

for a construction peralt shell Include a prellminary safety 

analysis report. The finimu infermtion to be included shall 

consist of the foUowing: 

(3) The preliminary design of the ftcility Including: 

Ci) The principal design criteria for the facility. Appendiz 

A, Caneral Desiga Criteria for Nuclear Pover Plants, establishes 

nanlmu requirements for the principal design criteria for water

cooled nuclear pover plants similar In design and location to 

- 13 - Appendix "A: 
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- "•--- --.-.. --. pi.b.. •mw preVicus.Ly been 

Sissued by the C€misslo: and prov-deu guidu ce to applicats 

for construction permits In establishing principal design 

criteria for other typas of nuclear pover units; 

*a a a a 

2. Footnote2 to 1 3C.34 is amended to read as fellowst 

2Ceral design criteria for cheuical processing 

facilities are bei.n devaloped.  

3. A nev A•pendix A is added to read as follows:
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pursuant to the prov~isos'af 1 50.34, an application for a 

constructiol permit sunt Iavi3uda tha principal design criteria for 

& proposed facility. The princLpal deasig criteria establish the 

necessary design, fabrication, conatruc~tion, testing, and 

performance requirements for structures, system. and compneants 

important to safety; that Is@ uiUeMMes, system&# end componetg 

that provide resonable assumace that the facility can be operated 

vithout undue risk to tha health and safety of the public.  

These Gentarl Design Criteria establish mini2= requirements for 

the principal design criteria for watar-cooled uclaear pm•tr plants 

similr is design and location to plants for which construction 

permits have been Issued by the Couniesion. the Central Deesi 

Criteria are also counder to be g•nerany applicable to other 

types of nuclear paver units and are iMtended to provida guidance 

in esetblishing the principal dcesLg criteria for such other units.  
/ 

The development of thus Cent•al Dessign Criteria is not yet 

complete. for eamUle, now of the definitions seed furtber 

a.plification, Also, nao of the specific desil requirements for 

structures, systems, and components Important to safety have not 

&a yet been suitably defined. Their emission does mot relieve any 

applicant from considering these matters In the design of a specific 

facility and satisfying the meceesary safety require•ents. These 

matters include: 

I- s. - Appendiz "A" 
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failures of passive components In fluid system 

Important to safery. (See Definition of Siglae Yallure.) 

(2) Consideration of redundancy and diversity requirmsents 

for fluid systes important to reafey. A 'ystem" could 

consist of a uamber o subsysems each of which Is 

separately capable of pafotuSin the specified system 

safety function. Thue ulns= acceptable reduancy and 

diversity of subsystems and cacponen within a subsyst•m, 

and the required Interconection end Lndependence of the 

subsystems have not yet beta developed or deflned. (See 

criteria 34, 35, U., 41, and "4.) 

(3) Consideration of the type, size, and orientation of possible 

breaks In coonents of the reactor coolant press=e 

boundary is deterinizng design requirements to suitably 

protect against postulated loss-cf-=olant accidents. (See 

"Definition of Lose of Coolant Accid•ts.) 

(4) CousLderation of the possibility of systemtic, nonurndom, 

concurrent failures of redundant elments In the design 

of protection systems and reactivity control sysmta. (See 

Criteria 22, 24, 26 and 29.) 

It Is expected that the critrLia tll be augmented and changed 

from tine to tine as Important mew requirement:s for these and other 

features are developed.  

- 1 " dAppendix 'A"
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which the General Design Criteria are not sufficient an for Vwi•h 

addition.l criteria must be Identified cid satisfied Li the 

Internet of public safety. In particular. it Is expected that 

idditiomal or different criteria will be seeded to taka Into 

account unusual sites and environetal conditions. and for 

water-coaled uiclear power units of advanced design. lmeo, 

there may be water-cooled nmcle•sr power cnlts for which fulfill

most of @oue of the General Design Criteria my not be necessary 

or appropriate. oro plants such as these. departures from the 

Central Design Criteria must be identified and justified.  

I)EUUTZMM AnD EMANATIONS 

MUCLEnP FWEK MIT 

A nuclear pover unit means a nuclear power ruactor nd 

associated equipment mecessary for electrical power generation end 

Includes those structures, systems, and components required to 

provide reasonable assurance the facillty can be operated without 

undue risk to the bealth and safety of the public.  

UMOFS CO OLAN~T ACCUENTS 

Loss of coolant accidents seen those postulated accidents that 

result from the less of reactor coolant at a rate Itn a=8 of the 

capability of the reactor coolant makeup system from breaks in the 

reactor coolant pressure boundary. up to and Includinog a break 

equivalent in also to the doubLe-ended rup-tre of the largest pipe 
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of #b, reactor•8ant•.c 8systu..  

SIX.IU PA!WZRE 

A single failu:e CAAs an 'Dc eca vwhch results In, the loss 

of capability of a coponent to PerfomJ is I.ntendied Safety functions.  

)Mltiple failures r:eultn g fom a 61Sgle accuilrtn" rse considered 

to Ue a single, failure. fulid and electri~al symca& are considered 

to be designed aguts: . anumad single failure if usither (1) 

a single faLluze of any actlYve coponent (anemias passve comonets 

function p•p•rrly) ma: (2) a single failure of a passive component 

(Ua•uming active cM ano•ts auttion properly), results tn a Loas 

of the capability of &M system to perform • ts safety functions.
2 

AJMTCUAT!D OFMTGCAL- OOCU11NM? 

Anticipated operational occ==ezzes sums those conditions of 

mortal operation which are expected to occur cue or more tilem dorles; 

the life of the nuclear power unit and Include but are not lmalted 

1 ?urthar details relating to the type, size, and orientation of 
postua1ted breksa In specific campousuts of the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary ars u=er development.  

2 slngle failures of pasmive components in electrical systems should 
be assumd In designing against a statie failure. The conditions 
under which a single failure of a passive component in a fluid 
system should be considered In designing the system against a single 
failure are under development.  
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t"• eo of powe to al recirculation pump&, tftrpiui of ae 

turbine generator set. Isolatlon of the main condeaer. and loss 

of all offsaLtt power.  

CPITEM• 

1. 0VT3.ALL IEOUfl1DMMT 

CRlTZUION I - QUALMT 97ANDADS AND *7 RD 

Structures. system, and componens Lpottant to safety shall 

be designed, fabrcated, treated, and tested to quality aandar~d 

Commensurate with the I~ortance of the safety functions to be 

performed. Where gazara2.ly recoF4zad cod"s and standards are vaed 

they shall be iden:fied and eval•.•ted to determine their e.lplIcabllrty, 

adequacy. and sufficiency and shall be supplemueted or wdiffed u 

necessary to ssure a quality product Lu keeping with the required 

safety function. A quality assurance progran shall be establlshed 

sand Impleowated In order to provide adequate assurame that these 

struCtures• . Ysste=s, and c roaenus will satiufactorily perform 
their safety functi ons. Appropriate records of the desig, fabriction., 

traction, and testing of structures, systes, sand emnonants Important 

to safety shall be uma•afted by or under the control of the nuclear 

power ugait Ucesee throujmut the life of the =1t.  

C..TMIO.t 2 - V.ST!= WAES FOR ?X1T.•ZION ASA2XST NA•"UL PNLNIN2(A 

Structures. system, and compozents p-rtant to safety shall 

be designed to vithstand the effects o@f naural phenomena such as 

- 12 - Appendlx "A"
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without lUse of capabi•lty to perform their safety fmctio . Mthe 

design baues for these structues, syatem, and coaants shall 

reflect: (1) ant•priste consideratLoo of the most severe of the 

natural phezmeza that have been historically reorted for the 

site and surrourdin: araea, with sufficient miargin for the limited 

accuracy. quantity. and period of tins In which the historical 

data have been accumdAted, (2) appropriate combiations of the 

effects of nomal and accident conditions with the affects of the 

natural pbencmena and (3) the importimca of the safety function~s 

to be performed.  

2=WflOK 3 - T!3.Z PfffCTION 

Structures, system, ad Components Important to safety shall 

be designed and located to mamise, consistent vith other safety 

requirements, the probability and effect of fires and a-tslosos.  

Noacobust:ible and heat rsIstant materials shael be usad whearver 

practical throughout tha unit, partic=l•rly In Locations such as the 

Contaim•me and Control oOM. fire det tio And fi g ting SYStUmI Of 

appropriate capacity and capability shall be provided and dril'ned to 

minlimiz the adversa effects of fires an structures, sys tems, and 

components important to safety. Finr fighting system sha. be 

designed to assure that their rupture or Inadvertent operation does.  

not significantly Impair the safety capabL2ity of theose stuctcres, 

systeus. and components.  

- 23 - &peoadLz L" 
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WUTKLW & VI1OW?;2-XAL AIM PaSSILE MZST(W BASES 

StructUMV2,i systems. and :onoetS Important to safety shall 

be designed to "'cc•da" the affects of and to be compatible with 

the e0!Iroenetal conditions associated with szorl operation, main

tena*nt, testing, and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant 

accidents. These structu•r- systems end ccmpo•ents •hali be 

appropriately protected against dynanle effects, including the 

eiffects of zissiles, Pipe whipping, and discharging fluids, that 

May result from equipment failures end from events end conditions 

outside the Guclear power Unit.  

CR!TLELO? 3 - SRMfXC OF SMT URcruS STSTK1M * AXD CatU'MD3 

Structures, syste••, and components iapartant to safety shall not 

be shared between =clear poer =Its males i in shown that their 
abilty to perform their safety functions Is not significantly 

Impa.ired by the sharing.  

11. PROTECTION NT B LTIPLI FUSS CI PROMCT BARRIr.S 

",ImTZJIC 10 -U.rTVZ MI CHgI 

The reactor care and associated coolant, control, and protection 

systnms shall be designed with appropriate margin to assure that 

epecified acceptable fuel design limits arm mot exceeded during ay 

condition of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated 

operational occurrencas.  

- 2- Appendix •.* 
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The reactor core and associatd coolant fy•st=S shall be 

designed as that i v the l ape or•itn•i rang the u:t effect of tha 

pr=mpt i•herent nuclers feedback ckbsa•arlrstics tends to c€ueast 

for a rapid increase In reactivity.  

CTmLMOiC 12 - 1•PtESSIO? OF RE-A'TOIL P•?K1 OSCLLMNT?0S 

The reactor cca and associated coolant, control, and protection 

systems ahael be designed to aueaur that power oscillations which can 

resutlt In codition eazaadiui specified acceptable fEuel desig li.its 

art not possible or can be reliably amd readily d•tacc•d and 

supp ressead.  

CITT!UO1 13 - MTKSRThATO1O ANCD CTOL 

lustr'entiatien ad control shall be provided to sonitor val

sibes and systm ever thair anticipated rsage for normal operation 

and accident conditions, and to maintai the= within prescribed 

operatinal raneS. including those variables and s•uyem wtich can 

affect the fission process, the integrity of the reactor care. the 

reactor coolant presusue boudry, t and the containment end •is 

associated syste.am 

CtITIMOK I' - MECTOR COOLAN~T PIMSS E SOUNflAXT 

Tha reactor coolant pressura bodedary shall be dasigned, fabricated, 

erected, and testad so as to have an extramely 1mr probability of 

abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagatiln fsilure, and of greoa rupture.  
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Ile reactor coolant "estea ad associated auxiUL-r. control. god 

protection system shall be desiged with sufficient margin to aa•se 

that the desip canditLe•s of the reactor ccdlnt pressure bowmiery 

arn not exceeded darin~g aney dc~ondto of normal operation, Including 

anticipated operatiounl occurrences.  

CUTMZLON 16 - CH'TAMiET I.SIC 

Reactor coetainnt:t end associated sys ter shall be previded to 

t lsh an essentially lesakight barriar against the ancentrollad 

release of radio-actlvty to the •en•ir.= t and to assure th4t the 

coutaltumu design canditions zortant to safty are act e=c@edad 

for .1 long as porstulited accident conditions require.  

CtITUON 17 -ILECrUTCAL ?OVEZ MSTDM 

An on•ite electrical paver systea and an offaits electrical pover 

y7sten shall be provtded to pearat functioning of structurs, system, 

and cmponuens Szportant to safety. 7he safety fanetLoo for each 

system (amsuming the other @ystea is aot f•actiou±.g) shall bt to 

provide sufficient capacity end capabLity tc assure that (1) specified 

acceptable fuel desigen li.es and design conditions of the ractor 

coolant pressure ba~dar7 are not aerzaded as a result of anticipated 

operational occurrences and (2) the tore Is cooled and eontauext 

Lntegrity and other vital functions are ualautained 1n the event of 

postulated accidents.

A-ppe4ndix 00- 26 -
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Amd the onsite electrical distribution scs.em, shanl heav su.fficient 

Independents, rud =ucy, and testbility to perform their safety 

functions aasuing a single fallure.  

Ilectrical power from the trusMisuLan network to the evitchyard 

shall be iUzplied by we physically Landepndaut trzunsnuio lines 

(not necessarily an separate rights of way) designed and located so an 

to suitably •nIsrie the 1lkelihood of their sizult•tegas f&a3lue und• r 

operating and postulated accident and enTiroummtal Conditions. ?vo 

physically independent circuits frm the saitcbyard to the ons•t 

electrical distribution system &hall be providad. iam of these 

circuits .hael be designad to be available iL sufficient time 

following 4 loss of l ensite altaernating cur&at paver sources and 

the other offaite electrical p-aer circt, to assure that specified 

acceptable fuel dasigm liclta and d"sign conditions of the reactor 

coolant pressure boundaty are mot exneeded. One of those circults 

shall be designed to be avsilabla within a fev seconds followizng 

lola-f-coolant accident to assure that core cooling. contaImment 

integrity, and other vital safety functions are mLantalued.  

Provi os sball be Lncludad to tinjaize the probability of l"in 

electrical pover from any of the remaining soTrces u a result of. or 

"•ncident with* the loss of power generated by the nuclear power 

Wnit, the less of paver from the transmission network, or the loss 

of paver from the onsita electrical pover soures.  
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* ' flTZZ~ 8 -IKS?Wi'LO A.' TESTINC OF nELEC!1XC Pown~ S~-~ 

Mlectrical power systems important to safety shall be desatned 

to permit periodic inspection end testing of Irportant areas and 

features. such as wiring, insulation. ncOnnectics, and avit•hboards, 

to assess the continuity of the sysetm aid the condition of their 

components. The systems shall be designed with a capability to test 

periodically (2) the operability and fJtnci l pedormance of the 

caOV=onets Of the sys•ste, such an e.ite poweT sources. relays, 

switches, and buses, and (2) the operability of the systen as a 

whole and, under conditions &a clAse to desiLn as practical, the 

ful• operatioal sequence that brings the systems into operation, 

including operation of applicable portions of the protection 

system, And the transfer of power amon the nuclear power snit, 

the offalte pover system, and the onsite pover system.  

€UTERITO 19 - CMM•L ROOM 

A control room shall be provided from which actions can be 

taken to operate the nuclear power Umit safely under norm.! conditions 

and to maintain it in A safe condition under accident conditioas, 

includin" loss-of-coolant accidents. Adequate radiation protection 

shall be provided to permit access and occupancy of the contr•l Tom 

Under accident conditions without personnel receiving radiation 

emposures in excess of 5 rm whole body, or its equivalent to any 

part of the body, for the duration of the accident.  

"- 28 - Apendix "A"
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shall be porV4dei (1) with A i•asIP capability for prompt hot uhutdo.' 

of the reactor. including necessary instrmmentatiorc and conctrols to 

Uaintainu tj unit In a safe condition dutrin• • ot shutdmn. and (2) 

with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdwn of the 

racto: throu•h the we of suitable procedures.  

IU. 7ROTEC!OT AIIM I.•CT!nVM? CO•tRL STST 

CKMRoCK 20 - ? MTI.TOaN ISTEMv ?MCTICWs 

The protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate 

automatically the Operation of .prepriat'e systems Including the 

r8activity control system, to amss- that Specifisd ceptSble fuel 

design liits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated Operational 

occurctnces and (2) to manse accident conditions and to initiate the 

operation of system End componenta ispornt to safety.  

CRI71IUON 21 - PROTEMCtO SYSTEM IMLIA31LTTY AND IUAIULM 

The protection system shall be designed for high functional 

re•iaility end astrvwics testability cmeunsurate with the safety 

functions to be erfor•td. Redundancy and independence designed Into 

the trotection system shall be sufficient to ussue that (1) at 

single falure results In loss of the protection function and (2) 

rumoval from service of ay P anent or caannel does not result in 

less of the requitred minlm re'd.undacy unless the acetptable 
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demonstrated. The protection @yste* shall be designed to permit 

periodic testing of its functioning when the reactor is in operation.  

intudin a capabilicy to test chaels independentl7 to deternine 

failures d losseu of red-m-cy thet may have occurred.  

CRITERION 22 - PROlTECTION STSTED I•TDEPENMD2CE 

The protection systax shall be designed to assure that the 

effects of natural pbanmna, and of normal operating. mainte-mce, 

testing, and postulated accident conditions on redundant cha..els 

do not result in loss of the protectuo function, or sh•ab be 

demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis. Design 

techniques. such u fnctional divenity or diversity in component 

design and principles of operation, shall be wed to the extent 

practical to prevent less of the protection function.  

CRITERION 23 - PROTECTION SYSTEM TArLU1 )CODES 

The protection system shall be designed to fall Into a safe 

state or Into a state demontrated to he acceptable on saw other 

defined basis if conditions such as disconnection of the system, loss 

of energy (e.g.. electric pover, Instrument air), or postulated 

adverse enuironmentsm (e.g., extireme heat or coldv firet pressuret 

steamwater, snd radiation) are experienced.  

CITERIO 24 - SEPARATION O? PRaOTECTIO AND CONTROlL hTETV6 

The protection system shall be separated from control sys tem 

-30 - apedix "A"
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ia4&4Ue ay vanZJi iodtroa system compoent or 
channel, or fa±Ilur or ra'al 2 fca ervice of =y sizzle prtection 

system covmaant or cbhma %L±ch La I n to the contr•l d 
protection aSutas leaves Intact a systemn maiefTins all relibility.  

redundancy, ad Independence requirnents of the protection eystem.  

Zantarnon~ectin of the protection en control system shall be 

lititad so es to aeeNe theat Safety ms not hignificantly Impaired.  

CUTEUON 25 - PRflTIZON SZCUM ~ 3~ MFOa= rR RIAMCTI CNT Frr 

The protection systa shall be desig•ed to "sure that specified 

acceptable foael design Unmits anm not exzaeded for any single mal
function of the reactivity con•rol systetm, much acidental 

withdreval (not ejection or dropout) of control rods or unplanned 

dilation of soluble Poison.  

C&RflEoM 26 - RXACrTITT CDM=~t TSUTD' Inw ANCT AXrD CApAZZLL!! 
Two Independent reactivity control eyete of different desi•n 

p•inciples end preferably including a positive noA±cal Iasi for 
Loserting control rods, shall be provided. lath yetesa shall have 

the capetllty to control the rate of reactivity changes resulting 

from Pl•nedt normol power changes (Including xzon brnout) to 

@sure acceptable foel designu l mit are not ex•edad. One of 

the systems sheall be capeble of reliably controlling reactivity 

changes to uenura that under conditions of no rmel operations, 
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-ata etrin for a•alfinctias such as stuck rods. pecified acceptable 

fuel design lUnits rea sot exceeded. One of II., syatenm $hall be 

"csblae ef holding tha reactor core subicritical =der cold 

conditions.  

C1ITEUO1 27 - CMMWED ZEACT2VITT Ch1ML SYSTD COAULMfl 

The reactivity control systs shall be desiged to bavs a 

combined capability, toe conjunction with poison additioc by 

the mergency core tooling system, of relLably cotrolting re

activity changes to u rae that under po.tulated accident 

conditions and with App•••La•te margin for stuck rods the 

capability to coal the core is saiantalud.  

C'JTZ'lOC 28 - REACTIV"YI LIXTS 

The reacti•iy control iystea• shall be designad with appropriate 

lniits a the potential Amount and rate of reactivity Increase to 

&news that the effects of postula*ted reactivity accidents can neither 

(1) result In damagt to the reactor coolant pressure boumdary grastas 

than United local yielding nor (1) sufficiently distuth the cars, its 

mvpport sit-•znes at other reantro pressare vessel Latarnals to Impair 

-lgnificaztly the capability to cool the cor. %heae postulated 

reactivity accidants heall include consideration of red ejection 

(valesa prevented by positive mens), rod dropout, @team line rupture.  

changes in reactor coo2ant temperature and prussur. and cold vater 

addition.  
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The protection nd reactivity co.trol syscem shall be designed 

to "sure an aztraaly high p obabillty of accoplishig their safety 

function~s in the evszt of anticipiatd operational1 occurrences.  

IT. FT=? 9TSTZM 

CR!TMONC 30 - DUALITY OF ?XACTOR COOLANT ?JXSIU SUCNDARY 

Component@ which ae part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 

shall be designed. fabricated, erected, and tested to the highest 

quality standards practical. eans sha/l be provided for detecting 

and, to the extett practical, idemtifyind the lcation of the souce 

of reactor coolant leakage.  

CRITE1IONI 31 - TRACTLYR ?MV1r..ON 07 iCTOR COOLANT ?RISSURE SOMkAlDA.TY 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary shell be designed with 

sufficient marSin to assure that when stressed uder operating, 

saintenance, cesting, and postulated accident conditions (C) the 

boundary behaves In a anombittle mannar and (2) the probability of 

rapidly propagating fracture Is minimized. The design sha•l reflect 

conslderatlon of service teperatures and other conditions of the 

boudary material under operating, maintenance. testing. mnd postulated 

accident conditions and the uncertainties In determini•g (1) material 

properties. (2) the effects of Irradiation on material properties, 

(3) residual, steady-ecate and trsnsient stresses, and (4) site of 

flays.  
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Components which re part of ths reactor coolat presssre 

boundary sh•l.l be design" to paerit (l) periodic Inspection and 

t ing of Important areas and fatures to assess their structural 

and leaktight Integity, end (2) an apropriate material surveillance 

program for the reactor presaure vassal.  

O.XIT CR~ 33 - ZACTOR COOUXT UCXflP 

A s6YtM to *epply reactor Coolant makeup ftr Vroteatlis against 

mull breaks In the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be pro

vied. The systm safety function shall be to assure that specified 

acceptable facI design limits are wt exceeded as a result of reactor 

coolant loss due to Leakage from the reactor coolant preusure 

boundary and rupture of small piping or other small components 

vhich are part of the boundary. The system shall be designed to 

sesure that for omits electrical pover system operation (assum'in 

offaslte power Is not arailabla) and for offeite electrical paoer 

system operation (assuming osite pover is mot available) the 

system safety functi.o can be accomplished using the piping, 

pxmps0 a"d valves wsed to maintain coolant izventory during 

normal reactor operation.  

UTEMO? 34 - USEhDUAL BEAT RD(DVAL 

A system to tsear residual Meat shall be provided. The system 

safety function shall be to transfer fission Product decay heat and 

other rusidu&l hbat fron the reactor core at a rate such that 
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specified acceptable fuel design luts and the design conditions 

of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not excmded.  

Suitable redundancy In •mponenUt and features, and suitable 

Interconnections. leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall 

bh provided to assuTe that for onsmte electrical p•er s ystem 

op•ra:ion (assumn offlite poer is noa available) and for off

site electrical pwer 87tem operation (asu-lng nuste power Is 

mat available) the systm safety function can be accomplished, 

asaumig a single failure.  

RIT!RZC 35 - DMLR.'CY R!E COLIKG 

A system to proirdt abundant amergeney core cooling shall be 

provided. The system sfety functimn shall be to tranafer heat frm 

the reactor core following any loss of coolant accident at i Tate 

such that (1) fuel and clad damage that could interfere with continued 

effective core cooling Is prevented and (2) clad matul-water reaction 

is limited to negligible amounts.  

Suitable redundancy In coponents and featurea, and suitable 

interconnections, leak detection, Isolation. and entalument 

capabilities shall be provided to asure that for onsite electrical 

Pwar c7stcm operation (assuming offaite power is unt available) and 

for offsite electrical power systm operation (asusing cuats power 

Is ant available) the syates safety function can be accomplished, 

assuming a single failure.  

CPJTEIRXN 36 - IMSFZ:CCTIO OF DZMMCET CORE COOLING SYSTr?( 

The emergency care cooling systen shall be designed to permit 

periodic inspection of Important components, such as spray rings in 
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to assure the Integrity and capability of the @ystes.  

-CRITERImt 37 - TEST=T oF rmzDý^Ey CORE COOLMR KSyD( 

The argency cots cooling systst shhan be dasigsad to per-it 

appropriate periodic pressure and fcctional testing to &,surs (1) 
the structural and leak•.•t integrity of its compon€e-., (2) the 

operability and performance of the Active coponents of the syset, 

And (3) the operability of the system Ax a wbtla and, under Conditions 

Is Close to design as practical, the performance of the full operatioal 

sequnce thC1t brings the ystOm Into operatin, Including operation of 

applicable portions of the protection system, the transfer b•tween 

normal and emergency rover sources, and the operation of the associated 

cooling vater systnm.  

CUTKXON 38 - CON7A~mý= 1WA 3DKOYA1 

A system to remTS but frm tha reactor contaiLsent shall be 

provided. The 7stem Sufety fuctio shall be to reduce rapidly, 

consistent vltb the facticuiZg of other associated systems, the 

cO~tnaement pressure and temperer Ura following any llos-of-coolant 

accident and •,inta•i then at acceptably 1lo levels.  

Suitable redundancy in ompone-nte and features, and suitable 

intercOnnsetions. leak detection, Isolation, and couteimaut 

capabilities shall be provided to assure that for OnSIte electrical, 

power syste= operation (as=unin Offaits power in aot available) 

and for offslte electrical pover system operation (lalming ocsita 

pover is aot available) the system safety function can be 

accomplished. assuning a Single failure.  
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C"MTIOR 3; - XSpETOR Op on Mrf p tEA? R Vj.L SYSTM 
The Cont1ainent hIt rsMoval system Shall be designed to permtt 

periodic Inspection of 1warteent e ontatg. such as the torus, 
s=P8* spray nDorzea, and Piping to assure the integrity and 
capability of the systea.  

Cl-"TElM O 40 - Tr NC o 0 T A•"•A• T NMOVAL ±'TST'• 
The eontaineat haut rmuval system Ohall be designed to permit 

appr*pr=lte Periodic pressure and funcggtial testing to assure (1) 
the structural and laaktight Integrity of Its components, (2) the 
operability and perforumi•ce of the active cou*ntU of the system.  
and (3) the operability of the system as a whoal, and, uder conditions 
as close to the design as practical, the perforuance of the full 
operational sequence that brings the system Liat operation, Including 
operation of applicable portions of the protection ly tea. the transfer 
between aor=l and emergency power source4. end the operatio of the 
associated cooling vater system.  

9 CRU X~ 41 - COXTAflO-qr AT1COSPIMRE CU.AMMu 
Systems to control fission products. hydrogen, oxygen, end other 

substances which may be released Inte the reactor containment shaUl 
be provided as necesury to reduce, consistent with the functlo•ing 
of other associated systems, the concentration and quantity of fiessio 
products released to the environ•ent following postulated accidents.  
and to control the concentrati of hydrogen or oxygen and other 
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s.bstances it the contaimeat mtasphbre follovwig pos uiatea accidects 

to assure that containmnt integrity Is saintI~e•ld.  

Eacb system &hall have suitable redn•dcy in componemts and 

features, and suitable ittereonsctians, leak detaction, lIsoation, 

and contsinacut capabilities to assu= that for anaite electrical 

pover system operation (assmming offalt? power Is not available) 

end for offslte electrical power system operation (assuming ancit 

pover is not available) Its safety function cat be acculished.  

assuming a Single failure.  

CtITERION 42 - INSPECTION~ 0? CONrTkTK- ATHOM~S~l C.EAI? STSTVM~ 

The contalnent atmosphere clea•up systeam shall be design'd to 

permit periodic Inspection of important components, such as filter 

frames, ducts. and piping to assure the integrity and capability of 

the systems.  

CRITERION 43 - TESTrfIC OT CMTrA •'= ATHOSPHZR! CLUMP, ? SYSTLMS 

The containment atmosphere cleanup systems sbh•a be designed 

to permit appropriate periodic pressure and fuctional tasting to 

assure (1) the structural and l•a•tight intesrity of its companetts, 

(2) the operability and performance of the active components of 

the systems such as fans, filters, dampers, lrump, and valves and 

(3) the operability of the systems as a whole and, under conditions 

as close to design as practical, the perforusaca of the fu•l operational 

sequence that brings the systems into operation, Including operation of 

applicable portilns of the protection system, the transfer between 

normal snd ezergezcy power sources, and the operation of associated 

systems.  
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CITEU ON - =LING .WATE 

A. system to transfer heat from struc ures, syatems, and compon~ents 

lnportant to safety. to an ultimate heat sink shall be provided. The 

system safety function shall be to transfer the conbined heat load 

of them tru~cturea. systerm. and compcments under normal operatWn 

end accldent conditions.  

Suitable redundancy In co•ponents and features, and suitable 

Interconnectins, leak detection, and Isolation capabillties shall 

be provided to &soure that for onsite electrical power system opera

tion (assu•ing offaite power •s not available) and for offs~te 

electrical poer • sTat operation (ass•-i-• onsite povtr Is not avail

able) the system safety function can be accolished, assung a 

single failure.  

CILIER70N AS - INSPEc'rON Or COMINGWATER "lSTEM 

The cooling water system ahall be de••g•ed to petmit periodic 

inspection of Important components, such as heat exchangers and piping, 

to asun the Integrity and capability of the system.  

CI.TRO1, 46 - TESTNGC or COLM G VATZR SYSTD{ 

The cooling water systea shall be designed to pea=/t approprIate 

periodic pressure and functieoal testing to asure (1) the structural 

and lektigbt integrity of Its components. (2) the operability and the 

performance of the active cponents of the system, and (3) the 

operability of the system as a whole and, under conditions as close 

to design as practical, the performance of the fall operalonal asequonce 

that brings the system Into operation for reactor shutdowm and for 
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loss-cf-coolarnt accidents, includlux everaton oef armifesmahI 

portions of the protlection system ad the transfer bervee nora.l 

and eergency pover sources.  

T. RFA=01 C~rAD~TIr 

CUTO] so - CCMTeIKyzT D!_S!• BSIAS 

The reactor coai•m• t structue, Includi•g access openins.  

pezetrati~x. and the containent heat ramaval syatast shall be 

desiguned so that the eautaL=e=t structure and Its intenal 

parmeut8 can accommodate. w•thout exceeding the des1ig lakage 

rate and. with sufficient martim the calculated pressue and 

tC•)etue co-Utios resulting fro any loma-cf-cooLant acedant.  

This margi shall reflect cosideration of (l) the effects of 

potential energy sources which hare not been Included in the dsete

m.aztion of the peak conditions, such as energy In @team generators 

and energy from metal-vater and ether che•im4c reactions that may 

result from degraded emergency core cooling functioning. (2) the 

limited experience and experimental data available for defining 

accident phena-ena and -utaeient responsez, and (3) the conseratuism 

of the calculations! model and input parameters.  

C•ITEIOlI 51 - TZACTUU PR.VEWTI0ON OF CONTA '?MA1DT ?lSUZ! IccMnART 

The reactor contalment boundary shall be designed with 

sufficient margin to assure that under opeting, maintenance. testing.  

and poxtulated accident conditions (1) Its ferrltic materials behave 

in a moubrittle manner and (2) the probabillty of rapidly propagatlan 
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service amperatures and othar co•ditivos of the contaln•m boundary 

material during operation, laintoz.aea, teasting, and pos tulated 

accident conditions, and the untertaintiu it determinin (1) 

material properties. (2) residual. steady-state, and transient stresses, 

and (3) size of f(li.  

CRITEZRION 52 - CAPAZZIZTY Fn C=ArWtT LEAKAM T E TEsTflI 

The reactor eontaLnmant and other eqipmen which may be 

subjec•ed to containment tast conditions shall bI designed so that 

periodic Integrated liakage rat• tasting can be c=ducted at 

containmnt design pressure.  

CRITERION 53 - PZOVUIOIM FOR CORTSINKENT TLSTIZK AN U X= 

The reactor contaiment shall be designed to permit (l) 

inspea €an of al Important areas. snob as penetrations, (2) an 

appropriate survaIllaa•e• program, and (3) periodic tasting at 

countaint design pressure of the laakit.h-ass of penetrations 

which have resilient easls and expansion beallm.  

CltTEOK 54 - 1FZIXG STSTEM ?PnMTRATI•G CoNTiAixMT 

Piping @yaet= penetrating prizmay reactor containment haall be 

provided with Leak detection, Isolation, and containment capabilities 

having redundancy, reliability. and performance capabilities which 

reflect the importance to safety of isolating these piping syst$ O.  

Such pipint systems shall be desitned with a capability to tast 
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periodically the overabIllty of the Isolation valves and associated 

apparatus ed to deterumie If valve leakage is vithin acceptable 

limits.  

C•ITEION 35 - RXA.T01 COULA PJ $SME s S O 3UC ART ?Z!TKAfTlN CO?%TAT!X7M'T 

Each line that Is part of the reactor coolant pressure boudary 

and th penetrates prary reactor contanmnt s@hall be provt44 

vith €untairzeut Isolation valves as folova, unless It can be 

deaaosrated that the cmntaLment Isolation prov•rions for a specific 

class of Lines. such as Istrument lies. are acceptabl oan some 

other defined basis: 

(1) One locked closed Isolation valve mdal-i• and one locked 

closed Isolation Valva Outside cet ainment. or 

(2) Oue a•ma atLc Isolation valve Inside and one locked closed 

Isolation valve outside cmainntient. or 

(3) Oe• locked closed Isolation valve Inside and one autmatic 

Isolation valve outside conutai•_a. A saImpl check valve 

may not be ued as the automatic Isolation valve outside 

cmntainment. or 

(4) One automatic Isolation valve Inside and one automati~c 

Isolation valve outside contaimnent. A simple check valve 

may oact be used as the automatic Isolation valve outside 

containment.  

Isolation valves outside containment shall be located as lose to 
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Isolation valvesu sh. be designed to take the position that provides 

reater safety.  

Other appropriate requrmcants to mini:nise the probability or 

on*equezces of an accidental rupture of these line. or of lines 

connected to them shall be provided as aecessary to assure adequate 

safety. Deceroint inn of the appropriateness of these requirements, 

such as hither quality In design. fabrication, and testing, additional 

provision. for Inmervice inspection, protection aganist more sevrer 

natural pbhmnena, end additinal Isolation valves and comtaimmant, 

shall Include consideratio- of the population densityL, .st character

Istics, and physical characteristics of the site .anir• •.  

CLMTRXON 56 - PRDURT CO~TA!M14 !SOLATION 

Each line chat ccuects directly to the containment amsphere 

and penetrates priinery reactor contaiinent shall be provided vitt 

contalament Isolation valves ea follow., unless It cam be deat. rated 

that the containment Isolation provisions for a specific clase of lines 

such as Ins truman 1lie , are acceptable on same ether defined basLat 

(1) One locked closed isolation valve Inside and oue lacked 

closed Isolation valve outmide corataieent. or 

C2) One autmatic isolation valve Inside and cue locked closed 

Isolation valve outside cont&ai 't. or 
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(3) On locked closed Lolatioun valve inside and ame automtiac 

isolation valve outsi•e containment. A si•Zle check valve 

may nt be used as the automatic isaolati valve outide 

contaf-nt. ora 

(4) one act-stic isolation valve Luie and one automatic 

isolation valve outside, c=taL4-t. A tmipla check valve 

may not be uad &a the autonatic isoladion valve outside 

contalmat.  

Isolation valves outside containmet shall be located as lonse to the 

conainentas practical and upon loss of actuatica powers automatic 

isolation valves shall be designed to take the positiam that provides 

greater safety.  

CRITEON 57 - CLOSED STSTE• ISOLATIO( VALVES 

Each line that penetrates primary reactor containamnt and is 

neither part of the rector coolant preusure boudary nor connected 

directly to the contaltu•nt atmosphere 8lal have at least one contain

ment isolation valve which shell be either automatic, or locked closed.  

or capable of remoce manual operation. This valve shaLl be outside 

containnt and located as close to the contalment a practical.  

A simple check valve may not be used as the autmatic isolation 

valve.  
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CUTiTI2Ot 60 - CM OF IMlUSIS OF IADIOACT!V! flAUIALS TO TEZ 

The nuclear power unit d*esig shall Include means to control 

suitably the release cf radioactive materials it gaseous and liquid 

etffluens and to handle radioactive soald wastes produced during 

normal reactor operation. imcluding anticipated operational 

occurr•nces. Sufftilant holdup capacity ahall be provided for 

retention of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radioactive 

materials, particularly where unfavorable sits environmental condi

tions can be expacted to impose unusual operatLonal liaitations 

upon the release of such effluents to the envircnsezt.  

CX!TEUICK 61 - T" STORAGE AMfl gAn1LZWCG AXD 1ADEOACTITT CONTROL 

The fuel starage and bandling, radioactive waste. and other 

systems which =y contain radioactivity shall be designed to assure 

adequate safety under normal and postulateed accident conditions.  

These systems shall be designed (1) with a capability to perait 

Inspection and testing of components i•ortant to safety. (2) with 

suitable shielding for radiation protection, (3) with appropriate 

containment, confinement, and filtering systems, (4) with a residual 

heat removal cApability having reliability and testability that 

reflects the 1sopartance to afuty of decay heat a" other residual 
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heat removal, and (5) to prevent significant reductic it fuel 

storage coolant itmentary under accident eondiitens.  

ClflRh!W 62 - PREZIO !TOr(0 CrTICAL!TY 1W TMf S?0O.ACE AND ILANDL!1C 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handlieg system sbhall be 

prevented by physical system. or proces•es, preferably boy use of 

smoaetrically safe configurations.  

CXT[UION 63 - M UZTOUNC M AND VAii M STOLAc! 

Appropriate systems shall be provided In fuel storage and radio

active waste systems and associated haudlitg areas (1) to datect 

conditions that may re•ult in loss of residual heat removal 

capability and excessive radiation levels and (2) to initiate 

appropriate safety actions.  

CKMRI02W 6& - ICNXORME UIDA MMAC YV! ZLEASES 

Noans shbal be provided for uocit•oing the reactor centaimeat 

atmosphere, spaces cotauinig cmrpoents for recirculation of loss-of

coolant accident fluids, effluent discharge paths. and the plant 

environs for radioactivity that •ay be released fm mormal •p*rattons, 

including anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated 

accidetst.
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Ala:.d at this

day of ___________1971.  

FOR THE AXG~IC ~ZcR= MQISSION

W. A. jicCool 
Secratary of tbs Commission
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FPEVIOUS =OTICE OF PROPOSED ýL'rl KM&MNC (32 12 10213) SPU,,LISRED IN TRE FEDERAL REGUSTER. J.LLT 11, 1967 

1. R. C. taext=, Los A' a Scientific La~cratcry, KMemer £.3 Pane 

7/25/67.  

2. tugene GCrul~nl, Due USwesity Mmer, ASI Panel, 7/26f67.  

3. Stuart McLain, MeLaIn Associates, 8/22167.  

A. Einar Swanson, lack and Veatch, 8/25/67.  

5. C. J. Statakis. Cmenarl ElectrIc Compay, 9/5/67.  

6. Villiam 2. Cottrell, Oak RIUdge National Labort.o, 36/67.  

7. J. K. Gallagher, Jr.. IEEE, iuclear Science Croup, Reactor 
Instrecmtation and Controls Stan-adod Sub.comittee, 9/6/67.  

9. David 1. Barry. XU, Southern California .dison Company, 9/7/67.  

9. J. C. Rngel, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 9/E167.  

10. W. A. Behnke J.7. Cdoonwealth Edison Compayy 9/8/67.  

11. So1 Burstein, VWiconsin Electric Power Cnmpamy, 3/g/67.  

12. L. E. MIRnick, Yankee Atomic Electric Company, 9/8/67.  

13. t. K. Leppke, Pineer Service and EngIneer•in Compamyt 9/19/67.  

14. V. L COOPer, Tennsuuee Valle7 Authotrity. /20167.  

.5. It. E. Weacher. hEb-ock & Vilcox, #/20/67.  

16. J. J. FlUerty, Atomics International, 9/25/167.  

17. Edwin A. Viggin. Atomics Industrial Foram, Te., 1012/67.  

18. Villiam S. Lee, Duke Power Company 1112/67.  

19. Charles 0-0. Le, Jr., Spect•icatians Engineer, California, 12/201 

20. R. 1. Stewart, Gulf Central Atomic, Inc., 2/15166.  

21. J. PC. West, Combustin Engineering. In:c. 2/21168.  
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IDUFT LT= TO TIM J Clr • C'T7E OR A.ICC I==1.  

1. Enclose for the Lmforzation of the Jolut Comittae is a 

copy of a notire of rule amkfy &sending• tbe Caiulaos's regulatian 

"L••ensiug of Prouction and Ctlsation 7aeLtlem." 10 Cnl Part SO 

to add an Apendix A, General Deusi Criteria for Nuclear Power 

Plants. Proposed eritarla wave publish" for cmmnt on July 11, 

1967. The criLtra UIn 1zthe mote of rme usking reflec• onsidera

tine of the casments received oan the proposed criteria putlshed 

for cement and subsequent developueots In the tacbhnlogy and in the 

l1cansint process.  

2. The criteria establish mirlmm requirment for the 

principal design criteria for vwater-ooled nuclear pOws plants 

stiler In design and location to plants f€r wbich construction 

perlits have previ•usly been Issued by the Comission. They elso 

"provide guidance to applicants for construction perita for 

establishing the principal design criteria far other types of nuclear 

pover plants.  

1. The amendment will be effective 90 days after publication 

in the federal latister.  

A. Zeclosed elso Is a copy of a public announcement vw plan to 

is*"e on this mat•er In the text fey days.  
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DRAFT FZMLTC JXW~rM 

AE ?UTr-SS CINERAL DSICN CNITE!rA 
FOR hCCLKtL PWERP ?LANTS 

The AZC •s publishing a revised set of general dcesig criteria 

for use In euablishing the prinripal design criteria for suclear 

power plants.  

In July 1967 AEC published In the YFderual Reister for public 

comment 'Ventral Design Criteria for Xuclear Pover Plant Construction 

Per•mts" developed by Its regulatory staff. The .resion published 

today reflects ezteasive coment recaived fro= 21 groups or 

individuasls. reuiew within the AZC, and developuents that have 

occurred In the nuclear Iodnutry since publication of the criteria 

in 1967.  

The reaulatery staff has wrked closely with the Comisuien's 

Advisory C=itteae on Reactor Safeguards In developing the revised 

criteria.  

The amendment to Part 50 of the Comdisslon's regulations fizes 

inizza requirements for the principal design criteria for water-cooled 

nuclear pover units stmilar In design end location to units previously 

approved by the Comission, for construction. It provides guidance, 

also, for establishing the principal design criteria for other
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Reference 16

-AI ATOMICS NTlAxIONAL 
A Division of North American Rockwell Gorpoarion 

September 25, 1967 

.In reply r-fer-

PCOXETED67AT-5374 

Secretary Mto h md 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission P o:nceaftbesaact-1 

Washington, D.C. 20545 

Gentlemen: 

The revised set of proposed General Design Criteria, 'which were published 

in the Federal Register on July 11, 1967, for public comment, represents 

the results of a great deal of very fruitful effort to develop standards 

to assist in the preparation of applications for nuclear power plant 

construction permits. The early release of the first set of criteria 

developed by the regulatory staff, with the request for cocmmnts, initiated 

the extensive efforts recognized as necessary for effective evolution and 

development of the criteria. These resulting criteria, which reflect the 

public comments and suggestions, represent a significant improvement, both 
in organization and format and in content, over the initial criteria 
published In 1965. They offer considerably more and better guidance for 

the preparation of applications for nuclear power plant construction 
permits and operating licenses.  

Our review has resulted in a number of coments and recomm ndations which 
are outlined below. Our more general comments are followed by those 
specifically directed to the individual criteria by number.  

First we recooend that in adoption of the proposed criteria as a part of 

10 CFR 50, they be more specifically directed to and required of large 
pressurized and boiling water reactors. This approach in the application 
would reduce the possibility of ritualistic adherence by reviewers to the 
requirements of the criteria when considering reactor types other than 
those for which the criteria were specifically developed. Detailed 
implementation of the criteria for other reactor types, and particularly 
for the advanced reactors now receiving major attention, can then proceed 
in whatever manner is most appropriate for the reactor without preconceived 
conclusions from the results of application to the water reactors. Also 
this more specific application to water reactors will reduce the possibility 
of their misuse by intervenors in ptblic hearings for other reactor types.  

P. 0. Box 309, Canoga Park, California 91304

Cablo Addreasa ATOMICS



Secretary -2- September 25, 1967 
Washington, D.C. 20545 67AT-5374 

The proposed criteria appear to be extremely qualitative in a number of 
areas. For example, we note the use of words and phrases such as: 
"impairing of safety" (Criterion 4), "acceptable fuel damage limits" 
Criteria 6 and 14), "appropriate margins" (Criterion 6), "exceedingly 
low probability" (Criterion 9), "high functional reliability" (Criteria 
19 and 38), "sufficient" (Criterion 20), "necessary" (Criterion 20), "considerable margin" (Criterion 32), "limited allowances" (Criterion 33), 
"abundant" and "negligible" (Criterion 44), "considerable margin" 
(criterion 49), "as close to design as practicable" (Criteria 61 and 65), "reliable" (Criterion 67), "undue amounts" (Criterion 69), and "high 
population density for very large cities" (Criterion 70). While we 
recognize that development of effective definitions of these types of 
terms is a very difficult task, we wish to encourage a strong continuing 
effort to define the terms quantitatively and then to include a section 
on definitions as an integral part of the criteria.  

Our specific comments on the individual criteria are identified below by 
each criterion number.  

2. Some quite specific criteria have been developed and applied 
to such natural phenomena as tornadoes and earthquakes in 
previous reactor application reviews. Including examples 
of this kind of guidance would be helpful to applicants.  
We also recommend that, in addition to the two items cited, 
the design bases established as a result of this criterion 
reflect the results of analyses which include not only 
the quantitative severity of the natural phenomena but 
also their probability of occurrence.  

4. The implication that any degradation or impairment of safety 
is unacceptable and should be removed.  

5. It might be noted that the records should be accessible 
subsequent to the occurrence of an accident.  

8. We believe that it is unnecessary to require the overall 
power coefficient to be not positive in the power operating 
range. It is quite possible for the overall coefficient 
to be positive, and there be no unacceptable safety problem.  
For example, in a sodium graphite reactor, the coefficient 
has a prompt negative component together with a positive 
component with a long time constant. This results in an 
overall positive coefficient, but the negative portlon of 
the coefficient is large enough and fast enough to assure

C'.
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satisfactory control and safety. In fact, the lack 
of an overall negative coefficient is an advantage, 
since compensation for a large temperature and power 
defect in the reactivity is not required.  

10. It is entirely conceivable that containment, as used today 
for water reactors, may not be required for other types of 
reactors currently under development. It would seem 
appropriate to give some recognition now to this in this 
criterion.  

ii. The basic requirement here is the provision of a control 
room that will remain habitable and will provide capability 
to shut the reactor down and maintain it in a safe condition.  
Application of the radiation exposure limits in 10 CFR 20 
in this criterion is unduly stringent and is unnecessary.  
The 10 CFR 20 limits are for normal operations and should 
not be required in "accident conditions." 

13. The requiremeant for monitoring the fission process for 
"... all conditions that can ... cause variations in 
reactivity" is too inclusive in this context. The examples 
given are simple and of external origin. More subtle 
conditions could be, e.g., fuel motion during life, changes 
in core geometry, etc. It may not be possible to monitor 
these conditions directly. What is imaxotant is monitoring 
of reactivity, and a predictive analysis by means of which 
observations and predictions can be compared, and any 
anomalies identified.  

14. We submit that it is unnecessary for all core protection 
systems "to act automatically." 

16. This criterion should require monitoring for leakage of 
reactor coolant; monitoring the "reactor coolant pressure 
boundary" is unnecessary.  

20. The bases for determining when two different operating 
principles are necessary should be included here.  

28. It is not necessary for two reactivity control systems 
to act fast enough to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel 
damage. Hence, we recommend deletion of "... including 
those resulting from power changes, sufficiently fast 
to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits."
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29. Shutdown margins greater than the worth of the most effective 
control rod appear inconsistent with the fact that reactors 
now being licensed have in excess of 100 such rods. We 
suggest the criterion be directed to providing shutdown 
margins greater than the maximum worth of any one gang of 
rods which can be driven or controlled by an operator or 
the control system.  

36. We would point out that, except for financial risk, the 
requirements of this criterion are unnecessary if failure of 
the coolant boundary does not result in loss of coolant and 
subsequent core failure. Hence, application of this to low 
pressure coolant systems can be relaxed signisficantly.  

39. Requirements for offsite power should be deleted, since 
adequate onsite power systems must always be required for 
emergency operation of the engineered safety features.  

42. Here, it should be recognized that the loss-of-coolant 
accidents may not be design basis accidents for other power 
reactors for which these criteria are generally applicable.  

44. We believe that the extent of independence and redundancy 
outlined here for the emergency core cooling systems is not 
necessary for low pressure systems. Also we question the 
necessity for "preferably of different design principles." 

66. Tae second sentence should be replaced with "Inherent means 
should be used where practicable ." 

67. The criterion should be revised to require the design to be 
based on preventing exposures in excess of 10 CFR 20 limits.  

69. The criterion should require that containment be provided 
if radioactivity releases due to accidents lead to public 
exposure in excess of 10 CFR 20 limits.

C-.'
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We believe your consideration of our comments v:ll lead to further improve
ments in the General Design Criteria. If there are questions, or if we 
can provide further clarification, we shall be pleased to do SO.  

Since 3, yours, 

J. J.F erty 
Presiden 
Atomics International Division

T7TAI P. OF
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Those Listed Below October 7, 1966 

G. A. Arlotto 
Facilities Standards Branch* SS 

REVI SED DRAFT - GENERAL DESIGN CRiTE• A FOR WJCIzAE POWER PLAxr coWlRUCON 
PERMITS 

Attached is a revised draft of the CGeeral Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Pomper Plant Construction Permits dated October 6, 1966, which I developed 
for your consideration. In comparison with the previous draft% which vas 
dated July 25, 1966, the attached version reflects the folloving: 

1. Changes suggested by ACRS Subommittee members at meetings of 

August 10 and September 21. 1966.  

2. Changes suggested In the Backup Document dated August 9, 1966.  
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DiNunno dated October 3, 1966.  

4. Changes resulting from discussions ang the addressees and 
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5. My suggestions which time did not permit resolution of with 
the addressees.  
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As Stated Above 
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J. J. DiNunno, Assistant Director for Reactor Standards, SS 
Robert H. Bryan, Chief, Facilities Standards Branch, SS
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Revised Draft 
10/6/66 

GNEAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The purpose of these criteria is to define or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intendedt 

(I) to serve a guidance to the applicant In preparing an application for an 

Ar•C construction permit and (2) to aid the ABC staff in reviewing that appli

cation.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design involves a con

siderable mnount of engineering judgment. There say be instancas in which one 

or more of these criteria are unnecessary or are Insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant to free to establish the saety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria will be aodified if, or as, future 

technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is expected to present a design 

approach together with data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical Information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary$ 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration. Category A criteria 

necompass critical safety areas so fuadmental in the deasiga procurmentg 

fabrication, and construction of the plant that modification for reasons of 

safety at the operating license review stage would be exceedingly difficult 

and costly; in essence, for practical purposes, decisions made at the con

struction permit stage in these areas are irrevocable. Where novel features
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are associated vith criteria which are site-sensitive or are directly related 

to limiting the accidental release of radioactivity into the public domain, 

they must be dealt with in a relatively c€mplete way at the construction permit 

stage even if the "Irrevocable* condition is not not. Category & criteria 

encopass safety areas where the modifiestious can be made for reaoans of 

safety at the operating liene review stage without placing an undue burden 

on the parties concerned. These criteria principally concerned with protecting 

the operational capability of the reactor may be dealt with in relatively less 

detail at the construction permit stage if more detailed information and analysis 

are not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condition 

for Issuance of a license to operate the plant.  

CRITERION I (Cstestory A) QUALITY AND PERFORMAINCE STANDARDS 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention 

of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation 

of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards* that reflect the importance of the safety function 

to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards on 

design, materials, fabrications and Inspection are applicable, they 

shall be used. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not 

suffice to assure a quality product in keeping vith the safety function, 

they shall be supplmented as necessary.  

A shoving of suffici•tny and applicability of standards used shall be recuired.  
C• VlCE b . ................................................ .......................... . ......................... ...........................................-----
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(2) Active components, much a pump's and valves, can be tested 

periodically for operability and required functional per

foruance.  

(3) A capability is provided to test periodically the delivery 

capability at a position as close to the spray nozles as Is 

practical.  

(4) A capability Is provided to test under conditions as close 

to the design as practical the full operational sequence 

that would bring the system Into action, including the 

transfer to alternate power sources.  

CRITERION• 10 (Catexory B) FUEL AM) WASTE STOW! SYStUS 

Storage and handling systems for fuel and waste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

I. Possibilities for inadvertent criticality must be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes toevery extent practicable. Such 

means as geometric safe spacing limits shall be emphaslzed over 

procedural controls.  

2. Reliable decay heat removal means musat be provided as necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume demage that could result in radio

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated uormal and abnomal 

conditions as well &s those accident situations whereby wrmal cooling 

could credibly become lost.  

OFFICE 1 ------ _---------------------......- ---------------------- _---- --------- --------------
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Attached hereto are general design criteria used by the AEC in judging 

whether a proposed nuclear power facility can be built and operated without 

undue risk to the health a~id safety of the public. They represent design 

and performance criteria for reactor systems, components and structures 

which have evolved over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by 

the AEC. As such they reflect the predominating experience to date with 

water reaco-:s but most of them are generally applicable to other reactors 

as well.  

It should be recognized that additional criteria will be needed for 

evaluation of a detailed design, particularly for unusual sites and 

environmental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.  

Moreover, there may be instances in which it can be demonstrated that one 

or more of the criteria need not be fulfilled. It should also be recognized 

that the application of these criteria to a specific design involves a 

considerable amount of engineering judgment.  

An applicant for a construction permit should present a design approach 

together with data and analysis sufficient to give assurance that the design 

can reasonably be expected to fulfill the criteria.  

FACILITY 

CRITERION 1 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the 

prevention of accidents or to the mitigation of their consequences 

must be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. It should be 

recognized, in this respect, that design codes commonly 

used for nonnuclear applications may not be adequate.

I
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CRITERION 6 

Clad fuel must be designed to accormodate throughout Its design 

lifetime all normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation, 

including the design overower condition, without, experiencirg significant 

cladding failures. Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the 

similar objective of providing control over fission products. For unclad 

and vented solid fuels, normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor 

operation must be achieved without exceeding design release rates of 

fission products from the fuel over core lifetime.  

CRITERION 7 

The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and the rates 

with which reactivity can be inserted Must be held to values such that no 

single credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could 

cause a reactivity transient capable of damaging the primary system or 

causing significant fuel failure.  

CRITERION 8 

Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the 

core subcritical from any credible operating condition with any one control 

element at its position of highest reactivity.  

CRITERION 9 

Backup reactivity shutdown capability must be provided that is 

independent of normal reactivity control provisions. This system must have 

the capability to shut down the reactor from any operating condition.
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CRITERION 14 

Means must be included in the control room to show the relative 

reactivity status of the reactor such as position indication of mechanical 
I 

rods or concentrations of chemical poisons.  

CRITERION 15 

A reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically 

initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from being exceeded.  

Capability must be provided for testing functional operability of the system 

and for determining that no component or circuit failure has occurred. For 

instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential conse

quences of failure require-redundancy, the redundant channels must be 

independent and must be capable of being tested to determine that they remain 

independent. Sufficient redundancy must be provided that failure or 

removal from service of a single component or channel will not inhibit 

necessary safety action when required. These criteria should, where 

applicable, be satisfied by the instrumentation associated with containment 

closure and isolation systems, afterheat removal and core cooling systems, 

systems to prevent cold-slug accidents, and other vital systems, as well 

as the reactor nuclear and process safety system.  

CRITERION 16 

The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15 must be designed 

so that no credible combination of circumstances can intefere with the 

performance of a safety function when it is needed. In particular, the 

effect of influences common to redundant channels which are intended to
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CRITERION 19 

The maximun integrated leakage from the contairment structure dnder 

the conditions described in Criterion 17 above must meet the site exposure 

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 100. The containment -structure ast be 

designed so that the containment can be Leak tested at least to design 

pressure conditions after completion .and.instal-lation of all penetrations) 

and the leakage rate measured o'er aUiitable period to verify its con

fo-mance with required performance. The plant must be designed for later 

tests at suitable pressures.  

CRITERION 20 

All containment structure penetrations subject to failure such as 

resilient seals and expansion bellows must be designed and constructed 

so that leak-tightness can be demonstrated at designr pressure at any 

time throughout operating life of the reactor.  

CRITEF;ION 21 

"Zufficient normal and emergency sources of electrical power must 

be provided to assure a capability for prompt shutdowtt an•d"cotinued 

maintenance of the reactor facility in a safe condition'under all 

credible circumstances.  

CRIIEPION 22 

131ves and their associated apparatus that-are essefitial to' the 

containment function must be redundant and so arranged that no credible 

combination of circumstances can interfere with their necessary function

ing. Such redundant, v.alves and associated apparatus must be independent
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CRITERION 26 

Where unfavorable enviromnental conditions can be expected to require 

limitations upon the release of operational radioactive effluents to the 

environment, appropriate hold-up capacity must be provided for retention 

of gaseous, liquid, or solid effluents.  

CRITERION 27 

The plant must be provided with systems capable of monitoring the 

release of radioactivity under accident conditions.
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VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 61 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category B) 

Possibilities for criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be pre

vented by physical systems or processes to every extent practicable. Such 

means as favorable geometries shall be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 62 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to ensure danmage 

to the fuel or storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs is prevented. Such means 

must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal conditions as well as 

those accident situations whereby normal cooling could credibly become lost.  

CRITERION 63 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDII( (Category A) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required from consideration of 

10 CFR 20.  

CRITERION 64 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AND 

WASTE STORAGE (Category B) 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public environs.  

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

CRITERION 65 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT (Category B) 

The facility design shall include those means necessary to maintain control 

over plant radioactive effluents, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous. Appropriate
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February 8. 1967 

"-Mr. panzio J. Palladino, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington. D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Palladino: 

Enclosed for consideration by the Committee is a redraft of General 

Design Criteria. The format of the criteria has been changed. The 

subparts previously listed in earlier drafts have been made into 

separate criteria. The wording of these criteria is essentially the 

swe as those in the October 20, 1966, draft, modified to reflect 

subsequent discussions held vith the ACRS Subcommittee in November 

and recent developments of criteria for emergency core cooling 

system.s.  

An additional document shoving the changes made from the last draft 

discussed vith the ACRS is under preparation and vill be forvarded 

by separate correspondence.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. DINunno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Divis ion of Safety Standards 

Enclosure: 
General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Pover Plant Construction Permits (18) 

bcc: Harold L. Price, Director of Regulation, v/enti.  

Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation. v/encl.  

M. M. Mann, Asst. Dir. for Nuclear Safety, v/encl.  

C. L. Henderson. Asst. Air. for Administration, v/encl.  

Peter A. Morris, L•irector, LKL, v/encl. (6) 

Edson G. Case, Deputy Director, DRL, w/encl.  

Forrest Western, Director, DRL, v/encl.
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